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s_bearden

Welcome to #edtechchat! Please introduce yourself and where you’re joining us from!

1/12/2015 20:00:09

chards74

Chris Richards Burlington, Iowa #edtechchat
RT @arielkprice: Join @mssackstein in 5 mins for #edtechchat! Her book pubs tomorrow. :)
http://t.co/rs3648kU49
Hello #edtechchat - Alex here - #techdir from NJ - keep of the stats and co-founder of #edtechchat
:) Looking forward to tonight!
I'm Starr from NY - HS English and journalism teacher - author and Twitter enthusiast :)
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Welcome to #edtechchat! Please introduce yourself and where you’re joining us
from!
We will use a Q1, Q2… format for Questions during #edtechchat. Please use the A1, A2… format
for answers.
#edtechchat is excited to welcome @mssackstein as guest moderator to discuss Twitter in the
Classroom!

1/12/2015 20:00:46

1/12/2015 20:01:12

mjwints

I'm Susan Bearden, Tech Director, Melbourne FL, #edtechchat co-founder/moderator
#edtechchat Hey everybody - Michael from @EdSurge here. Mostly lurking in the corner tonight I
think

DrStaubSTEM

Hi, #edtechchat, I'm Justin from PA

1/12/2015 20:01:20

LarryLiu7

1/12/2015 20:01:21

Energy_Lit

Larry from Brooklyn NY! #edtechchat
You have until Jan. 18 to sign up for the #CEDC challenge. Teachers, don't miss out on energy
projects and prizes #edtechchat

missfplunkett

I'm Faith from Huntsville, AL! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:01:26

emullowney1

Elizabeth Mullowney, Chicago #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:01:27

LawgDawg13

Hi, Wes Logsdon. From West Palm Beach, FL. Excited for this week! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:01:28

atragg

Just finished dinner, it must be time for #edtechchat! Amy, art T in CT :)
RT @s_bearden: 10 minutes until #edtechchat! Twitter in the Classroom w/ guest mod
@mssackstein Don't miss it!

1/12/2015 20:01:31

1/12/2015 20:01:33

iplante

Ineke Tasmania from #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: I'm Starr from NY - HS English and journalism teacher - author and Twitter
enthusiast :) #edtechchat

wkrakower

Billy from North NJ #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:01:39

BiologyLCHS

Geni Marlow in GA #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:01:41

mssackstein

@ajpodchaski Hi Alex, great to be a part of #edtechchat tonight

1/12/2015 20:01:42

SarahDiaDiaz

Good evening #edtechchat! I’m Sarah from Venezuela. Excited about joining my first chat of 2015! 1/12/2015 20:01:43

bobloch

Hi gang. Happy to join #edtechchat tonight from Hatboro PA. HS Math Teacher here.

1/12/2015 20:01:45

joshrhodes79

Good evening, Josh from Louisville, KY #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: "I have an idea" - My First Month as an Administrator
http://t.co/JrmllOHS9J via @MurphysMusings5 #satchat #edtechchat…

1/12/2015 20:01:47

1/12/2015 20:02:01

RossCoops31

Hi all! Katrina Keene director of innovation for @canterburyftmy #edtechchat
RT @andycinek: Open Educational Resources Meet Instructional Design via @edutopia #ipaded
#edchatma #edtechchat #1to1techat http://t.co/cI2…

mssackstein

Make sure to add #edtechchat to all of your tweets tonight for this chat. Your voice matters!

1/12/2015 20:02:07

markbarnes19

Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt #edtechchat
@JenRoberts1 Thx Still collecting cool sites and apps to do stuff to quotes #edtechchat #clmooc
#ds106
Mari from San Diego, CA. Popping in while catching up on DVR and maybe the Oregon/Ohio
game. #edtechchat
RT @arielkprice: Join @mssackstein in 5 mins for #edtechchat! Her book pubs tomorrow. :)
http://t.co/rs3648kU49

1/12/2015 20:02:08

@s_bearden Hello! Stephen from Chicago. Middle School Science. #edtechchat
Hello All!! Greg form Chattanooga, Elm.Admin. TweetHead. on a #TechTour misson to meet
Tweeple. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:02:18

Ross from Connecticut #edtechchat
Hey #edtechchat Sharon, co-founder and a fan of @mssackstein and her ideas! Welcome tonight
for Twitter in the classroom
RT @arielkprice: Join @mssackstein in 5 mins for #edtechchat! Her book pubs tomorrow. :)
http://t.co/rs3648kU49

1/12/2015 20:02:21

NA_Dellsey
ajpodchaski
mssackstein
mssackstein
s_bearden
s_bearden
s_bearden

teachintechgal
inekeMcG

RossCoops31
teachintechgal

jgmac1106
MsVenturino
Braz74
s_bannon
Gregbagby
RossCoops31
iplante
Doceri_Jason

1/12/2015 20:00:58
1/12/2015 20:01:00
1/12/2015 20:01:05
1/12/2015 20:01:09
1/12/2015 20:01:12
1/12/2015 20:01:12

1/12/2015 20:01:16

1/12/2015 20:01:25

1/12/2015 20:01:32

1/12/2015 20:01:36

1/12/2015 20:01:53

1/12/2015 20:02:01

1/12/2015 20:02:09
1/12/2015 20:02:13
1/12/2015 20:02:14

1/12/2015 20:02:18

1/12/2015 20:02:24
1/12/2015 20:02:24

s_bearden
ajpodchaski

@DrStaubSTEM @larryliu7 @missfplunkett @emullowney1 @atragg @lawgdawg13 Welcome to
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:02:24
1/12/2015 20:02:27

JasonKeswani

@mssackstein very glad you could be with us tonight! #edtechchat
The brilliance of a device such as Apple Watch will continue to make the tech industry innovate
harder and become more creative #edtechchat

MurphysMusings5

Good evening #edtechchat! Erin, assistant principal, Lehigh valley, pa

1/12/2015 20:02:37

amyarbogash

Amy, Tech Integration Specialist from Green Bay, WI #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:02:43

spaul6414

#edtechchat Sandi from NJ. Still in meeting but will try to participate.

1/12/2015 20:02:44

iplante

Great to see so many voices joining in tonight for #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:02:54

robpennington9

Hello #edtechchat Rob from CT -7/8 social studies-lead tech coach.

1/12/2015 20:02:58

mssackstein

@s_bearden so excited to be here tonight #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:02:59

EricAfterSchool

Eric from PA checking in to #edtechchat. Teacher of English and Asst. Dean at a boarding school. 1/12/2015 20:03:03

pNabbie

Hey All, Pam from SC
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:04

mssackstein

Q1 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:10

WJPS_Alice

Hi everyone! My name is Alice Mungyu and I'm a student of @mssackstein #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:10

iplante

@RossCoops31 no ur not! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:11

KS_EdMktg

1/12/2015 20:03:16

s_bearden

Kishari, edtech co-founder, Seattle. Go Hawks! #edtechchat
Hi. This is the dean of Rider University's School of Education in Lawrenceville, NJ. #edtechchat
@RiderSchoolofEd Glad to join.
RT @s_bearden: Join this week's #edtechchat guest moderator @mssackstein to discuss "Twitter
in the Classroom!" Mon 8 pm #edtech #digcit
@inekeMcG @wkarakower @biologyLCHS @sarahdiadiaz @bobloch @joshrhodes79 @jodimos
Thanks for joining #edtechchat tonight!

colby_colbyt

Tiffany from Maine. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:28

s_bearden

RT @iplante: Great to see so many voices joining in tonight for #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:35

SPFTech_Treglia

1/12/2015 20:03:37

AshleyCooksey2

Hi...Emilia from NY (NJ school tech)...looking forward to tonight's chat. #edtechchat
Ashley, library media specialist from Arkansas joining tonight while packing! Moving week!
#edtechchat

Doceri_Jason

Nice to see the #edtechchat ters. Jason in Sonoma County CA.

1/12/2015 20:03:38

mssackstein

@iplante Hey Sharon. Great to see you on #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:38

jgmac1106

I am Greg from CT #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:47

briley8557

#edtechchat Bob, MS Principal in Maine

1/12/2015 20:03:48

atragg

@s_bearden Hi Susan! :) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:48

apptasticteach

#edtechchat Hi all. Melissa from Ohio

1/12/2015 20:03:51

mssackstein

@RossCoops31 From CT? #edtechchat did you move?

1/12/2015 20:03:55

timnap

Tim from Connecticut. Hello everyone. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:55

teachintechgal

@robpennington9 hi rob! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:03:56

iplante

Great to see @atragg @robpennington9 on #edtechchat join us 3/7/15 for @EdCampSWCT

1/12/2015 20:04:00

cbelle2day8

Catherine, 4th grade Chicago! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:00

s_bearden

@teachintechgal @cybraryman1 Hello Florida friends! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:04

mssackstein

Q1: How are you using Twitter today? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:04

robpennington9

@iplante @RossCoops31 Well.. originally and of course he wants to still be. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:05

RossCoops31

1/12/2015 20:04:05

ashleyhhurley

@ajpodchaski @iplante She started it! #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Hey #edtechchat Sharon, co-founder and a fan of @mssackstein and her ideas!
Welcome tonight for Twitter in the classroom

teachintechgal

@mssackstein @s_bearden hi starr! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:11

pNabbie

Shared Twitter at my district's PD today. Thanks to @s_bearden and @mrs_ldavis #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:20

RossCoops31

1/12/2015 20:04:21

s_bearden

@mssackstein I am originally from CT! #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat

iplante

Hey @ajpodchaski warns my heart to see your tweets! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:22

RiderSchoolofEd
cyberteacher

1/12/2015 20:02:35

1/12/2015 20:03:20
1/12/2015 20:03:24
1/12/2015 20:03:24

1/12/2015 20:03:38

1/12/2015 20:04:08

1/12/2015 20:04:22

atragg

Woo hoo!!!!! RT @iplante: Great to see @atragg @robpennington9 on #edtechchat join us 3/7/15
for @EdCampSWCT

1/12/2015 20:04:22

wkrakower

@s_bearden Glad to be here! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:26

MurphysMusings5

@RossCoops31 going for the throw back tonight? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:28

teachintechgal

@s_bearden @cybraryman1 hello! Happy to be here!! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:29

nstifel

Greetings from Chevy Chase, MD. Librarian Nan Stifel says "hey." #tlchat #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:31

chards74

1/12/2015 20:04:31

cherandpete

A1 Use twitter to communicate and find ideas for helping students. #edtechchat
#edtechchat Peter Cameron Thunder Bay Ontario Canada -32 tonight!... It's warming up!
http://t.co/QGLnhnxb07

iplante

@timnap hey you!!! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:46

RossCoops31

@MurphysMusings5 Oh, yes! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:04:47

mrmuzzdog

Checking into #edtechchat from Oakville, ON, Canada
Sam from PA looking forward to #edtechchat tonight. I teach future teachers about tech in the
classroom, specifically Twitter

1/12/2015 20:04:51

1/12/2015 20:04:54

MsVenturino

@iplante Hey Sharon! #edtechchat
A1: I have a classroom twitter account @403science but I haven’t been using it. Need to get that
going again. #edtechchat

spaul6414

@iplante @RossCoops31 Hahaha! #edtechchat Since when?

1/12/2015 20:05:03

s_bearden
DrStaubSTEM

Great to see both old and new faces participating in #edtechchat tonight!
1/12/2015 20:05:04
A1- Interesting, I've moved from Twitter for a while, but I've checked back in to keep tabs on former
students during midterms. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:05:04

teachintechgal

@wkrakower @s_bearden hi billy! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:05

lauer_maureen

1/12/2015 20:05:07

SarahDiaDiaz

first grade Chicago teacher in for my first #edtechchat
Right now I use Twitter personally for professional learning and I also use it with my students for
promotion/backchanneling etc #edtechchat
A1 I use twitter as my PLN, to get ideas for my classroom, and information in the ed world. My K
Ss don’t use twitter. They’re 5 #edtechchat

leannaroseexo

I love iOS more than Android's software because of its simple and beautiful design #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:16

MoreThanATech

A1: Using Twitter to find and share content, make social connections. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:17

teachintechgal

@RossCoops31 @mssackstein hi Ross! #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:17

SFecich
wkrakower

mssackstein

missfplunkett
s_bearden

1/12/2015 20:04:41

1/12/2015 20:04:53

1/12/2015 20:04:56

1/12/2015 20:05:11
1/12/2015 20:05:13

1/12/2015 20:05:19

KS_EdMktg

@RossCoops31 Howdy! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:05:21
RT @mssackstein: Right now I use Twitter personally for professional learning and I also use it
with my students for promotion/backchanneli…
1/12/2015 20:05:21
A1. From casual user to everyday user! Twitter chats and listening to the trends people are talking
about. #addicted #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:05:23

iplante

@RossCoops31 @ajpodchaski and I'll finish it! #edtechchat :))

1/12/2015 20:05:23

DrStaubSTEM

1/12/2015 20:05:26

ajpodchaski

@s_bearden Hey, what do you mean by old... #edtechchat
A1: Twitter is my look for new ideas/keep up with my friends/share some resources tool
#edtechchat

mssackstein

@chards74 it's such a great way to communicate with kids and so quick #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:32

MsVenturino

1/12/2015 20:05:28

cbelle2day8

A1: Shared Twitter with fellow tchrs today and the power of the PLN
#edtechchat
A1: I am new to Twitter (i.e, this is my first chat!), looking forward to seeing if it could work in my
classroom. #edtechchat

s_bearden

@DrStaubSTEM "returning" ;-) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:46

AshleyCooksey2

A1: PLN, connecting with authors/illustrators, share resources and tools #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:48

mssackstein

@RossCoops31 well that makes sense #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: To learn and grow my learning network. And to have some conversations since
we have been snow bound

1/12/2015 20:05:48

1/12/2015 20:05:53

mssackstein

Effectively, I hope ;) "@mssackstein: Q1: How are you using Twitter today? #edtechchat”
RT @MoreThanATech: A1: Using Twitter to find and share content, make social connections.
#edtechchat

RossCoops31

@teachintechgal @mssackstein Hey! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:55

chards74

@mssackstein It definitely can be a great communication tool. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:58

pNabbie

apptasticteach
MCUSDSupe

1/12/2015 20:05:35
1/12/2015 20:05:35

1/12/2015 20:05:53

1/12/2015 20:05:54

Gregbagby

A1) I use Twitter to connect and learn . I start with twitter before I Google. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:05:58

ajpodchaski

@cbelle2day8 Welcome to #edtechchat - you couldn't have picked a better place to start!
A1- I get so many good ideas from Twitter, it's like drinking from a firehose. Sometimes I need to
take a break. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:06:00

@wkrakower hey Billy! #edtechchat
@SarahDiaDiaz Maybe you could do a physical Twitter spinoff where they write their quick ideas
on sticky notes. Fun for writing #edtechchat
A1 Just getting started on twitter here in an attempt to connect with and (most importantly) learn
from educators worldwide #edtechchat
A1: Have Ss consult with experts, showcase Ss work, gain global perspective/ expand my PLN,
seek out tips and tricks, etc. #edtechchat
@MoreThanATech this is a great way to get materials out there. I use it to help promote our
student media and my blogs #edtechchat
A1 We are beginning to use Twitter with our staff for professional devel &amp; with our students for
projects. #bvow #edtechchat
A1: For my PLN, backchanneling in class, promoting student work, promoting my work, following
the news, and chitchat. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:06:06

@WJPS_Alice @mssackstein Hooray! We love having Student Voice being part of #edtechchat
A1: I use Twitter to learn from my PLN and to participate in chats to learn even more. #edtechchat I
also help facilitate #artsedchat
A1 Most of what I use Twitter for is to learn from my PLC. Hoping to pass along the gems I learn
from y'all to my teachers #edtechchat
@mssackstein Thank you for always taking the time to understand my point of view… cc: @iplante
#edtechchat
A1: Have used twitter today to discuss stats ideas with #MTBoS friends, share blog posts, and
poke fun at Tim Tebow's cliches. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:06:21

DrStaubSTEM
iplante
MsVenturino
ANetMichigan
madyelliott
mssackstein
amyarbogash
EricAfterSchool
s_bearden
atragg
SPFTech_Treglia
RossCoops31
bobloch
ajpodchaski
wkrakower
spaul6414
bradmcurrie

1/12/2015 20:06:02

1/12/2015 20:06:07
1/12/2015 20:06:10
1/12/2015 20:06:12
1/12/2015 20:06:16
1/12/2015 20:06:17
1/12/2015 20:06:18

1/12/2015 20:06:22
1/12/2015 20:06:27
1/12/2015 20:06:28
1/12/2015 20:06:28

@ANetMichigan This is a great place to get connected! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:06:28
A1 PLN, to connect with other educators and learning something new. Also, to talk with @iplante ;)
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:06:28
@RossCoops31 @ajpodchaski @iplante Sounds like u 2 need to b seperated! #edtechchat
RT “@arielkprice: Join @mssackstein in 5 mins for #edtechchat! Her book pubs tomorrow. :)
http://t.co/TwUTPnOmLY”

1/12/2015 20:06:30
1/12/2015 20:06:34

colby_colbyt

A1: I am new to twitter so figuring out how to best use it
#edtechchat
#edtechchat We have a school Twitter feed as well as my feed that I use for communicating with
many Ps and Ts
A1 I use Twitter for learning new things for my ss. I have a classroom account but I have not been
using it. #edtechchat

wkrakower

@teachintechgal Hi. Hope all is well. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:06:42

robpennington9

A1. Twitter is a place where I connect with others, gain ideas and push my thinking. #edtechchat
thanks for the great resource! @markbarnes19 http://t.co/FiJhg11Dfm #edtechchat
#thanksforsharing
@DrStaubSTEM that sounds awesome. I think this is how people used to use FB, right?
#edtechchat
@DrStaubSTEM Yup! Luckily most of the chats are archived so you can go back and review later
when your head stops spinning! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:06:45

@cbelle2day8 Have fun! #edtechchat
Excited that Learning Differently Rafio on @BAMRadioNetwork is slated to launch this week!
#edtechchat
A1 I use Twitter to learn from my outstanding PLN (#youmatter a lot to me) and to share
information. #edtechchat
RT @bradmcurrie: RT “@arielkprice: Join @mssackstein in 5 mins for #edtechchat! Her book pubs
tomorrow. :) http://t.co/TwUTPnOmLY”

1/12/2015 20:06:49

@MsVenturino @403science how old are your students? #edtechchat
A1: Crazy to think about all the ideas and projects I have tried in past few months due to Twitter.
#edtechchat #mindblown
A1 Our nationwide network isn't using twitter much...hoping to show them the power of the PLN
#edtechchat
RT @iplante: Excited that Learning Differently Rafio on @BAMRadioNetwork is slated to launch
this week! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:04

RT @mssackstein: Q1: How are you using Twitter today? #edtechchat
@mssackstein A1 I use twitter for professional development and learning, as PD on demand
#edtechchat
RT @EricAfterSchool: A1: For my PLN, backchanneling in class, promoting student work,
promoting my work, following the news, and chitchat. …

1/12/2015 20:07:13

emullowney1
briley8557

lauer_maureen
mssackstein
KS_EdMktg
MsVenturino
iplante
cybraryman1
burgess_shelley
mssackstein
WinthropsCity
ANetMichigan
robpennington9
s_bearden
SFecich
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:06:34
1/12/2015 20:06:38
1/12/2015 20:06:40

1/12/2015 20:06:47
1/12/2015 20:06:47
1/12/2015 20:06:49

1/12/2015 20:06:51
1/12/2015 20:06:55
1/12/2015 20:07:00

1/12/2015 20:07:05
1/12/2015 20:07:10
1/12/2015 20:07:11

1/12/2015 20:07:14
1/12/2015 20:07:15

techie_teach

hello #edtechchat - Eva from Pascagoula School District! Sorry I'm late!

1/12/2015 20:07:15

iplante

@DrStaubSTEM @s_bearden Where have you been?!? #edtechchat
A1 My own learning. Communicate w/Ps, Ts/ community. Encourage Ts to do same. Model for Ss
to teach SM. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:17

Brad Currie here from NJ. Looking forward to the convo tonight with @mssackstein #edtechchat
RT @DrStaubSTEM: A1- I get so many good ideas from Twitter, it's like drinking from a firehose.
Sometimes I need to take a break. #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:07:23

A1: Keeping up with current events and articles. More of a listener than a talker #edtechchat
Frank here from Propagate, where we build tools for personalized vocab instruction. Delighted to
be participating in our first #edtechchat!

1/12/2015 20:07:26

I use Twitter as a PLN. SO many great ideas, so little time! #edtechchat #MIEExpert15
@mssackstein I've got the philosophy that you go where the students are. I need to keep that in
mind. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:29

A1: I use Twitter to connect with and spread ideas… the PLN is an added bonus. #edtechchat
@mssackstein @403science 7th grade! They’re not as into Twitter, more into our classroom
Instagram #edtechchat
A1 I use Twitter for professional learning, science ideas, entertainment and answering Ss
questions before tests. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:31

1/12/2015 20:07:32

Thewizard_210

@EricAfterSchool Eric, I think you nailed it. There are so many ways to use it. #edtechchat
RT @amyarbogash: A1 We are beginning to use Twitter with our staff for professional devel &amp;
with our students for projects. #bvow #edtechch…
#edtechchat a1: expanding my learning w new people and chats and news. Often first place I hear
things. Now
RT @SPFTech_Treglia: A1 Most of what I use Twitter for is to learn from my PLC. Hoping to pass
along the gems I learn from y'all to my tea…

nathan_stevens

A1 looking for ideas, sharing ideas, randomness of life #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:38

ajpodchaski

@spaul6414 @RossCoops31 @iplante They are, by a few states! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:40

JoPrestia
shfarnsworth

Hi everyone, jumping in late - my head spinning from meeting with professor @ uni #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:07:49
#edtechchat hello friends.Shaelynn from Iowa.I used twitter in classroom frequently.Just shared on
#engchat how a tweet took us to Sweden
1/12/2015 20:07:51

mssackstein

@amyarbogash it's fun to use it for student projects. Very creative options #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:52

techie_teach

#edtechchat - Tweetdeck is working tonight!

1/12/2015 20:07:53

chards74

A1 It is amazing how fast you can learn things going on in the world via twitter. #edtechchat
A1: I'm leaning to use Twitter to connect with educators across the country to find new innovative
ideas I can share.
#edtechchat
@emullowney1 Follow ideas not people, don't worry about followers or lurking. Find the
communities you love. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:07:57

I use Twitter to network, learn, n learn with the Ts at my school #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: A1. Twitter is a place where I connect with others, gain ideas and push my
thinking. #edtechchat
A1: to build up my PLN, to get ideas for my S's, T's, &amp; myself, &amp; to share ideas from my
blog #edtechchat
Twitter provides some of othe BEST pd I've ever had - in the past 30 years! #edtechchat I'd like to
know how to use it with my students.
RT @chards74: A1 It is amazing how fast you can learn things going on in the world via twitter.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:02

JodiMos
bradmcurrie
iplante
s_bannon
propagatevocab
inekeMcG
DrStaubSTEM
RossCoops31
MsVenturino
BiologyLCHS
mssackstein
mssackstein
shspjones

vhaley12
jgmac1106
teachintechgal
Thewizard_210
LawgDawg13
megomam
KS_EdMktg
nathan_stevens
ANetMichigan
JoPrestia
cherandpete
mssackstein
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1/12/2015 20:07:26

1/12/2015 20:07:28

1/12/2015 20:07:30

1/12/2015 20:07:31
1/12/2015 20:07:32

1/12/2015 20:07:34
1/12/2015 20:07:34
1/12/2015 20:07:35

1/12/2015 20:07:59
1/12/2015 20:08:01

1/12/2015 20:08:03
1/12/2015 20:08:09
1/12/2015 20:08:12
1/12/2015 20:08:13

A1 I use Twitter to challenge @TheWeirdTeacher 's weirdness #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:08:13
@cbelle2day8 It definitely can! Changed my teaching on a regular basis when I was in a classroom
and school. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:08:14
A1 I use twitter to learn from others #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:08:19
#edtechchat Used Twitter last week. Ts from around world tweeted temps to our #SharesEase My
Ss worked our average! http://t.co/UQoIQyNbqn
1/12/2015 20:08:20
1/12/2015 20:08:20

WJPS_Alice

@WJPS_Jason Hi Jason, glad you could join us for #edtechchat Jason is one of my students
Technology has changed the ways in which students communicate and I use Twitter to reach out
to a broader notion of audience. #edtechchat

Media_Barber

A1. I use Twitter 4 personal learning and marketing school. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:23

EricAfterSchool

@mssackstein Thanks. I learned from people like you! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:23

ajpodchaski

@nathan_stevens you forgot #glittersnark, #unicorns, and #dragons! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:29

1/12/2015 20:08:22

SarahDiaDiaz

Yup, I hear ya! MT @WinthropsCity: A1: Crazy 2 think all the ideas and projects I have tried in past
few months due to Twitter. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:08:31
RT @WJPS_Alice: Technology has changed the ways in which students communicate and I use
Twitter to reach out to a broader notion of audienc…
1/12/2015 20:08:34
@MsVenturino Nice idea! They're still emergent writers, so it would be more like a "quick draw"
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:08:34

gcipinko

A1: Twitter is a great place to hang out with people smarter than me. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:35

mssackstein

@MsVenturino @403science gotcha. We're going to talk about that in a little bit #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:36

MurphysMusings5

I use Twitter for on demand professional learning #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:36

teachintechgal

@JoPrestia hi Jo! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:36

__deex3

1/12/2015 20:08:37

MoreThanATech

What was the first question again? @mssackstein #edtechchat
A1. Starting the “tech challenge” with staff to promote getting connected and powering up
professional learning. We shall see #edtechchat
RT @DrStaubSTEM: @mssackstein I've got the philosophy that you go where the students are. I
need to keep that in mind. #edtechchat
A1: I use @Twitter to tell the story of @BlackRiverMS and to make myself a better educator
#edtechchat
#edtechchat I also forward on all of the great resources that I receive from my PLN to my faculty.
When they ask Qs I ask have u tried Twitt
RT @shspjones: #edtechchat a1: expanding my learning w new people and chats and news. Often
first place I hear things. Now

JoPrestia

RT @gcipinko A1: Twitter is a great place to hang out with people smarter than me. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:52

megomam

1/12/2015 20:08:53

apptasticteach

@mssackstein #edtechchat How do you use twitter for backchanneling?
@mssackstein what mediums do you use for backchanneling? what grade are your students?
#edtechchat
#edtechchat its the connecting w like minded people that keep me coming back. few in my area
have the same ideas &amp; think outside the box

techie_teach

RT @MurphysMusings5: I use Twitter for on demand professional learning #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:56

mssackstein

@DrStaubSTEM it's a good philosophy. That's how I got into trivia crack #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:08:58

spaul6414

A1. Use Twitter for my PLN, support, resources and information on ed tech. #edtechchat
A1 it's where I come to learn and share ideas that can not only help me but my fellow colleagues
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:06

@bradmcurrie Hey Brad. Great to see you tonight #edtechchat
A1. I'll also admit, during the NFL playoffs, I've been reading the Twitter feeds during games to
read Twitter smack talk. :) #edtechchat
RT @techie_teach RT @MurphysMusings5: I use Twitter for on demand professional learning
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Promoting the use Social Media in my classes for developing 21st century skills
http://t.co/IdMHyvnQtP #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:10

1/12/2015 20:09:23

jgmac1106

#edtechchat Marty Keltz Toronto Big fan of twitter and #NT2t for New Teachers to Twitter
RT @s_bearden: My list of #edtechchat moderators: http://t.co/WlZBt7kKGV How to use a Twitter
list to create a Tweetdeck column: http://t.c…
Twitter needs portal for discovering new pathways but let these connections take you to other
places (our blogs, communities) #edtechchat

RossCoops31

I use Twitter because it provides me with a voice. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:29

virgilalligator

@mssackstein @s_bearden A1: To wonder/Inquiry #EdTechChat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Used Twitter last week. Ts from around world tweeted temps to
our #SharesEase My Ss worked our average! http:/…
A1: Twitter helps me hear about what is out there that works.To many resources to get through
them myself #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:29

#edtechchat come join us at #ADBlendmooc to discuss blended learning.
RT @WJPS_Alice: Technology has changed the ways in which students communicate and I use
Twitter to reach out to a broader notion of audienc…
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Used Twitter last week. Ts from around world tweeted temps to
our #SharesEase My Ss worked our average! http:/…

1/12/2015 20:09:32

1/12/2015 20:09:32

mssackstein

@ScreenBeam Thanks for joining tonight's #edtechchat!
@RossCoops31 @iplante I do what I can... sometimes that feels limited, but I do my best, lol
#edtechchat

nathan_stevens

@ajpodchaski that is my usual life. I do not need Twitter to have them. #unicornfarm #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:36

WJPS_Jason

@mssackstein sorry! I meant student of* #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:37

KS_EdMktg

@apptasticteach Exactly. Our digital tribe! #edtechchat
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atragg
s_bearden

robpennington9
mssackstein
bradmcurrie
briley8557

lauer_maureen

Thewizard_210
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KS_EdMktg
JoPrestia
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martysnowpaw
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teachintechgal
RichterMariel
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SilvaEric1
Thewizard_210
s_bearden
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1/12/2015 20:08:54
1/12/2015 20:08:55

1/12/2015 20:09:07

1/12/2015 20:09:12
1/12/2015 20:09:17
1/12/2015 20:09:21

1/12/2015 20:09:24
1/12/2015 20:09:25

1/12/2015 20:09:31
1/12/2015 20:09:32

1/12/2015 20:09:32
1/12/2015 20:09:32

1/12/2015 20:09:36

vhaley12

A1: Also using Twitter to grow my PLN
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:40

mcnairan3

Hey guys! Andi...GT teacher from Texas. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:42

JoPrestia

@RossCoops31 that's a good point - so true #edtechchat
Great Point Ross! RT @RossCoops31: I use Twitter because it provides me with a voice.
#edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: A1. I'll also admit, during the NFL playoffs, I've been reading the Twitter feeds
during games to read Twitter smack talk. :…
@s_bearden @WJPS_Alice Thanks so much for coming, Alice. Your voice is always valuable
#edtechchat
@iplante @mssackstein Wait a second Sharon. I thought you were the president of the Brad
Currie fan club? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:47

@briley8557 Do you have a lot of Ps who use Twitter? #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 Several of my Teams use Twitter to communicate home about upcoming activities
and homework.
Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat on Mon, January 26th!
8pm ET cc: @web20classroom @kylepace @rkiker
I use twitter not only to communicate with my friends but to communicate with teachers and
students in and out of my school #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat
#nt2t ROCKS!!! | RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Marty Keltz Toronto Big fan of twitter and
#NT2t for New Teachers to Twitter #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:09:57

RT @RossCoops31: I use Twitter because it provides me with a voice. #edtechchat
@chards74 I think I introduced it to my students this year. Lots of them didn't understand at first
#edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: A1 PLN, to connect with other educators and learning something new. Also, to
talk with @iplante ;) #edtechchat
@__deex3 @mssackstein Share your thoughts on using Twitter in the classroom with the people
who are participating #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: Great Point Ross! RT @RossCoops31: I use Twitter because it provides me with
a voice. #edtechchat
Only plug of the night: Watch the #walkmyworld hashtag next week will be starting study of text,
identity, and place. #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 @emullowney1 nicely stated look for those ideas that spark your interests
#edtechchat
A1) I use Twitter to find people I need to connect with in real life. Got my wife connected wit edus
in Finland #edtechchat
A1: Our preservice Ts learn to use Twitter and develop their PLNs. Also join chats.
@RiderSchoolofEd #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:10:13

@wkrakower @RossCoops31 that's why Ss love it too! #edtechchat
RT @BAMRadioNetwork: Five Fast Ways to Improve Your Teaching Through Twitter
http://t.co/DbWvgn0gKp @coolcatteacher @wkrakower
#edtechcha…
A1: I love connecting with others, building a PLN, sharing what my students are doing, and
receiving instant PD anytime anywhere.#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:10:35

1/12/2015 20:10:41

wkrakower

@bradmcurrie @iplante thought I was involved in that club? #edtechchat
@bradmcurrie @iplante @mssackstein No she is the VP of the @thomascmurray Fan Club!
#edtechchat

lauer_maureen

RT @mssackstein: @lauer_maureen Welcome Maureen... hopefully you'll enjoy #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:10:43

s_bearden

@KS_EdMktg @ajpodchaski It can be pretty entertaining! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:10:44

markbarnes19

A1 use Twitter as a bookmarking tool (Star feature). Or is that Starr feature? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:10:46

jrsowash

#edtechchat Hi everyone! John from Michigan! Joining in for the chat tonight!

1/12/2015 20:10:46

RossCoops31

@wkrakower Thanks! I knew you’d see it my way. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @lauer_maureen Awesome! Welcome to #edtechchat - we're glad you'll be
joining us :)
@amyarbogash 10 challenges where they earn pts to grow. Some Google, some Twitter. Etc
#edtechchat
RT @missfplunkett: A1: I love connecting with others, building a PLN, sharing what my students
are doing, and receiving instant PD anytime …
@ajpodchaski @RossCoops31 @iplante It does not seem to help! Love their conversation! They r
awesome educators. #edtechchat
RT @RichterMariel: A1: Twitter helps me hear about what is out there that works.To many
resources to get through them myself #edtechchat
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1/12/2015 20:10:46
1/12/2015 20:10:49
1/12/2015 20:10:50
1/12/2015 20:10:51
1/12/2015 20:10:53

teachintechgal

A1: I use Twitter to connect with my PLN &amp; to share resources! https://t.co/InvCfodulI
#edtechchat
#edtechchat Love that twitter is now connecting me to a global community of educators
@MRsalakas #aussieED @DJCE57 @mythsysizer
An interesting idea @DrStaubSTEM @mssackstein in Tasmania Twitter is seen as an adult
playground by the students #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @briley8557 our Ps have to if they wanna get the @canterburyftmy news!
#edtechchat

raspberryberet3

A1: Twitter has so many uses in classroom across all subject areas #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:10

mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:11:10

briley8557

@lauer_maureen I teach mostly 11th and 12th graders with Twitter in particular #edtechchat
@MsVenturino We have quite a few. I have had a couple of animated convos with a couple of
them about dress code issues #edtechchat

wkrakower

@RossCoops31 Sometimes I see it your way Ross! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:11

MsVenturino

RT @nathan_stevens: A1 I use Twitter to challenge @TheWeirdTeacher 's weirdness #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:11:12

iplante

@bradmcurrie @mssackstein yes I am President and CEO of @bradmcurrie fan club #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:11:15

TweechmeApp

RT @RossCoops31: I use Twitter because it provides me with a voice. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:18

bradmcurrie

A1: I use Twitter to keep tabs on the famous @thomascmurray #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:19

JoPrestia

@teachintechgal good to be here #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:21

jrsowash

1/12/2015 20:11:24

RossCoops31

A1: I use twitter to connect with other educators and share ideas. #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @TheWeirdTeacher This is a great reason to use Twitter! #weirded
#edtechchat
RT @spaul6414: @ajpodchaski @RossCoops31 @iplante It does not seem to help! Love their
conversation! They r awesome educators. #edtechchat

iplante

@spaul6414 @RossCoops31 @ajpodchaski nothing new :)) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:37

__deex3

Twitter really seems to help me be able to meet new people that I can learn from. #edtechchat
@WJPS_Alice right this allows students to peek outside the classroom and gaining more ideas
from a global audience #edtechchat
@megomam We created class hashtags to develop conversations #wjpsaplit #wjpsnews and
#pfwjps #edtechchat
RT @raspberryberet3: A1: Twitter has so many uses in classroom across all subject areas
#edtechchat
A1. For research, I'll also check out hashtags of topics/events I'm not familiar with. It's a great
temperature check. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:39

@Gregbagby whoo hoooo! I finally met Greg in person last week! Thanks Twitter! #edtechchat
A1: New to Twitter, trying to use it for school and look at Trending topics @abrooks #edtechchat
#bh21things
@inekeMcG @mssackstein What social media do students use to connect in Tazmania?
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:44

I use Twitter b/c it gets me news &amp; updates the quickest. Constant learning! #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: A1 use Twitter as a bookmarking tool (Star feature). Or is that Starr feature?
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Right now I use Twitter personally for professional learning and I also use it
with my students for promotion/backchanneli…
A1) I’ve met @teachintechgal @iplante @2footgiraffe @sjsbates and others thanks to
twitter…#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:11:46

1/12/2015 20:11:56

missmac100

RT @mssackstein: Q1: How are you using Twitter today? #edtechchat
RT @TweechmeApp: #nt2t ROCKS!!! | RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Marty Keltz Toronto Big
fan of twitter and #NT2t for New Teachers to Twitt…
RT @raspberryberet3: A1: Twitter has so many uses in classroom across all subject areas
#edtechchat
@mssackstein A1 I use twitter to learn &amp; share ideas. I use my classroom one to share our
learning &amp; to connect w/ others.#edtechchat

timnap

A1: I use twitter to find new ideas to share with friends and staff members. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:03

atragg

1/12/2015 20:12:03

jrsowash

@bradmcurrie @thomascmurray Lol... #edtechchat
A1: I also use twitter to help teachers become Google Education Trainers. Lots of info to
communicate to them! #edtechchat

spaul6414

Hi @wkrakower #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:06

mssackstein

RT @jrsowash: A1: I use twitter to connect with other educators and share ideas. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:06

amyarbogash

@jrsowash Sharing ideas has become one of the most important parts of Twitter! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:12:07
#edtechchat By using twitter in the classroom, the world literally becomes my Ss stage. They share
w others http://t.co/dckFWSE361
1/12/2015 20:12:10
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1/12/2015 20:11:56

1/12/2015 20:11:57
1/12/2015 20:11:58
1/12/2015 20:12:03

1/12/2015 20:12:05

emullowney1

1/12/2015 20:12:10

mcnairan3

@jgmac1106 Sounds like good advice! Thanks. #edtechchat
A1: I use Twitter to learn and engage with some of the most amazing educators in the world!
#edtechchat

mssackstein

Q2 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:15

vhaley12

A1: Twitter allows me to connect with with individuals across the world --this is just amazing.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:16

teachintechgal

1/12/2015 20:12:14

1/12/2015 20:12:21

WJPS_Alice

@markbarnes19 excellent point about the star! #edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: A1. For research, I'll also check out hashtags of topics/events I'm not familiar
with. It's a great temperature check. #edte…

rondorland

Hi #edtechchat gr7 T and believer of teaching to the heart.

1/12/2015 20:12:27

wkrakower

@spaul6414 Hi Sandra! #edtechchat
A1: Twitter is my way to daily learn and grow through connections and collaborations with a wide
range of amazing Edus #edtechchat
Trying to get more of my colleagues on Twitter. It has been a game changer for me. That's why I
wanted to share w kids #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:34

@techie_teach and you get to choose the topic of focus! #edtechchat
#edtechchat honestly, I feel as though I take more than I give on Twitter. So many great people
with great ideas and resources.

1/12/2015 20:12:36

@vhaley12 amazing isn't it? I love it! #edtechchat
RT @bradmcurrie: @iplante @mssackstein Wait a second Sharon. I thought you were the
president of the Brad Currie fan club? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:45

RT @bradmcurrie: A1: I use Twitter to keep tabs on the famous @thomascmurray #edtechchat
I'm curious on why teacher nowadays use twitter as a communication tool @mssackstein
#edtechchat
RT @briley8557: #edtechchat honestly, I feel as though I take more than I give on Twitter. So
many great people with great ideas and resour…

1/12/2015 20:12:46

iplante
mssackstein
MurphysMusings5
briley8557
JoPrestia
RossCoops31
martysnowpaw
__deex3
ajpodchaski
mjjohnson1216
KS_EdMktg
DJCE57
lauer_maureen
ScreenBeam
amyarbogash
mssackstein
teachintechgal
Gregbagby
iplante

1/12/2015 20:12:27

1/12/2015 20:12:36
1/12/2015 20:12:36

1/12/2015 20:12:38

1/12/2015 20:12:46

1/12/2015 20:12:48
1/12/2015 20:12:50

Evening from northern IL #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:12:52
@s_bearden @ajpodchaski I love sportscaster humor/sarcasm to start with, so when they snark it
in real time? Heaven. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:12:53
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Love that twitter is now connecting me to a global community of
educators @MRsalakas #aussieED @DJCE57 @myths…
1/12/2015 20:12:55
Looking for suggestions of how to incorporate social media for primary grades #edtechchat
@s_bearden We've been working with tech directors across schools in the US. Follow us on
Twitter and let's connect. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:12:59

@madyelliott Awesome! would love to hear more. I am with 7th and 8th graders. #edtechchat
RT @WJPS_Alice: @__deex3 @mssackstein Share your thoughts on using Twitter in the
classroom with the people who are participating #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:13:03

@knelson1234 @abrooks hi Kim! Stay connected on Twitter! You'll love it!! #edtechchat
.@jrsowash @mssackstein I also use Twitter to stay connected w/ Educators I have met… John
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:04

1/12/2015 20:13:01

1/12/2015 20:13:03

1/12/2015 20:13:05

jrsowash

We hope @twitter will help #FindTully @cteduonline #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:13:05
A1: I am also trying to refocus my use of Twtter on having conversations rather than simply sharing
information. #growth #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:13:06

mssackstein

Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students? #edtechchat

wkrakower

A1 Without twitter I would never of meet @bradmcurrie #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:13:07
Support your classroom culture by using #tech to build #empathy: http://t.co/t614oLSbJr #SEL
#edtechchat #edchat #tlap #iledchat
1/12/2015 20:13:09
RT @DrStaubSTEM: @inekeMcG @mssackstein What social media do students use to connect in
Tazmania? #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:13:12

RemindHQ
iplante
coachfisher_rp

1/12/2015 20:13:07

Chris Fisher....aquatic science teacher in Texas #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat
on Mon, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @web20classroom…
#edtechchat twitter use in the classroom as a way to brand your school, students interacting with
peers and experts.
RT @mistaboxta: "using creativity with analysis as we do during the innovation process often leads
to the best outcomes for users" from @pr…

1/12/2015 20:13:15

1/12/2015 20:13:25

s_bearden

@robpennington9 That's cool! #edtechchat
@mssackstein That's why I created @tweechmeapp...to help get more educators on Twitter!
#edtechchat

spaul6414

@iplante @RossCoops31 @ajpodchaski Looking forward to #edcampSWCT. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:27

deborahgist
shfarnsworth
preprme
amyarbogash

1/12/2015 20:13:19
1/12/2015 20:13:22
1/12/2015 20:13:23

1/12/2015 20:13:25

iplante

Using twitter in classrooms allows me share my ideas during class discussions without changing
the topic. #edtechchat
RT @Gregbagby: .@jrsowash @mssackstein I also use Twitter to stay connected w/ Educators I
have met… John #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat
on Mon, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @web20classroom…
RT @s_bearden: @mssackstein That's why I created @tweechmeapp...to help get more
educators on Twitter! #edtechchat
@wkrakower @bradmcurrie @mssackstein @thomascmurray um Not! Lol #edtechchat that's
@rkiker

DrStaubSTEM

A2- I've found so many new projects/competitions for students via Twitter. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:42

JoPrestia

I'd really love Ts to try this…http://t.co/Nw5KyYGT3E #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:43

rondorland

A2- once you are passionate about it dont be shy to share it. #edtechchat
@mssackstein The key is to get Ts to have the aha moment themselves. Getting them connected
is the first step. #edtechchat
@__deex3 It's a great way to level the world. We can talk to people in real time and share ideas
like this to make us better Ts #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:44

@spaul6414 @iplante @ajpodchaski Yeah, too bad it’s in June! #edtechchat
A1: increasing my PLN. Also PD. Best PD that I have had in years. Just got hooked in
October/November. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:45

@mjjohnson1216 welcome! #edtechchat
@RiderSchoolofEd I try to do the same thing in my course. By teaching students how to use it in a
professional manner #edtechchat
A2 I tell them about things I learn on twitter to show that knowledge and inspiration can come from
anywhere #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: Without Twitter, @iplante and I wouldn't have bought matching cups
#glittercups #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:13:50

RT @iplante: We hope @twitter will help #FindTully @cteduonline #edtechchat
A2) Show the students how you are connected, and how you can reach experts around the world.
#edtechchat
RT @jrsowash: A1: I am also trying to refocus my use of Twtter on having conversations rather
than simply sharing information. #growth #edt…

1/12/2015 20:13:53

1/12/2015 20:14:00

jgmac1106

@hannahcaster Hannah. .. you remember our Sweden trip :) #edtechchat
@mssackstein A2 By recognizing the best learning happens not in silos but in the open and not
alone but together. #edtechchat

s_bearden

@lauer_maureen Check this out! http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:14:02

AshleyCooksey2

A2: using my PLN to develop lesson plans &amp; share knowledge #edtechchat
RT @timnap: A1: I use twitter to find new ideas to share with friends and staff members.
#edtechchat
@lauer_maureen Same. For security reasons I feel like some social media (twitter) is best left to
the T in 5-5 #edtechchat
A2: it’s a great way for my introverted self to “meet” new people and share ideas without leaving
my house #edtechchat
A2 It is because of my experience with Twitter that I felt compelled to make it a part of our classes
#edtechchat
RT @jrsowash: A1: I also use twitter to help teachers become Google Education Trainers. Lots of
info to communicate to them! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:14:03

Greg, Supt, from So IL jumping in #edtechchat
@lauer_maureen create a class Twitter and tweet to other classroom about a unit or topic
#edtechchat
A2: I don't teach Ss, but I share S projects I see on Twitter to Ts I work with in the district.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:14:16

Without Twitter, I would have a place to wear my luchador mask #edtechchat
RT @SarahDiaDiaz: A2 I tell them about things I learn on twitter to show that knowledge and
inspiration can come from anywhere #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:14:22

@RossCoops31 @iplante @ajpodchaski Hahaha! No it's not! #edtechchat
Grade 1 teacher from PA. New to Twitter &amp; at first not a fan, now see value in it. Especially
with my PLN &amp; resources. #edtechchat #wachat
A1: I use twitter for connecting with my Ss, developing my PLN, keeping up with news and
education trends, and a search engine #edtechchat
@mssackstein A2: I've modeled &amp; shown power of Twitter by showing them my own PLN
&amp; how others have connected to support &amp; help #edtechchat
Does anyone have a copy of the photo - fair is not always equal with the children standing at the
fence? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:14:26

WJPS_Jason
vptechnodork
wpepin1970
techie_teach

robpennington9
mssackstein
RossCoops31
colby_colbyt
teachintechgal
SFecich
SarahDiaDiaz
iplante
RossCoops31
Gregbagby
Thewizard_210
shfarnsworth

iplante
RichterMariel
MsVenturino
mssackstein
iplante
wfsuper
teachintechgal
techie_teach
nathan_stevens
mssackstein
spaul6414
leibelki
coachfisher_rp
raspberryberet3
mjjohnson1216

1/12/2015 20:13:35
1/12/2015 20:13:36
1/12/2015 20:13:36
1/12/2015 20:13:39
1/12/2015 20:13:40

1/12/2015 20:13:45
1/12/2015 20:13:45

1/12/2015 20:13:47

1/12/2015 20:13:51
1/12/2015 20:13:52
1/12/2015 20:13:52

1/12/2015 20:13:57
1/12/2015 20:13:58

1/12/2015 20:14:00

1/12/2015 20:14:07
1/12/2015 20:14:12
1/12/2015 20:14:13
1/12/2015 20:14:14
1/12/2015 20:14:14

1/12/2015 20:14:19
1/12/2015 20:14:19

1/12/2015 20:14:25

1/12/2015 20:14:28
1/12/2015 20:14:30
1/12/2015 20:14:33
1/12/2015 20:14:36

s_bearden

Q2. @apptasticteach Every time we do an edcamp, I try to lead a Twitter topic to help build our
tribe w/T's. #edtechchat
RT @spaul6414: @iplante @RossCoops31 @ajpodchaski Looking forward to #edcampSWCT.
#edtechchat
@iplante @bradmcurrie @mssackstein @thomascmurray @rkiker No Tom is the CEO of the Rich
Kiker Fan Club! #edtechchat
A1: Twitter helped me find @iplante and @robpennington9 so we could plan @EdCampSWCT on
3/7/15 together! #edtechchat
A2 One of the ways is just in the connections that I have made around the world. Opening their
eyes to the possibilities. #edtechchat
RT @WJPS_Jason: Using twitter in classrooms allows me share my ideas during class
discussions without changing the topic. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat
RT @Shakespeare_300: All you need to know B4 the curtain goes up or the test goes down!
#Shakespeare #edtechchat
http://t.co/CxaesPtsm4 htt…
#edtechchat connecting twitter with tools like #touchcastedu creates a real broadcast network for
Ss &amp; Ts. to reach global audience
Q2 #edtechchat 1st, my Ss are shocked that I have a Twitter acct. When they get past that we talk
about how I use it to connect to so many.
A2 I also want to get kids to understand curation and research using Twitter. So much great
information out there #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat
Our technology allows teachers to control what students can access on school provided tablets
and laptops. #edtechchat
A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out to experts outside
our classroom. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: A2 I also want to get kids to understand curation and research using Twitter.
So much great information out there #edtechc…

rondorland

@nathan_stevens why cant u wear it at the mall or in a kindergarten class? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:02

colby_colbyt

A2: Twitter has led me to new ideas for my ss. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:04

WJPS_Jason

Hi! I'm Jason Chen also a student of @mssackstein #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:05

mssackstein

A2 Kids can also collaborate with each other - I don't need to be there #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:15:07
A2 I show the power of @twitter with staff by sharing ideas and finding answers for questions.
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:15:09
#edtechchat Abeer from MD...love Twitter but how do you use it when Ss have limited tech access
@ school/home?
1/12/2015 20:15:10

KS_EdMktg
iplante
wkrakower
atragg
amyarbogash
iplante
s_bearden

HollowCrownFans
martysnowpaw
briley8557
mssackstein
iplante
NetReferee
RossCoops31
jrsowash

chards74
shinram1
ANetMichigan
EricAfterSchool
mrkempnz
robpennington9
bobloch
SilvaEric1
TweechmeApp
apptasticteach
amyarbogash
SFecich
ajpodchaski
raspberryberet3
atragg
mssackstein
TweechmeApp
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1/12/2015 20:14:40
1/12/2015 20:14:40
1/12/2015 20:14:44
1/12/2015 20:14:46
1/12/2015 20:14:48

1/12/2015 20:14:48
1/12/2015 20:14:50
1/12/2015 20:14:51
1/12/2015 20:14:52
1/12/2015 20:14:56
1/12/2015 20:14:59
1/12/2015 20:14:59
1/12/2015 20:15:00
1/12/2015 20:15:01

A2 Modeling how to learn in a connected world can be powerful for students! #edtechchat
A2: I've been hosting occasional Twitter-chat review sessions with my students. Optional, but well
attended. #edtechchat
Using Twitter in the classroom - my firsthand experience from 2014 http://t.co/WKc6jeursW
#edtechchat
A2. Bringing new experiences to the classroom- getting my Ss connected with others across
states. Collaboration+ Communication #edtechchat
A2: Love sharing pics/tweets from friends I have made across the country with Ss; reminds us
there's big world outside our walls #edtechchat
A1: As a student Twitter has allowed to connect with educators and others that I wouldn’t have
been able to connect with. #EdTechChat
RT @amyarbogash: A2 One of the ways is just in the connections that I have made around the
world. Opening their eyes to the possibilities. …

1/12/2015 20:15:10

#edtechchat I don't/can't. We are a no social media in the school. I have "twitter wall"
@madyelliott That is so neat for them. We are just starting in our school. Can't wait to help them
meet the world! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat
A2: I know most of my students have twitter, but they use it only for entertainment - I need to figure
out how to change that #edtechchat
@mssackstein A2: those examples show power of collaboration &amp; sharing to learn &amp;
grow #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:22

1/12/2015 20:15:11
1/12/2015 20:15:12
1/12/2015 20:15:16
1/12/2015 20:15:18
1/12/2015 20:15:20
1/12/2015 20:15:20

1/12/2015 20:15:23
1/12/2015 20:15:25
1/12/2015 20:15:25
1/12/2015 20:15:29

@s_bearden @mssackstein @tweechmeapp And it is awesome! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:15:31
RT @RossCoops31: A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out
to experts outside our classroom. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:15:33
RT @mrkempnz: Using Twitter in the classroom - my firsthand experience from 2014
http://t.co/WKc6jeursW #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:15:35

iplante
__deex3
s_bannon
techie_teach
jrsowash
mssackstein
iplante

I think my Ss would love to see the power in connecting to see how Learning Differently is bigger
than they think #edtechchat
A2: as a student my experiences with twitter was a learning experience. I was able to peek peek
into (part1) #edtechchat
A2: Showing that twitter is a place that people all over the world can talk about the same topic
#trendingnews #politics #edtechchat
A2: Twitter is a great example of everything you read online is not true and everyone has an
option! Teachable moments!! #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out
to experts outside our classroom. #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 I love how accessible "experts" are on Twitter. Kids can get real experience with
people #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:40
1/12/2015 20:15:46
1/12/2015 20:15:50
1/12/2015 20:15:51
1/12/2015 20:15:53
1/12/2015 20:15:55

RT @WJPS_Jason: Hi! I'm Jason Chen also a student of @mssackstein #edtechchat
A2 Ss live n breathe social media. Being on Twitter has given me insight into their "world"
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: @RossCoops31 I love how accessible "experts" are on Twitter. Kids can get
real experience with people #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat connecting twitter with tools like #touchcastedu creates a real
broadcast network for Ss &amp; Ts. to reach globa…
@lauer_maureen We take pix of work&amp; have S Tweet to Ps w T device. Or Ss share what
happening in classes in live time. Ps love! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:15:59

@WinthropsCity I am open to them all! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:07

Primary teacher using Twitter for #PLN and venturing into Ss use soon #edtechchat
#edtechchat My Ss invite Ts/Ss to join us in "challenges" such as this. Visit
http://t.co/AxLMS7BZDM &amp; join! #adedu http://t.co/jDUK0Fil0q

1/12/2015 20:16:11

1/12/2015 20:16:14

mssackstein

A2) Some do tweet chats as a flipped lesson in high schools. #edtechchat
My 4th graders also leveraged social media to speak up when they thought I treated them unfairly.
#edtechchat
A2 I use it to stay connected with former Ss more than current ones. For the latter, I have a
classroom. #edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: New! Get a Free Remind T-Shirt for 2015 http://t.co/ZwS5mQj7rq #giveaway
#edtech #edchat #edtechchat @web20classroom http://t…
RT @KellyClifford9: A1: I use Twitter to connect with my PLN &amp; to share resources!
https://t.co/InvCfodulI #edtechchat
A2: Work with elementary Ss, so I think we can use Edmodo or @TodaysMeet to do "twitter" like
resources
#edtechchat
I was able to peek into the different thoughts of people from all around the world within just one
place. #edtechchat
Read it on Twitter, reflect, share the next day with other educators, spread the knowledge - enrich
education! #edtechchat
RT @raspberryberet3: @mssackstein A2: I've modeled &amp; shown power of Twitter by showing
them my own PLN &amp; how others have connected to suppo…

JoPrestia

@mjjohnson1216 here you go #edtechchat http://t.co/BFOKmhLX8c

1/12/2015 20:16:29

spaul6414

@DrStaubSTEM @s_bearden Agree! Who is old on this chat? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:29

MsVenturino

@apptasticteach District or school decision? I did a permission slip for my students #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:16:32
RT @mrkempnz: Using Twitter in the classroom - my firsthand experience from 2014
http://t.co/WKc6jeursW #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:16:35
A2: I feel excited right now as a learner to connect with peers in my field &amp; I would be excited
to have students feel that #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:16:35

teachintechgal
AshleyCooksey2
mssackstein
JodiMos
ajpodchaski
teachintechgal
KCantrell31
cherandpete
Gregbagby
RossCoops31
tkraz
LouisaPuffett
JulzRos

pNabbie
__deex3
mjjohnson1216

colby_colbyt
cbelle2day8
nathan_stevens
inekeMcG
BiologyLCHS
owenjc30
markbarnes19

vhaley12
SFecich
m_drez
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1/12/2015 20:16:04
1/12/2015 20:16:05
1/12/2015 20:16:06

1/12/2015 20:16:08

1/12/2015 20:16:12

1/12/2015 20:16:15
1/12/2015 20:16:15
1/12/2015 20:16:18
1/12/2015 20:16:19

1/12/2015 20:16:27
1/12/2015 20:16:28
1/12/2015 20:16:28
1/12/2015 20:16:29

@mssackstein A2 helps me be a better facilitator of information and not an oracle #edtechchat
@DrStaubSTEM @mssackstein In Tassie students spend a lot of time on facebook still, +
snapchat. also just texting each other #edtechchat
A2 Many of my Ss are on Twitter but it is blocked at school, so they don't see it as a learning tool
the way I do. #edtechchat
A2: Ss see me learning new things; can share many of my findings with them to help make them
more successful #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:36

A2 share something I learned on Twitter with Ss #edtechchat
A2: Students are able to connect with other students globally --"Exchange Students" on a different
platform.
#edtechchat
@mssackstein a2 I model how to use it and show them twitter success stories and that it can be
used to develop a PLN #edtechchat
A1 It offers fantastic ideas &amp; resources from awesome educators around the world. Hoping to
browse less and contribute more. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:40

1/12/2015 20:16:37
1/12/2015 20:16:38
1/12/2015 20:16:40

1/12/2015 20:16:41
1/12/2015 20:16:42
1/12/2015 20:16:44

SPFTech_Treglia
rondorland

A2 I'm not a classroom teacher but I know bits I glean via Twitter weave into my mind then out of
my mouth working w/ Ts #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:44

A2- twitter is a great place to gather advice and information. #edtechchat
So true! RT @ANetMichigan: A2 Modeling how to learn in a connected world can be powerful for
students! #edtechchat
@raspberryberet3 this is huge. We can be most effective when the kids seeing us do stuff we
enjoy and learn from #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:45

A2: I tell my elem Ss: I got THIS great idea from another teacher online... #edtechchat
A2: Told my Ss that an author of a book I was reading followed me, they totally got excited their
own reading @burgessdave #edtechchat
A2: My students know more than me about social media, they have been showing me to tweet
#edtechchat #bh21things @abrooks

1/12/2015 20:16:47

1/12/2015 20:17:00

iplante

RT @atragg: @s_bearden @mssackstein @tweechmeapp And it is awesome! #edtechchat
Ss need to learn the bigger broader conversations that are part of today's global society in the
same instructional manner #edtechchat

teachintechgal

RT @Gregbagby: A2) Some do tweet chats as a flipped lesson in high schools. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:17:01

RossCoops31

@mssackstein It’s even better when they start searching on their own initiative. #edtechchat
@iplante yes. Huge experience for my kids. . #edtechchat being part of global community while
maintaining own identity #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:17:01

@robpennington9 where's the cool link describing the program :) #edtechchat
RT @mjjohnson1216: Read it on Twitter, reflect, share the next day with other educators, spread
the knowledge - enrich education! #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:17:02

RT @JoPrestia: @mjjohnson1216 here you go #edtechchat http://t.co/BFOKmhLX8c
A1: Hi! Jennifer from Louisville. Late. I'm conducting action research as an Inst. Coach for how to
use Twitter to build a PLN #edtechchat
A2 #edtechchat I,too,find that students are surprised I have a twitter account. Then, because I
follow environmental groups - they do too.

1/12/2015 20:17:07

RT @rondorland A2- twitter is a great place to gather advice and information. #edtechchat
@mssackstein @RossCoops31 Exactly! Was able to connect my students with experts and other
classrooms thanks to twitter. #edtechchat
@hickstro: Here is one post I did last year: http://t.co/UeXjXmHutL on teaching with RSS great
post. #engchat #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:17:12

TweechmeApp
mssackstein
atragg
RichterMariel
knelson1234
s_bearden

shfarnsworth
ajpodchaski
molargik
RossCoops31
JenniferCoxEMS
megomam
JoPrestia
ANetMichigan
jgmac1106
thomascmurray
techie_teach
HeatherTouzin
teachintechgal
AkevyStarEdu
__deex3
s_bannon
Gregbagby
RossCoops31
SFecich
teachintechgal
mssackstein
RichterMariel
coachfisher_rp
DJFTLL
5Things2Know
WJPS_Jason
gcipinko

Some parents decry more computer work
http://t.co/O8Kl66vpnb @all4ed includes parent insight from: @TerriThinks #edtechchat #edchat
I say this daily!! RT @atragg: A2: I tell my elem Ss: I got THIS great idea from another teacher
online... #edtechchat
Hi Everyone! A1: I use Twitter for P.D. And to see the awesome learning happening in my district
and beyond. #edtechchat
RT @MsVenturino: @apptasticteach District or school decision? I did a permission slip for my
students #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Ss need to learn the bigger broader conversations that are part of today's global
society in the same instructional manner #…
Unlike other social media, it makes students and teachers be able to communicate a lot faster to
be able to stay in contact #edtechchat
Any ideas on how to introduce younger students to twitter and differentiate from facebook?
#edtechchat
Twitter was opened for a day in my district and the teachers in the training loved the access.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:16:47
1/12/2015 20:16:47

1/12/2015 20:16:48
1/12/2015 20:16:58

1/12/2015 20:17:00

1/12/2015 20:17:01

1/12/2015 20:17:05

1/12/2015 20:17:09
1/12/2015 20:17:10

1/12/2015 20:17:13
1/12/2015 20:17:13
1/12/2015 20:17:13
1/12/2015 20:17:15
1/12/2015 20:17:16
1/12/2015 20:17:17
1/12/2015 20:17:20
1/12/2015 20:17:21
1/12/2015 20:17:22
1/12/2015 20:17:22

@wkrakower Do you like my new avatar? #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:17:24
@s_bearden @mssackstein @tweechmeapp I am looking forward to using the tool next semester
when I introduce twitter #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:17:25
@MsVenturino @apptasticteach great idea! #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 agreed. I love to read our class feeds and see how kids are collaborating with
each other #edtechchat
Same, the further away the more excitement @atragg: A2: I tell my elem Ss: I got THIS great idea
from another teacher online... #edtechchat
A2: The Ss passion for Twitter is what convinced me to use it as a better way to provide
accessibility to me and current info #edtechchat
Schools turn to technology to help i-generation and its digital future via @kiwirip
http://t.co/0KusDWP0mE #edtech #edtechchat #digcit

1/12/2015 20:17:27
1/12/2015 20:17:28
1/12/2015 20:17:28
1/12/2015 20:17:33
1/12/2015 20:17:34

RT @iplante: We hope @twitter will help #FindTully @cteduonline #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:17:35
@WJPS_Alice I agree! Using twitter especially, I can see what other people have to say about one
idea. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:17:36
A2: It is a great way to show Ss that we don't know everything. We know where to look for help.
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:17:37

teachintechgal

RT @SFecich: @s_bearden @mssackstein @tweechmeapp I am looking forward to using the tool
next semester when I introduce twitter #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out
to experts outside our classroom. #edtechchat
RT @KellyClifford9: A1: I use Twitter to connect with my PLN &amp; to share resources!
https://t.co/InvCfodulI #edtechchat
A2: My Ss learn from some of the teachers I've met on Twitter...they know that Twitter is learning
tool for me. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q2: How can you apply your own experiences with Twitter to your students?
#edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out
to experts outside our classroom. #edtechchat
#edtechchat Through #Touchcast Twitter carries video programming around the globe. 1:1 ipads
means the classroom becomes a studio.
RT @knelson1234: A2: My students know more than me about social media, they have been
showing me to tweet #edtechchat #bh21things @abrooks

s_bearden

@SFecich @mssackstein @tweechmeapp Hooray :-) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:17:51

RossCoops31

@mssackstein Which is why class/district hashtags are great. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:17:59

atragg

@techie_teach Almost daily for me, too!#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:00

teachintechgal

@knelson1234 @abrooks yes! We have to keep up w the Ss #edtechchat
@MsVenturino #edtechchat building decision. Ts can have it but can not be on s devices. I do
share pics of the class and activities though
Twitter led to @wkrakower and I using @LEGO_Education @edmodo to create s collaborative
project for 3rd graders last year #edtechchat
A2: It's also huge to get the #stuvoice out on our student newspaper http://t.co/RR0L1nXInC
#wjpsnews #edtechchat
A2: I use Twitter to "tell our story" with our district hash tag. Great community engagement tool.
Students add their own tweets #edtechchat
RT @gcipinko: A2: It is a great way to show Ss that we don't know everything. We know where to
look for help. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:01

1/12/2015 20:18:17

teachintechgal

@JenniferCoxEMS hi Jennifer!! #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski It’s not done yet— by the end of the week. Mentioning it to staff at Tech Tuesday
tomorrow. Now the pressure in on #edtechchat
RT @JoPrestia: @mjjohnson1216 here you go #edtechchat http://t.co/nGeFMoY5HA Such a
valuable message!
RT @atragg: A1: Twitter helped me find @iplante and @robpennington9 so we could plan
@EdCampSWCT on 3/7/15 together! #edtechchat
RT @mjjohnson1216 RT @JoPrestia: @mjjohnson1216 here you go #edtechchat
http://t.co/zSBuK774PN Such a valuable message!
A2: Let them know about access it provides you to resources outsides your area, make
connections with experts #edtechchat
RT @gcipinko: A2: It is a great way to show Ss that we don't know everything. We know where to
look for help. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: @RossCoops31 agreed. I love to read our class feeds and see how kids are
collaborating with each other #edtechchat
A2 I think it is important to share when we learn things from Twitter and how people can help
others to succeed in what they do. #edtechchat
Very timely #edtechchat going about Twitter in the classroom @pmulloyiii @RitaKienle
@shanaheinricy
RT @mssackstein: @RossCoops31 agreed. I love to read our class feeds and see how kids are
collaborating with each other #edtechchat

mssackstein

I also like to share kids work in photos on Twitter to be transparent in the learning #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:43

SFecich

@RichterMariel @lauer_maureen can you tell me more about this? #edtechchat
A2 with 1st graders they know I use it to talk to other Ts to get great ideas and share what we do
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:43

A2 Twitter helps me point students to a place where the find their passions #edtechchat
RT @DJFTLL: Schools turn to technology to help i-generation and its digital future via @kiwirip
http://t.co/0KusDWP0mE #edtech #edtechchat …
RT @gcipinko: A2: It is a great way to show Ss that we don't know everything. We know where to
look for help. #edtechchat
RT @cbelle2day8: A2: I feel excited right now as a learner to connect with peers in my field &amp;
I would be excited to have students feel tha…
@AshleyCooksey2 Yeah, elem kids don't know abt Twitter, really- they think my @YouTube
channel is cool tho! #edtechchat
#POLL which coin will experience the greatest gains in 2015... vote EduCoin!
http://t.co/NRuUPuy34I #edtech #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:48

TweechmeApp
WJPS_Alice
sklahn12
mcnairan3
SilvaEric1
__deex3
martysnowpaw

apptasticteach
iplante
mssackstein
wfsuper
mcnairan3
teachintechgal
robpennington9
mjjohnson1216
iplante
JoPrestia
emullowney1
ANetMichigan
WJPS_Alice
amyarbogash
owenjc30

KCantrell31
nathan_stevens
teachintechgal
s_bannon
coachfisher_rp
atragg
kor3shan

1/12/2015 20:17:38
1/12/2015 20:17:39
1/12/2015 20:17:43
1/12/2015 20:17:45
1/12/2015 20:17:48
1/12/2015 20:17:48
1/12/2015 20:17:48
1/12/2015 20:17:48

1/12/2015 20:18:01
1/12/2015 20:18:03
1/12/2015 20:18:06
1/12/2015 20:18:09
1/12/2015 20:18:15

1/12/2015 20:18:19
1/12/2015 20:18:20
1/12/2015 20:18:29
1/12/2015 20:18:31
1/12/2015 20:18:32
1/12/2015 20:18:33
1/12/2015 20:18:36
1/12/2015 20:18:40
1/12/2015 20:18:41
1/12/2015 20:18:42

1/12/2015 20:18:44

1/12/2015 20:18:48
1/12/2015 20:18:49
1/12/2015 20:18:49
1/12/2015 20:18:49
1/12/2015 20:18:49

vhaley12

A2: Can you imagine your students collaborating with someone in China or Africa on a project
through the use of Twitter--WOW!
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:50

ajpodchaski

@robpennington9 It's worldwide now! SO you have to follow through! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:50

s_bearden

@s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A2: I use Twitter to "tell our story" with our district hash tag. Great community
engagement tool. Students add their own twee…
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat
on Mon, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @web20classroom…
RT @mcnairan3: A2: My Ss learn from some of the teachers I've met on Twitter...they know that
Twitter is learning tool for me. #edtechchat
@apptasticteach I have a class instagram that students follow on their own devices from home. Is
this an option? #edtechchat
A2: Teach teachers to model Twitter chat skills for students! Modeling is key to successful rollout
with S's! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: I also like to share kids work in photos on Twitter to be transparent in the
learning #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:18:52

@rondorland those places can get me arrested #edtechchat
RT @MsClaraGalan: @RemindHQ is giving away free t-shirts to kick off 2015!
http://t.co/V5qmpgc3XP #edtechchat #tlap #iledchat #aledchat htt…

1/12/2015 20:19:13

MoreThanATech
iplante
teachintechgal
MsVenturino
KellyClifford9
AshleyCooksey2
iplante
nathan_stevens
MrsMaasUpdates
teachintechgal
WJPS_Alice
AkevyStarEdu

1/12/2015 20:18:52
1/12/2015 20:18:55
1/12/2015 20:19:00
1/12/2015 20:19:05
1/12/2015 20:19:07
1/12/2015 20:19:09
1/12/2015 20:19:09

1/12/2015 20:19:14

@mcnairan3 excellent for them to see u r learning too! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:19:14
RT @__deex3: Unlike other social media, it makes students and teachers be able to communicate
a lot faster to be able to stay in contact #e…
1/12/2015 20:19:15
1/12/2015 20:19:16

cherandpete

@mssackstein @raspberryberet3 modeling is so important #edtechchat
A2: Because I love chats so much we also do a weekly chat across 3 classes to discuss texts that
support learning #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: A2 Twitter helps me point students to a place where the find their passions
#edtechchat
RT @JoPrestia: RT @mjjohnson1216 RT @JoPrestia: @mjjohnson1216 here you go #edtechchat
http://t.co/zSBuK774PN Such a valuable message!
@ajpodchaski #edtechchat I model how twitter can be used 4 good. My Ss say "If you don't have
anything good to tweet/FB/text/kick...DON'T!!

Gregbagby

Have any of you been successful with a student tweeter chat? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:33

teachintechgal

@RossCoops31 @mssackstein YES! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:33

JoPrestia

1/12/2015 20:19:36

mcnairan3

@mssackstein very cool idea! #edtechchat
@JHouser1 Do you have any examples of this or a webpage? I am interested in doing very similar
activities #edtechchat #bh21things
RT @vhaley12: A2: Can you imagine your students collaborating with someone in China or Africa
on a project through the use of Twitter--WOW!…
RT @iplante: Twitter led to @wkrakower and I using @LEGO_Education @edmodo to create s
collaborative project for 3rd graders last year #ed…
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
RT @Shakespeare_300: All you need to know B4 the curtain goes up or the test goes down!
#Shakespeare #edtechchat
http://t.co/CxaesPtsm4 htt…
@Valerie_A_Willi does an awesome job having literature discussions via Twitter with her HS
students! #edtechchat
Taught first and second grade Ss about hashtags this week as we worked on #oneword project.
#edtechchat

SFecich

@JenniferCoxEMS that is great! I am attempting to do the same let's connect #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:48

robpennington9

@mssackstein That is awesome. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:48

atragg

.@RichterMariel Yes, my art lessons from @art_cathyhunt in Australia are a big hit! #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Twitter led to @wkrakower and I using @LEGO_Education @edmodo to create s
collaborative project for 3rd graders last year #ed…

1/12/2015 20:19:49

@mssackstein great use! #edtechchat
RT @JHouser1: I use Twitter to teach digital citizenship to middle school students #edtechchat
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:52

mssackstein
iplante
SPFTech_Treglia

knelson1234
martysnowpaw
teachintechgal
iplante

casa_de_zombos
s_bearden

wkrakower
teachintechgal
s_bearden
amyarbogash
ANetMichigan
DrSanelli

1/12/2015 20:19:17
1/12/2015 20:19:22
1/12/2015 20:19:26
1/12/2015 20:19:31

1/12/2015 20:19:36
1/12/2015 20:19:37
1/12/2015 20:19:39
1/12/2015 20:19:44

1/12/2015 20:19:45
1/12/2015 20:19:45
1/12/2015 20:19:46

1/12/2015 20:19:50

1/12/2015 20:19:53

@wfsuper Incredibly important to tell your story. If you don't, others will! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:19:53
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:19:53
RT @RossCoops31: A2: When teaching, Twitter helped to teach my students they could reach out
to experts outside our classroom. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:19:55

teachintechgal
JenniferCoxEMS

RT @JHouser1: I use Twitter to teach digital citizenship to middle school students #edtechchat
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:56

A2: One of the Ts I coach uses Twitter chats to review for exams. Kids love it. #edtechchat
RT @mcnairan3: Taught first and second grade Ss about hashtags this week as we worked on
#oneword project. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:19:57

@JHouser1 Hi Judy! So glad you could join us tonight! #edtechchat
@mssackstein That’s what I wanted to hear. I so wish they would open it up in my district.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:09

1/12/2015 20:20:11

colby_colbyt

@JHouser1 great use! And in a language Ss understand! #edtechchat
@iplante @LEGO_Education @edmodo Some amazing ways to collaborate all thanks to Twitter
#edtechchat
A2: I show/tell S the ideas/connections made through Twitter. We had a few guests Skype us
through connections made on Twitter. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@mssackstein transparent is a great word #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:29

JoPrestia

@JenniferCoxEMS talk about short, sharp messages - that's pretty cool! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:33

amyarbogash

@vhaley12 Amazing to be able to do! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:36

atragg

@AshleyCooksey2 Omg- maybe I'll tell my 5th graders then! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:37

wkrakower

@RossCoops31 Looking good Ross! #edtechchat
@teachintechgal We are also trying to promote getting the community involved by using the
hashtag. Getting more folks involved #edtechchat
@mssackstein the weekly chat is always helpful because I get to see other classmates thoughts
and gain new knowledge #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:37

@spaul6414 @DrStaubSTEM OK..."seasoned" ;-) #edtechchat
@mssackstein @raspberryberet3 very powerful to ask questions we(teachers) don't have the and
learn with Stu #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Love that twitter is now connecting me to a global community of
educators @MRsalakas #aussieED @DJCE57 @myths…
Love telling Ss about things learn on @twitter that they love using in classroom...thanks
@Glennr1809 for @GetKahoot #edtechchat
@m_drez Totally agree! The educators using Twitter are great, creative, innovative, etc.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:43

@vhaley12 yes! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
A2: To show that twitter is a powerful learning resource for anyone….with people from around the
world. #PLN #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein the weekly chat is always helpful because I get to see other
classmates thoughts and gain new knowledge #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:20:57

1/12/2015 20:21:10

RossCoops31

@s_bearden @s_bannon great resource thank you! #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: @iplante @LEGO_Education @edmodo Some amazing ways to collaborate all
thanks to Twitter #edtechchat
“@wkrakower: @RossCoops31 Looking good Ross! #edtechchat” See @iplante… told ya!
#edtechchat

mssackstein

Q3 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:13

JHouser1

@s_bearden thanks thought it was time to try a chat hard to keep up #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:14

amyarbogash

@mcnairan3 We are doing the one word project with our staff on Twitter! #edtechchat
A2 I use it to stay in contact w my Ss &amp; gain ideas from PLN! Ss commented today that they
wished ALL teachers were accessible #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:15

1/12/2015 20:21:24

HollyKriehn

RT @wkrakower: @RossCoops31 Looking good Ross! #edtechchat
RT @GlassLabGames: RT @lisaduty1: What Schools Could Use Instead Of Standardized Tests
@npr_ed http://t.co/4VqcKu8ag3 #edtech #edtechchat …

vhaley12

Yes @defstef98 so very true....Twitter is powerful!!!
#edtechchat

terrieichholz
s_bearden
Gregbagby
teachintechgal
wkrakower
Xanth_K

mssackstein
__deex3
s_bearden
AkevyStarEdu
MRsalakas
iplante
spaul6414
cbelle2day8
teachintechgal
SilvaEric1
s_bearden
teachintechgal
iplante

MrsStevensonSS
RossCoops31

RichterMariel
MelanyStowe
cherandpete
KellyClifford9

Also after a "bad" day in school twitter re-inspires me for tomorrow! #edtechchat
A2: Make list of what you like about Twitter &amp; provide your students &amp; staff with
opportunities to experience the same. #edtechchat
A2 #edtechchat My Ss and I have created our own Hashtag, #SharesEase where we share, easily
with others in the world 4 good
A2: Our T training for how to Build &amp; Harness A PLN with Twitter! Session #4
https://t.co/TALz03MnNX #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:20:02

1/12/2015 20:20:09

1/12/2015 20:20:17
1/12/2015 20:20:18
1/12/2015 20:20:20

1/12/2015 20:20:37
1/12/2015 20:20:39

1/12/2015 20:20:52
1/12/2015 20:20:52
1/12/2015 20:20:55
1/12/2015 20:20:56

1/12/2015 20:21:00
1/12/2015 20:21:00
1/12/2015 20:21:04

1/12/2015 20:21:11
1/12/2015 20:21:11

1/12/2015 20:21:18

1/12/2015 20:21:27
1/12/2015 20:21:29
1/12/2015 20:21:30
1/12/2015 20:21:31
1/12/2015 20:21:32
1/12/2015 20:21:34

cbelle2day8

1/12/2015 20:21:35

Jacob_WJPS

@nathan_stevens didnt think about that! cool! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: A2: Because I love chats so much we also do a weekly chat across 3 classes
to discuss texts that support learning #edtechc…

LawgDawg13

A2: to show then they can be life long learners. And self directed. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:47

amyarbogash

@JenniferCoxEMS That's a great idea! What grade? #edtechchat
@__deex3 that's what I hope you'll get out of it as well as having an opportunity to really
understand the article #edtechchat
@mssackstein A2 being about to have discussion in short format gets students to the point
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:49

1/12/2015 20:21:52

iplante

Learning matters more than grades #edtechchat
A2 When @Socrative responded to a request my Ss made to me (and I tweeted to them) by the
end of the period, they were floored. #edtechchat
@s_bearden @spaul6414 @DrStaubSTEM seasoned? With salt to preserve or spices to
highlight? Lol #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@Gregbagby yes. Takes moderation, coaching, and an understanding of purpose. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:21:59

s_bearden

@JHouser1 No worries! just catch what you can. Tonight's chat is moving pretty fast! #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:22:01
RT @JenniferCoxEMS: A2: One of the Ts I coach uses Twitter chats to review for exams. Kids
love it. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:22:04

mssackstein
nathan_stevens
__deex3
tkraz

teachintechgal
MsVenturino

1/12/2015 20:21:45

1/12/2015 20:21:51
1/12/2015 20:21:52

1/12/2015 20:21:57
1/12/2015 20:21:59

@teachintechgal @apptasticteach Link: http://t.co/FMziDKNG7D #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @s_bannon Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students?
http://t.co/D0mtiRohu2 #edtechchat
@vhaley12 Check out the gr8 work of @Kidsedchatnz who are part of a weekly twtr chat for schl
ss #edtechchat
RT @tkraz: A2 When @Socrative responded to a request my Ss made to me (and I tweeted to
them) by the end of the period, they were floored. …
@RichterMariel I'm actually using it right now to get my head space back from mtg with supervisor!
LOL! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:05

@JenniferCoxEMS so relevant! I love it! #edtechchat
@vhaley12 #edtechchat Planning Not Perfect Hat Club collaborations in Australia, Philippines,
New Zealand, UK, Singapore Ts &amp; Ss go global.

1/12/2015 20:22:15

1/12/2015 20:22:17

MattViernow

Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat
We use Twitter to tell our. School's story to the public. We tweet all the great things our teachers
and students are doing. #edtechchat

wkrakower

RT @mssackstein: Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:26

s_bearden

@iplante @spaul6414 @DrStaubSTEM Pickled ;-) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:27

ajpodchaski

@s_bearden @JHouser1 ANd I think I'll be able to put out the archive quickly tonight #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:22:27

s_bearden

RT @mssackstein: Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:31

SilvaEric1

RT @mssackstein: Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:37

teachintechgal

@mssackstein perfect! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:39

SFecich

@techie_teach @atragg me too twitter is my ultimate pd on demand! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:42

Sciology

1/12/2015 20:22:42

JodiMos

A little late. Brett, Tech App Teacher middle school from TX. #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein the weekly chat is always helpful because I get to see other
classmates thoughts and gain new knowledge #edtechch…
@mssackstein I enjoy it! Now I don't think of what grades I get but focus more on what I need to
learn from the talks we have #edtechchat
A3 Ss connecting w/ classes all over world to do projects together or read books together.
#edtechchat

vhaley12

@ Mr_C will do!
#edtechchat

mrstracyalex
whosanktheboat
SilvaEric1
JoPrestia
teachintechgal
martysnowpaw
mssackstein

teachintechgal
__deex3

rondorland

1/12/2015 20:22:07
1/12/2015 20:22:10
1/12/2015 20:22:10
1/12/2015 20:22:13

1/12/2015 20:22:16

1/12/2015 20:22:23

1/12/2015 20:22:47
1/12/2015 20:22:48
1/12/2015 20:22:50
1/12/2015 20:22:53
1/12/2015 20:22:53

AshleyCooksey2

a3- to connect globally #edtechchat
A3: I'm not in a classroom but would be a great exit ticket. Tweet what you learned today!
#edtechchat

teachintechgal

@__deex3 @mssackstein and it gives Ss a voice! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:22:57

s_bearden

spaul6414

60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/t5AwLGl6aO #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:22:58
A3: We do class chats and also use it to backchannel. I have kids leave questions if we don't finish
convo in class #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:22:58
@mssackstein @raspberryberet3 Modeling the correct use of SM will inform students to b better
digital citizens. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:23:01

s_bearden

25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F #edtechchat

mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:22:55

1/12/2015 20:23:05

chubbyhotubbi1

I use Twitter to feel supported outside my district. My Ss love when I include pics of their work or
them. They take pride in it #edtechchat
RT @JenniferCoxEMS: A2: One of the Ts I coach uses Twitter chats to review for exams. Kids
love it. #edtechchat

faithchojar

@mssackstein sorry I'm late! will drop in for a few minutes- what are we talking? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:07

Jacob_WJPS

@mssackstein a fantastic way to move learning into the future, I believe so #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:10

Sciology

1/12/2015 20:23:10

jgmac1106

RT @__deex3: Learning matters more than grades #edtechchat
A3: Dont just use Twitter but analyze it as a space. Collect a hashtag for a week. Look at the
meaning that happened. #edtechchat

RichterMariel

RT @SFecich: @techie_teach @atragg me too twitter is my ultimate pd on demand! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:13

mssackstein

Great way to keep learning going outside of class beyond the period #edtechchat
A3 Tell your story of what goes on in your classroom, share fun projects with people across the
country. #edtechchat
A3: Summarizing our writing, exit tickets, backchanneling, reaching outside the classroom to
experts. #edtechchat
A3: Hopefully to post Ss quick responses, star work, and ideas. They can’t use at school, so must
be at home #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:15

1/12/2015 20:23:27

s_bearden

@tkraz @Socrative makes u feel powerful! Lol #edtechchat
@mssackstein I am a reticent person but twitter really did help me be able to get voice out there
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
RT @MattViernow: We use Twitter to tell our. School's story to the public. We tweet all the great
things our teachers and students are doin…
RT @mssackstein: Great way to keep learning going outside of class beyond the period
#edtechchat

apptasticteach

@MsVenturino @teachintechgal Thanks for sharing! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:34

JHouser1

1/12/2015 20:23:36

ANetMichigan

@s_bearden tweet feedback to book authors #edtechchat
A3: Share stories and work with parents and engage with other classrooms around the globe
#edtechchat

leighmragsdale

Leigh, 11-12 at-risk, mid MO. Believer that it is the school of the future #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:40

Sciology
JoPrestia

@__deex3 You said it all. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:23:41
@AshleyCooksey2 fabulous idea - I think I'm stealing for my next workshop with Ts. do you mind?
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:23:42

vhaley12

This is going at warp speed. I missed Q3
#edtechchat

leighmragsdale

wkrakower
EricAfterSchool
MsVenturino
teachintechgal
__deex3
BAMRadioNetwork
wfsuper

s_bearden

1/12/2015 20:23:05
1/12/2015 20:23:06

1/12/2015 20:23:11

1/12/2015 20:23:16
1/12/2015 20:23:17
1/12/2015 20:23:26

1/12/2015 20:23:28
1/12/2015 20:23:29
1/12/2015 20:23:30
1/12/2015 20:23:33

1/12/2015 20:23:38

1/12/2015 20:23:43
1/12/2015 20:23:43

techie_teach

RT @JHouser1: @s_bearden tweet feedback to book authors #edtechchat
A3) I have asked folks at trainings to “Tweet an expert” and share responses. The same could be
done in a classroom. #edtechchat
A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to Teach with Twitter
http://t.co/NNVd82UigC
A3 Kids have gotten really good at asking me questions on it too because they know I'm always on
it #edtechchat
A2: Implementing what you learn on twitter into the classroom is a big step. Telling them where you
got the lesson is neat too. #edtechchat
@MsBerryhill @MrsCochran4 @briganderson - Y'all must check out #edtechchat on Mondays
from 7-8CST

amyarbogash

A3 Connect with other classrooms, contact experts, participate in chats. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:52

iplante

RT @mssackstein: Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:23:52

teachintechgal
ajpodchaski

@s_bearden @JHouser1 fast is fun! Love! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:23:55
OK @WinthropsCity - what can we do? RT @mssackstein: Q3: What are some ways you can use
Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:23:56

dbuckedu

@LawgDawg13 Agreed! This is learning at its best -- continuous and self-directed! #edtechchat

Gregbagby
cybraryman1
mssackstein
missfplunkett

1/12/2015 20:23:43
1/12/2015 20:23:44
1/12/2015 20:23:46
1/12/2015 20:23:47
1/12/2015 20:23:51

1/12/2015 20:23:58

PAMSPrincipal

Twitter + Google Drive = World Wide Collaboration
#edtechchat
A3 How about for formative assessment in much the same way Kagan whieboards are used?
#edtechchat

rondorland

A3- practice writing- love the tell a story in a tweet :) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:04

MsVenturino

@AshleyCooksey2 I love that idea! I wish my Ss were allowed to use it at school. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:04

SFecich

@JHouser1 that is great what concepts do they take away from that lesson? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:05

SilvaEric1

1/12/2015 20:23:59
1/12/2015 20:24:04

SarahDiaDiaz
JenniferCoxEMS
ANetMichigan
s_bearden
JodiMos
mssackstein
amyarbogash

A3 We post a daily status update on FB about what we learned, but I could do that on twitter too.
Use it for P collaboration #edtechchat
@MattViernow Very important. Get out that positive message. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/t5AwLGl6aO
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:07
1/12/2015 20:24:07
1/12/2015 20:24:08

@JHouser1 Great idea! Have you connected with book authors via Twitter? #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:24:10
A3 I'm in ES &amp; Ss use Ts acct so we can model SM for them. They share work w/ Ps; connect
w/ classrooms as a class, etc. #edtechchat.
1/12/2015 20:24:13
Next up is teaching them how to do research and crowd source using Twitter. We've already
worked on live tweeting #edtechchat for j kids
1/12/2015 20:24:16
@AshleyCooksey2 Love this!! #edtechchat
@mssackstein A3 a quick poll, a discussion board, out of the classroom learning, interview an
author, ask a question #edtechchat
RT @vhaley12: A2: Can you imagine your students collaborating with someone in China or Africa
on a project through the use of Twitter--WOW!…
Teaching Student Reporters to Live Tweet - Work in Progress - Education Week Teacher
http://t.co/uthqh04fYw #edtechchat A3
S's model your behavior. They will do as U do! Show them U still have a passion 4 learning &amp;
make it infectious &amp;They will too #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:17

Twitter is a great way to force students to be concise. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:33

Anyone in k-5 using twitter with their students? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat
on Mon, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @web20classroom…
A3: Twitter can connect Ss with the outside world. Districts have to be on board with letting Twitter
in the classroom though! #edtechchat
RT @ANetMichigan: A3: Share stories and work with parents and engage with other classrooms
around the globe #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @teachintechgal #edtechchat sometimes I fly by if I don't ask then I can play dumb.
I try and push the limits.
A3 #mysteryskype connections @SkypeClassroom classroom discussions, back channeling, note
taking, quizzes #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @AshleyCooksey2 I wish we had access also. :-( #edtechchat
#TwitterForTeachers
A3: Discussion questions, link with other classes, research topics, quick review to see what they
know #edtechchat #bh21things @abrooks

1/12/2015 20:24:38

1/12/2015 20:24:53

bradmcurrie

A3: I use Twitter to find outside experts for #geniushour projects. #edtechchat
Challenge w/ younger grades 13yrs restriction...but let Ss know lessons, ideas, people I connect
with that impact their day! #edtechchat
A3: Back in the Day video featuring @E_Sheninger who speaks to the power of Twitter ~
http://t.co/VLOWXXzKu8 #edtechchat

rondorland

A3- honestly, WHAT CAN'T TWITTER DO? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:54

nathan_stevens
coachhays
mssackstein
LawgDawg13
MsVenturino
MsWhiteSocStud
RichterMariel
kylepace
techie_teach
mssackstein
apptasticteach
teachintechgal
Gregbagby
knelson1234
mcnairan3
iplante

1/12/2015 20:24:17
1/12/2015 20:24:22
1/12/2015 20:24:32
1/12/2015 20:24:32

1/12/2015 20:24:35

1/12/2015 20:24:38
1/12/2015 20:24:44
1/12/2015 20:24:44
1/12/2015 20:24:45
1/12/2015 20:24:46
1/12/2015 20:24:47
1/12/2015 20:24:49

1/12/2015 20:24:54
1/12/2015 20:24:54

iplante

A3: Twitter allows us to stay connected with students, parents, and other educators
#edtechchat
@MattViernow Great use! My old school does a great job doing that with sports. Each team has a
twitter acc. Live tweet games. #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: A3 Tell your story of what goes on in your classroom, share fun projects with
people across the country. #edtechchat

amyarbogash

@mssackstein That's awesome! #edtechchat

KellyClifford9

A3: Try using a class hashtag to share student projects &amp; links with one another! #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:25:00

mssackstein

@ANetMichigan love getting parents involved in this capacity #edtechchat We have to tell our story 1/12/2015 20:25:01

TweechmeApp

RT @mssackstein Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat
A3: Loved the idea of test review someone had, back channel, resource for Ss and Ps to talk to
you/get updates #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:02

1/12/2015 20:25:04

zaption

Why (and how) Teachers should backchannel: http://t.co/a3aUnVl5Pp #edtechchat
Want to teach #NetNeutrality? Free video lesson in the Zaption Gallery | http://t.co/JuN03LOBwO
#edtechchat #tlchat http://t.co/NuAup1wziH

iplante

RT @SilvaEric1: Twitter + Google Drive = World Wide Collaboration
#edtechchat

pNabbie
jrsowash

emullowney1
s_bearden

nathan_stevens
mssackstein

@mssackstein A3 job hunt #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein I am a reticent person but twitter really did help me be able to get
voice out there #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:24:55
1/12/2015 20:24:56
1/12/2015 20:24:59
1/12/2015 20:24:59

1/12/2015 20:25:02

1/12/2015 20:25:04
1/12/2015 20:25:05
1/12/2015 20:25:05
1/12/2015 20:25:08

MoreThanATech

A3: To connect with Ss. Twitter is a great way to stay relevant. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:08

Xanth_K

@iplante @wkrakower @LEGO_Education I teach third grade. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:11

robpennington9

bradmcurrie

Connecting with experts, other classes #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:25:11
RT @cybraryman1: A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to
Teach with Twitter http://t.co/NNVd82UigC
1/12/2015 20:25:14
RT “@s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/PwL7huJ10k
#edtechchat”
1/12/2015 20:25:14

5Things2Know

Twitter is the thread that can weave together #educators to form a quilt of knowledge. #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:25:14

s_bannon

1/12/2015 20:25:19

Sciology

A3: #twitterchat during lab experiments with students and teacher #edtechchat
A3 Use it to connect with Ss and Ps to keep them informed of happenings from the classroom.
#edtechchat

JHouser1

@s_bearden yes, john Boyne author of boy in striped pj's responded to my tweet #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:19

JoPrestia

1/12/2015 20:25:23

JoPrestia

A3 quite like @mssackstein idea about tweeting with other classes - #edtechchat
@__deex3 I'm glad it's working, Dahae. You have great things to say. #edtechchat the Twitter
helps
A3 It is blocked. Have a class hashtag for reviews. Many Ss don't buy into it, might be better if able
to use in class. #edtechchat
#edtechchat #CdnEdChat Simple, easy to use tips, vids and ideas for getting Ts and your class
started w Twitter https://t.co/ToUK09czs8
Wow at how fast my #tweetdeck feed is moving tonight! TONS of great convo taking place!
#edtechchat
RT @Sciology A3 Use it to connect with Ss and Ps to keep them informed of happenings from the
classroom. #edtechchat

amyarbogash

@rondorland Great skill to teach...being succinct! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:36

s_bearden

@JHouser1 Well how cool is that :-) #edtechchat
@mssackstein @__deex3 Perhaps some students are more capable of expressing themselves
through technology, awesome #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:37

1/12/2015 20:25:40

coachfisher_rp

140 characters, great opportunity for quick exit tickets. #edtechchat
RT @EricAfterSchool: A3: Summarizing our writing, exit tickets, backchanneling, reaching outside
the classroom to experts. #edtechchat
RT "@s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/nZYpVOomDG #edtechchat” #INeLearn
A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp; excitement. Twitter is
the 21st century home refrigerator #edtechchat
A3: to find current information, to connect immediately with experts, and as an exit ticket to show
what they learned #edtechchat

Sciology

RT @mcnairan3: A3: I use Twitter to find outside experts for #geniushour projects. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:45

teachintechgal

@bryanhanan @JenniferCoxEMS usually u assign a moderator #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:25:47

wkrakower

1/12/2015 20:25:48

WinthropsCity

RT @RossCoops31: 140 characters, great opportunity for quick exit tickets. #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
@mssackstein Tweets to parents = a window into the classroom! #edtechchat
#wishmykidsteachersdidit
A3 Just mentioned this in previous #engchat but my Ss don't really like to use personal twitter with
classwork #edtechchat
A3 I have gr 12 Bio Ss working on self-mindfulness to reduce stress. Their 6 week goal (&amp;
rationale) has to be tweeted to me.#edtechchat
RT @pNabbie: A3: Twitter allows us to stay connected with students, parents, and other
educators
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @mssackstein Tweet as historical characters, class pages with ss responsible for
keeping it updated
#edtechchat

s_bearden

Great rubric for assessing Twitter assignments: https://t.co/LYNjFFZrSt #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:02

MsVenturino

RT @vhaley12: This is going at warp speed. I missed Q3
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:04

colby_colbyt

mssackstein
BiologyLCHS
cherandpete
AshleyCooksey2

Jacob_WJPS
RossCoops31
mssackstein
KellyClifford9
wfsuper

s_bearden
ANetMichigan
tkraz
megomam

Sciology

terrieichholz

1/12/2015 20:25:19

1/12/2015 20:25:30
1/12/2015 20:25:31
1/12/2015 20:25:32
1/12/2015 20:25:35
1/12/2015 20:25:35

1/12/2015 20:25:37

1/12/2015 20:25:42
1/12/2015 20:25:42
1/12/2015 20:25:42
1/12/2015 20:25:43

1/12/2015 20:25:53
1/12/2015 20:25:56
1/12/2015 20:25:59
1/12/2015 20:25:59

1/12/2015 20:26:00

1/12/2015 20:26:00

1/12/2015 20:26:04

vhaley12

A3. Check out @mattBgomez for awesome ways to use Twitter in younger grades #edtechchat
A3: Collaborative projects Example: - "Sam please see what innovative ideas are going on in
Brazil" @DEFSTEF1
#edtechchat

atragg

.@vhaley12 Q3: What are some ways you can use Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:08

jgmac1106

A3: To teach students most adverbs and articles are useless. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:10

1/12/2015 20:26:08

JenniferCoxEMS
teachintechgal
__deex3
MattViernow
apptasticteach

A3: my coaching partner&amp; I Live Tweet during classroom visits to allow others to visit virtually
via @CCornerCollab #theyet #edtechchat
RT @KellyClifford9: RT "@s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/nZYpVOomDG #edtechchat” #INeLearn
@mssackstein Twitter really does help. More teachers should use social media as a teaching and
communicating tool #edtechchat
RT @bradmcurrie: RT “@s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/PwL7huJ10k #edtechchat”

1/12/2015 20:26:10
1/12/2015 20:26:11
1/12/2015 20:26:14
1/12/2015 20:26:15
1/12/2015 20:26:15

engdkyl

@BiologyLCHS blocked here also #edtechchat
kids have done projects as characters creating a profile with conversations from Pride and
Prejudice #edtechchat A3
A3 chat with authors, expand learning beyond the physical space, backchanneling, modeling good
digital citizenship #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
A3: I think having to use 140 characters or less is a great way to teach summarizing. What are the
most important things to say #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to
Teach with Twitter http://t.co/NNVd82UigC

colby_colbyt

@rondorland what is the tell a story in a tweet? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:36

amyarbogash

1/12/2015 20:26:37

TweechmeApp

@mcnairan3 @defstef98 Love the Aurasma and QR codes! Cool! #edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat #CdnEdChat Simple, easy to use tips, vids and ideas for getting
Ts and your class started w Twitter https://t.…
We've also done online ad campaigns for pub finance - teaching kids about selling using Twitter
#edtechchat
RT "@s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/wgB4a0w6OG
#edtechchat” #INeLearn
RT @s_bearden: Why (and how) Teachers should backchannel: http://t.co/a3aUnVl5Pp
#edtechchat

coachfisher_rp

RT @rondorland: A3- honestly, WHAT CAN'T TWITTER DO? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:47

atragg

Awesome, Ron! RT @rondorland: A3- honestly, WHAT CAN'T TWITTER DO? #edtechchat
A3: I once had kids create a twitter feed for the main character of a book that revealed her inner
thoughts and motivation #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:48

1/12/2015 20:26:53

JamieArmin

@bradmcurrie - LOL. #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…

rondorland

@owenjc30 yes- my class has talked with 2 authors- how cool is that! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:26:57

MsVenturino

@mssackstein No way! That’s so cool! #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to
Teach with Twitter http://t.co/NNVd82UigC

1/12/2015 20:26:57

@tkraz understandable…could they not have 2 a/c they do for other social media? #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Why (and how) Teachers should backchannel: http://t.co/a3aUnVl5Pp
#edtechchat
RT @AshleyCooksey2: A3: I think having to use 140 characters or less is a great way to teach
summarizing. What are the most important thing…
@ajpodchaski @mssackstein letting ss connect with other schools nationally and internationally via
twitter. #edtechchat
Even if you don’t use Twitter a lot with students, teaching dig. citizenship is always a must.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:00

My last Twitter training for Ts http://t.co/iN9znQgPvb #edtechchat
RT @mrkempnz: Using Twitter in the classroom - my firsthand experience from 2014
http://t.co/WKc6jeursW #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:05

@Jacob_WJPS Thanks for coming Jacob. I'm glad you enjoy class chats #edtechchat
RT @ANetMichigan: A3: I once had kids create a twitter feed for the main character of a book that
revealed her inner thoughts and motivatio…
A3: Twitter is a great way for students to get immediate feedback on ideas; conduct surveys;
research #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Challenge w/ younger grades 13yrs restriction...but let Ss know lessons, ideas,
people I connect with that impact their day! …
RT @AshleyCooksey2: A3: I think having to use 140 characters or less is a great way to teach
summarizing. What are the most important thing…
@WinthropsCity @mssackstein I just worry about having them create "fake" accounts and bad
interactions with random people #edtechchat
Agreed :) RT @AshleyCooksey2: Wow at how fast my #tweetdeck feed is moving tonight! TONS of
great convo taking place! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:08

mssackstein
owenjc30
SilvaEric1
AshleyCooksey2

jilstam
mssackstein
KellyClifford9

ANetMichigan
thomascmurray

MadameMoodle
JoPrestia
MrSimpson07
mcnairan3
WinthropsCity
RossCoops31
teachintechgal
edu_match
mssackstein
AshleyCooksey2
jrsowash
MsVenturino
jackandraka
ajpodchaski
TweechmeApp

1/12/2015 20:26:16
1/12/2015 20:26:19
1/12/2015 20:26:22
1/12/2015 20:26:27
1/12/2015 20:26:33

1/12/2015 20:26:39
1/12/2015 20:26:43
1/12/2015 20:26:44
1/12/2015 20:26:45

1/12/2015 20:26:52

1/12/2015 20:26:55

1/12/2015 20:27:00

1/12/2015 20:27:01
1/12/2015 20:27:01
1/12/2015 20:27:02
1/12/2015 20:27:02

1/12/2015 20:27:08

1/12/2015 20:27:17
1/12/2015 20:27:18
1/12/2015 20:27:22
1/12/2015 20:27:22
1/12/2015 20:27:22
1/12/2015 20:27:25

techie_teach

RT @RossCoops31: Even if you don’t use Twitter a lot with students, teaching dig. citizenship is
always a must. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:26

vhaley12

A3: Expand students knowledge of their world and let them know how big it truly is
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:27

teachintechgal

1/12/2015 20:27:27

mssackstein

@bryanhanan my site http://t.co/iN9znQgPvb #edtechchat
#edtechchat a A3 Use twitter as a back chat channel &amp; Ss have permission to talk to their
neighbours in synchronous discussions, debates
A3: I could use Twitter for a quick morning check-in, where we Tweet something positive,
motivational to each other as a class #edtechchat
So far this year my path to Google Educator certification has been delayed by weather. Anxious to
get started! #GAFE #edtechchat #edtech
@faithchojar Hey Faith. Thanks for coming. We are talking Twitter in the classroom #edtechchat
what do you think?
RT @owenjc30: A3 chat with authors, expand learning beyond the physical space,
backchanneling, modeling good digital citizenship #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

techie_teach

RT @RossCoops31: 140 characters, great opportunity for quick exit tickets. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:43

SPFTech_Treglia

@mssackstein Mr. Darcy would have loved the brevity of Twitter! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: We've also done online ad campaigns for pub finance - teaching kids about
selling using Twitter #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:45

@RossCoops31 amen to that! Great for recap and reflection #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to
Teach with Twitter http://t.co/NNVd82UigC
@WinthropsCity @mssackstein I would love to get them connected with the other #holychild
schools! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
RT @terrieichholz: A3. Check out @mattBgomez for awesome ways to use Twitter in younger
grades #edtechchat
A3: Start chats about a topic &amp; learning how to say what you think is important in 140
character is though...Thus the challenge #edtechchat
So many ideas and so little time.. Thanks guys. When summer is over am getting my students on
to twitter #edtechchat
@spaul6414 @raspberryberet3 that is my hope that they can see what we do and really see the
power #edtechchat
A3: I love the idea of tweeting as a historical figure. I follow @charlesdarwin; he's great!
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:27:50

1/12/2015 20:28:06

tita1987

60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE #edtechchat
RT @mcnairan3: Taught first and second grade Ss about hashtags this week as we worked on
#oneword project. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Why (and how) Teachers should backchannel: http://t.co/a3aUnVl5Pp
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

vhaley12

Thank you @atragg #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:15

robpennington9

@RossCoops31 Should be a requirement in 2015 education. #edtechchat
@colby_colbyt @rondorland I love this. Ss include plot, char, sett, theme in a tweet - higher order
thkg! #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS I have trouble with buy in with my 7th graders. They like Instagram and Snapchat.
We have a class hashtag too. #edtechchat
A3: If you can't use Twitter in the classroom, use the 140 character concept for assessing Ss.
#edtechchat
I'm really excited to see so many of my students here tonight. Thanks #wjsp #edtechchat You guys
rock

1/12/2015 20:28:16

@martysnowpaw yes debates! #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat a A3 Use twitter as a back chat channel &amp; Ss have
permission to talk to their neighbours in synchronous discu…
RT @terrieichholz: A3. Check out @mattBgomez for awesome ways to use Twitter in younger
grades #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:24

1/12/2015 20:28:25

NetReferee

@s_bearden Love this rubric example! Thank you for sharing!!! #edtechchat
Hey #edtechchat how do you control what students see when they're using tablets and laptops in
class?

T_HEB

.@AshleyCooksey2 @jackandraka also a great way to build vocabulary! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:29

martysnowpaw
cbelle2day8
JMVarnerBooks
mssackstein
s_bearden

martysnowpaw
Cherie59789095
SFecich
teachintechgal
ajpodchaski
Gregbagby
teachintechgal
LawgDawg13
inekeMcG
mssackstein
jrsowash
s_bearden
klippert
colby_colbyt

JenniferCoxEMS
MsVenturino
techie_teach
mssackstein
teachintechgal
SilvaEric1
SFecich
KellyClifford9

1/12/2015 20:27:32
1/12/2015 20:27:32
1/12/2015 20:27:34
1/12/2015 20:27:34
1/12/2015 20:27:36
1/12/2015 20:27:41

1/12/2015 20:27:50
1/12/2015 20:27:50

1/12/2015 20:27:52
1/12/2015 20:27:55
1/12/2015 20:27:58
1/12/2015 20:27:58
1/12/2015 20:28:01
1/12/2015 20:28:02
1/12/2015 20:28:03
1/12/2015 20:28:05

1/12/2015 20:28:07
1/12/2015 20:28:07
1/12/2015 20:28:09

1/12/2015 20:28:20
1/12/2015 20:28:22
1/12/2015 20:28:24
1/12/2015 20:28:24

1/12/2015 20:28:24
1/12/2015 20:28:25

1/12/2015 20:28:26

nathan_stevens

A2 Twitter allows me to keep track of @s_bearden tweechme money #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:35

TweechmeApp

RT @atragg: @s_bearden @mssackstein @tweechmeapp And it is awesome! #edtechchat
@mssackstein definitely still hesitant to use Twitter- always found it a bit uncomfortable that the
world can see what I do! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:39

1/12/2015 20:28:41

s_bearden

@robpennington9 Yeah, it was a huge part of our BYOD initiative. #edtechchat
Always a bummer to hear Twitter is blocked at a school district. Such a valuable tool to miss out
on. #edtechchat
A3: going to follow chats and start convos about s topic in my law class starting this week. Time to
get perspective #edtechchat
@WinthropsCity @mssackstein and maybe we could use the new women in politics group to have
a chat #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE
#edtechchat
. @AshleyCooksey2 #edtechchat I love this article for scientists on how to tweet research
http://t.co/MeY7KkpLbI
RT @mssackstein: I'm really excited to see so many of my students here tonight. Thanks #wjsp
#edtechchat You guys rock

teachintechgal

@bryanhanan you're welcome! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:53

mcnairan3

@amyarbogash @defstef98 Thanks! It was a lot of fun! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: kids have done projects as characters creating a profile with conversations
from Pride and Prejudice #edtechchat A3
@__deex3 I'm glad the focus has come off of grades. You know how I feel about that #TTOG
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE
#edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
RT @s_bearden: Great rubric for assessing Twitter assignments: https://t.co/LYNjFFZrSt
#edtechchat
Twitter is a free way to promote collaboration, cultural awareness, communication, and learning.
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @mssackstein would be a great experience. If we learn so much via twitter
connections, imagine ss networking. #edtechchat
AGREED! RT @MoreThanATech Always a bummer to hear Twitter is blocked at a school district.
Such a valuable tool to… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:28:57

faithchojar
RossCoops31
MoreThanATech
LawgDawg13
ajpodchaski
ThemeSpark_Tool
jackandraka

ReaderLeader48
mssackstein
JenniferCoxEMS
jackandraka
BarbLarochelle
MelanyStowe
WinthropsCity
JoPrestia
atragg
ANetMichigan
__deex3
MattViernow
s_bearden
leibelki
AshleyCooksey2
s_bearden
martysnowpaw
Xanth_K
m_drez
MsVenturino
mssackstein
briley8557
ajpodchaski
s_bearden
cherandpete
cbelle2day8

1/12/2015 20:28:40

1/12/2015 20:28:43
1/12/2015 20:28:43
1/12/2015 20:28:44
1/12/2015 20:28:47
1/12/2015 20:28:49
1/12/2015 20:28:50

1/12/2015 20:28:58
1/12/2015 20:28:58
1/12/2015 20:29:01
1/12/2015 20:29:01
1/12/2015 20:29:02
1/12/2015 20:29:08
1/12/2015 20:29:11
1/12/2015 20:29:13

@vhaley12 No prob, you're welcome! :) #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:29:14
RT @SFecich: RT @terrieichholz: A3. Check out @mattBgomez for awesome ways to use Twitter
in younger grades #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:29:14
Using twitter in a classrooms bring students and teachers together #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
RT @KleinErin: Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest in the Classroom | http://t.co/6DBJYN1mYV
http://t.co/jQHrZeHa32 - #edtechchat #edchat
A3 Use it to talk with other students &amp; experts from far away places, share what they are
learning, find answers to ?s. #edtechchat #wachat
RT @MelanyStowe: Twitter is a free way to promote collaboration, cultural awareness,
communication, and learning. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:29:14

@MoreThanATech Agreed! #edtechchat
@mssackstein #edtechchat Twitter is an ideal example of SM marketing that has to be 1:1 Mass
marketing is selling to one person at a time.
RT @AshleyCooksey2: A3: I think having to use 140 characters or less is a great way to teach
summarizing. What are the most important thing…
Small group of Ts pushed to have Twitter unblocked. Accomplished this just recently for staff. Will
share these student uses! #edtechchat
@WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein Such a cute idea! I could imagine “tweet like you’re
a mitochondria” for science #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein Twitter really does help. More teachers should use social media as
a teaching and communicating tool #edtechchat
#edtechchat Search for resources in my history thru the cemetery class. Kids get to look for
genealogy resources and Ppl who work in area.
@MoreThanATech We are halfway there - teachers are open, but students are more restricted
until we can get #digcit #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:29:18

@nathan_stevens HAH! I was waiting for that snark!!! #edtechchat
#edtechchat Just launched a site w great 21st C ideas 4 Ts. I post in 140 words or less= easy to
use ("ShareEase") https://t.co/HdmbBFjjhr
@rondorland @owenjc30 that is so amazing! How did it work? Did you just find them on Twitter,
ask questions &amp; wait for a reply? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:29:36

1/12/2015 20:29:14
1/12/2015 20:29:14
1/12/2015 20:29:15
1/12/2015 20:29:18

1/12/2015 20:29:21
1/12/2015 20:29:25
1/12/2015 20:29:26
1/12/2015 20:29:26
1/12/2015 20:29:29
1/12/2015 20:29:35
1/12/2015 20:29:35

1/12/2015 20:29:37
1/12/2015 20:29:37

martysnowpaw
robpennington9
wfsuper
jackandraka
teachintechgal
JoPrestia
JenShrops
teachintechgal
JenniferCoxEMS
mssackstein
teachintechgal
jackandraka
nathan_stevens
SFecich
mssackstein
teachintechgal

s_bearden
PDCorner
MurphysMusings5
jackandraka
Melynda_Conner
mrkempnz
RossCoops31
teachintechgal
Sciology
BiologyLCHS
JoPrestia
raspberryberet3
ajpodchaski

RT @teachintechgal: @martysnowpaw yes debates! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:29:40
@RossCoops31 In my district we don’t even have Library Media Specialists in Elem and Middle. A
good place to start. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:29:44
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:29:45
. @wfsuper #edtechchat it's a great way to talk to question and meet really interesting people!
RT @mssackstein: @__deex3 I'm glad the focus has come off of grades. You know how I feel
about that #TTOG #edtechchat
MT @m_drez Small group of Ts pushed to have Twitter unblocked. Accomplished this just recently
for staff. #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:29:47

RT @__deex3: Using twitter in a classrooms bring students and teachers together #edtechchat
RT @MelanyStowe: Twitter is a free way to promote collaboration, cultural awareness,
communication, and learning. #edtechchat
@__deex3 I'm bringing more over to the "dark side" , lol. Mr Lai and Ms Lueth are all in now too
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: RT @KleinErin: Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest in the Classroom |
http://t.co/6DBJYN1mYV http://t.co/jQHrZeHa32 - #edtechc…
RT @T_HEB: .@AshleyCooksey2 @jackandraka also a great way to build vocabulary!
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:30:01

1/12/2015 20:29:52
1/12/2015 20:29:56
1/12/2015 20:30:01

1/12/2015 20:30:02
1/12/2015 20:30:04
1/12/2015 20:30:04
1/12/2015 20:30:06

@s_bearden I am pitching to be your accountant #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:30:06
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/pjnmeCUMcG
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:30:09
Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
RT @leibelki: A3 Use it to talk with other students &amp; experts from far away places, share what
they are learning, find answers to ?s. #edte…
RT @WinthropsCity: @ajpodchaski @mssackstein Tweet as historical characters, class pages
with ss responsible for keeping it updated
#edtech…
RT RWC EntrepreneurAcad: What does the SAT actually measure? http://t.co/elrsR9AE4m
#edtechchat #edtech #edreform
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein I enjoy it! Now I don't think of what grades I get but focus more on
what I need to learn from the talks we have …
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Just launched a site w great 21st C ideas 4 Ts. I post in 140
words or less= easy to use ("ShareEase") https:/…
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z
#edtechchat
@robpennington9 We did what we could to make it work with mostly just classroom teachers.
#edtechchat
RT @m_drez: Small group of Ts pushed to have Twitter unblocked. Accomplished this just recently
for staff. Will share these student uses! …
Twitter is also a great way to get connect to other classroom to flatten the classroom walls.
#edtechchat
@MattViernow True. We are a BYOD but many things are blocked. Ss see Twitter as "fun" not
"learning". Blocks make it worse #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/TENTptAaGZ
#edtechchat
@mssackstein @spaul6414 that is what I'm looking at for my phd :) #edtechchat - have an entire
list of how twitter can be used; do workshops

1/12/2015 20:30:09
1/12/2015 20:30:10

1/12/2015 20:30:13
1/12/2015 20:30:14
1/12/2015 20:30:15
1/12/2015 20:30:16
1/12/2015 20:30:17
1/12/2015 20:30:20
1/12/2015 20:30:20
1/12/2015 20:30:21
1/12/2015 20:30:26
1/12/2015 20:30:27
1/12/2015 20:30:27
1/12/2015 20:30:29

T_HEB

@WinthropsCity @mssackstein then let's make the #womeninpolitics happen first! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:30:29
A3 My Ss asked to have a classroom Twitter account. We use it to connect w/ other Ss &amp; Ps.
#edtechchat We also use it for book reviews.
1/12/2015 20:30:35

jrsowash

Who here has a hashtag for their class? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:30:38

MurphysMusings5

@__deex3 @mssackstein Wow! This is powerful stuff! #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 @wkrakower @iplante I'm happy you look like your avatar now. or it looks like
you... #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS At my old district is was blocked, but they would unblock it for certain
presentations to tweet about. #oxymoron #edtechchat
RT @SFecich: RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/pjnmeCUMcG #edtechchat
RT @SFecich: RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/pjnmeCUMcG #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: RT @KleinErin: Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest in the Classroom |
http://t.co/6DBJYN1mYV http://t.co/jQHrZeHa32 - #edtechc…

1/12/2015 20:30:42

atragg
SilvaEric1
pNabbie
teachintechgal
martysnowpaw

1/12/2015 20:30:47
1/12/2015 20:30:48
1/12/2015 20:30:50
1/12/2015 20:30:50
1/12/2015 20:30:54

mssackstein
teachintechgal
SPFTech_Treglia
s_bannon

@WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski I would love to connect with more schools this way. that would be
awesome #edtechchat
RT @mrkempnz: Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom
http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z #edtechchat
@MoreThanATech It's a tough sell to some As since responsible use of Twitter needs to be
taught/enforced. #edtechchat.

1/12/2015 20:30:56
1/12/2015 20:30:57
1/12/2015 20:30:59

gcipinko

RT @__deex3: Using twitter in a classrooms bring students and teachers together #edtechchat
@Xanth_K @wkrakower @LEGO_Education Perfect! we did the Lego Story Starter Kit to
collaborate #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: I'm really excited to see so many of my students here tonight. Thanks #wjsp
#edtechchat You guys rock. It shows You Rock!!!
RT @MelanyStowe: Twitter is a free way to promote collaboration, cultural awareness,
communication, and learning. #edtechchat
@JoPrestia @MoreThanATech We have to show them the value in Twitter. Districts always
worried about the 1% that use it poorly. #edtechchat

shangdy1

Hello! I apologize for arriving late. David and I am a student and a teacher candidate. #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:31:06

mssackstein

Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the classroom? #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the
classroom? #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @MoreThanATech #edtechchat so true- I can't even Skype from my school- must
take off school to skype from home
@atragg @RossCoops31 @wkrakower @iplante Doesn’t it make you want to buy insurance?
#edtechchat
RT @Sciology: Twitter is also a great way to get connect to other classroom to flatten the
classroom walls. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the
classroom? #edtechchat
RT @mrkempnz: Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom
http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z #edtechchat

iplante
Gregbagby
martysnowpaw

saraharris70
wkrakower
jackandraka
robpennington9
s_bearden
SilvaEric1
TweechmeApp
vhaley12
teachintechgal
LoweMp1
ToolsTeachers
wkrakower

@mssackstein this is awesome indeed.
#edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS @MattViernow blocks DO make it worse!!! Sad to hear this:( maybe it'll change
#edtechchat
A3: Twitter can be used in the classroom to show students how to represent themselves
professionally online #edtechchat #educ204toi
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:30:59
1/12/2015 20:31:01
1/12/2015 20:31:03
1/12/2015 20:31:04
1/12/2015 20:31:06

1/12/2015 20:31:06
1/12/2015 20:31:09
1/12/2015 20:31:13
1/12/2015 20:31:19
1/12/2015 20:31:20
1/12/2015 20:31:20
1/12/2015 20:31:23
1/12/2015 20:31:24
1/12/2015 20:31:24
1/12/2015 20:31:27
1/12/2015 20:31:31
1/12/2015 20:31:32

@iplante @Xanth_K @LEGO_Education It was a great way to get started. #edtechchat
A4: Some kids can get distracted, I suppose, but that's how it would go with anything - not just
twitter #edtechchat
@TechNinjaTodd RT @SFecich: RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By
Category http://t.co/oSWJLHT9qh #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:31:34

1/12/2015 20:31:40

ajpodchaski

@mssackstein you should bring all the teachers over to it... (: #edtechchat
RT @SFecich: RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/pjnmeCUMcG #edtechchat
A4: My Ss are 7th grade, and not all are 13 yet. School filter blocks, so has to happen at home or
in class. #edtechchat
@WinthropsCity @mssackstein by tomorrow I think I can have a plan that might get approval for
students to have temp access! #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@shangdy1 hi David! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:31:47

techie_teach

1/12/2015 20:31:52

sfreking

A4: District approval. The teachable moments that you may not be ready for! #edtechchat
RT @mrkempnz: Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom
http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z #edtechchat

RossCoops31

@robpennington9 @atragg @wkrakower @iplante All natural… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:31:57

SPFTech_Treglia

Love the idea of a classroom hashtag! #edtechchat
A4: We've had a few kids get locked out for poor use but I'm not even sure why. There is also an
age requirement #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:31:57

1/12/2015 20:32:02

EricAfterSchool

@gcipinko @JoPrestia @MoreThanATech absolutely!!!!! #edtechchat
A4 Our biggest challenge in middle school is students using Twitter appropriately and at that
appropriate time. #edtechchat
A4: I mostly worry about my Ss slipping into their informal SM dialect and forgetting that this is
classwork. #edtechchat

JoPrestia

RT @SPFTech_Treglia Love the idea of a classroom hashtag! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:15

mssackstein
jackandraka
__deex3
KCantrell31
MsVenturino

mssackstein
teachintechgal
amyarbogash

1/12/2015 20:31:34
1/12/2015 20:31:38

1/12/2015 20:31:43
1/12/2015 20:31:46
1/12/2015 20:31:46

1/12/2015 20:31:56

1/12/2015 20:31:57

1/12/2015 20:32:06
1/12/2015 20:32:15

ANetMichigan
faithchojar
jrsowash
KellyClifford9

@shangdy1 Awesome! Need more pre-service teachers on twitter! #edtechchat
@mssackstein But I love sharing our reaction papers under aplit. Great way to connect all of our
personal experiences w books #edtechchat
I had fun tweeting to @wadesclass during a PD session when I was working with Mr. Wade. They
love getting tweets! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:16
1/12/2015 20:32:18
1/12/2015 20:32:19

mssackstein

@mrkempnz Thanks for sharing your student feedback! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:32:20
RT @martysnowpaw: @mssackstein #edtechchat Twitter is an ideal example of SM marketing that
has to be 1:1 Mass marketing is selling to one …
1/12/2015 20:32:25

BiologyLCHS

@SilvaEric1 haha! We can get it *unblocked* for lessons also. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:29

MsVenturino

1/12/2015 20:32:30

KS_EdMktg

@mssackstein They get distracted staring at dust particles in the ai….oooh shiny! #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein NEED a "tweet like you're a
mitochondria" tshirt! #geekout #edtechchat

AshleyCooksey2

A4: not all Ss have access to it. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:32

RichterMariel

A4: Parents not understanding the importance and being worried about security. #edtechchat
@robpennington9 @RossCoops31 @wkrakower @iplante Yeah, kinda! I shopped for insurance
enough, he looks honest! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:32

1/12/2015 20:32:35

owenjc30

A4- getting addicted to it like me #edtechchat
@martysnowpaw totally agree, Marty. It's so important for kids to understand the power of it
#edtechchat
RT @SFecich: RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category
http://t.co/pjnmeCUMcG #edtechchat
@cbelle2day8 @rondorland part of our YA class, Ss read a book, post Tweet review, tag author,
BLAM, it becomes real #edtechchat

techie_teach

A4: Ss must have a strong understanding of digital citizenship! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:45

iPadWells
MsVenturino

Just noticed #edtechchat is underway. Hi everyone! Discussing Twitter?
1/12/2015 20:32:47
@KS_EdMktg @WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein Can you pretty please make one?! I
have no design skills. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:32:51

s_bearden

@shangdy1 Welcome! We're glad you could join us! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:51

nathan_stevens

1/12/2015 20:32:51

s_bearden

@mssackstein A4 if your hashtag is to easy to find and have creepers jump in #edtechchat
RT @MelanyStowe: Twitter is a free way to promote collaboration, cultural awareness,
communication, and learning. #edtechchat
I had several teachers embed Twitter feeds in their district websites… The district made the
teachers take them down. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/t5AwLGl6aO
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the
classroom? #edtechchat

JenniferCoxEMS

A4: I even find myself distracted by it, so that is a real concern #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:56

SarahDiaDiaz

A4 Worry of personal info going public &amp; safety concerns. #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…

1/12/2015 20:32:57

A4) Some students may get lost reading about their idols on twitter. #edtechchat
A4: Biggest challenge with Twitter is helping Ss understand the importance of the digital footprint
&amp; using Twitter responsibly
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:32:58

@rondorland Isn't that the truth! #edtechchat
A4 Ss becoming distracted by the amount of information constantly coming in from Twitter. Double
edged sword. #edtechchat
@jrsowash I do! It is #educ204toi we use it to connect, collaborate, share, and reflect
#edtechchat
A4 First challenge are misperceptions by Ps. Use Twitter as a resource &amp; it works well. Also
responsible use. #edtechchat #digcit

1/12/2015 20:32:58

1/12/2015 20:33:02

martysnowpaw

RT @rondorland A4- getting addicted to it like me #edtechchat AND ME!
RT @atragg: @robpennington9 @RossCoops31 @wkrakower @iplante Yeah, kinda! I shopped for
insurance enough, he looks honest! #edtechchat
A4 I suppose misuse but if u do it right, train Ss, talk about responsible use and stay consistent, u
should b good #edtechchat
A4 Spending time looking at celebrity tweets instead of school stuff, being overwhelmed by how
much is on here #edtechchat
@MelanyStowe #edtechchat Its the connective tissue for sharing &amp; communicating
multimedia artefacts that tell our stories to each other.

KCantrell31

A4 time! Teaching Ss how to use it meaningfully #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:33:14

atragg
rondorland
mssackstein
vhaley12

ReaderLeader48
RossCoops31
MsSoncha

margaretsimkin
Gregbagby

pNabbie
amyarbogash
Sciology
SFecich
T_HEB
JoPrestia
RossCoops31
teachintechgal
emullowney1

1/12/2015 20:32:32

1/12/2015 20:32:33

1/12/2015 20:32:42
1/12/2015 20:32:42
1/12/2015 20:32:44

1/12/2015 20:32:52
1/12/2015 20:32:54
1/12/2015 20:32:55
1/12/2015 20:32:55

1/12/2015 20:32:57

1/12/2015 20:32:58

1/12/2015 20:32:59
1/12/2015 20:32:59
1/12/2015 20:33:00

1/12/2015 20:33:02
1/12/2015 20:33:07
1/12/2015 20:33:09
1/12/2015 20:33:13

colby_colbyt
mssackstein
flwrpwrs

Q4: one problem for gr1 is that parents have a negative feeling towards Twitter for their young
child. #edtechchat
@faithchojar I think that is fair, but do you think it is more useful than you thought at first? Any
value? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:33:17
1/12/2015 20:33:18

A4: keeping Ss focused on topic perhaps #edtechchat
Students levels of literacy can also be an issue. Non English speaking students could have a
problem in my classroom #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:33:18

@mssackstein A4 if they are like me, they are running 12 discussions at one time #edtechchat
A4: As a student I feel like the challenges are getting use to using social media as one of a learning
tool. #edtechchat
RT @T_HEB: A4 First challenge are misperceptions by Ps. Use Twitter as a resource &amp; it
works well. Also responsible use. #edtechchat #digcit
RT @jrsowash: I had fun tweeting to @wadesclass during a PD session when I was working with
Mr. Wade. They love getting tweets! #edtechchat
RT @KellyClifford9: A2: Our T training for how to Build &amp; Harness A PLN with Twitter!
Session #4 https://t.co/TALz03MnNX #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Love that twitter is now connecting me to a global community of
educators @MRsalakas #aussieED @DJCE57 @myths…

1/12/2015 20:33:22

1/12/2015 20:33:40

ANetMichigan

@RossCoops31 BOO! HISS! #edtechchat
@AliciaJohal and I made a social media permission slip last year. I can email word doc if you DM
me http://t.co/FMziDKNG7D #edtechchat
A4: The biggest challenge with using Twitter in school is helping adults overcome the unknown and
their perceptions. #edtechchat
@SPFTech_Treglia Indeed. I have had students who have made brilliant hashtags that made me
laugh out loud #edtechchat
A4: There's always pushback, but a big challenge is the patience it takes for connections to occur.
#edtechchat

teachintechgal

@RichterMariel must educated Ps too! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:33:50

amyarbogash

@teachintechgal It does take training...and patience! :) #edtechchat
A4 Any misuse of Twitter could bring out those already predisposed to blocking it &amp; outweigh
the value of Twitter in classroom #edtechchat
A4: I was thinking of starting an art room account- idk if I should. Have Ss tweet w supervision?
Thoughts? #edtechchat
RT @pNabbie: A4: Biggest challenge with Twitter is helping Ss understand the importance of the
digital footprint &amp; using Twitter responsib…

1/12/2015 20:33:51

A4 Using Twitter and #digcit have to go hand in hand. #edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: @MsVenturino @WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein NEED a "tweet
like you're a mitochondria" tshirt! #geekout #edtechchat
A4: Challenges are nothing more than new learning opportunities in the classroom. Set high
expectations &amp; redirect when needed. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:33:53

A4. Many admin worry about bullying. I think it is a perfect place to teach digital cit. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: @martysnowpaw totally agree, Marty. It's so important for kids to understand
the power of it #edtechchat
@mcnairan3 @terrieichholz #oneword #oneword2015 Global for us at #NotPerfectHatClub
#edtechchat #aussieEd

1/12/2015 20:33:58

RT @techie_teach: A4: Ss must have a strong understanding of digital citizenship! #edtechchat
A4: it was challenging for me to get used to using twitter because I've never used it as a learning
tool. #edtechchat
@emullowney1 yep - also true of any social media really…modelling appropriate use perhaps?
#edtechchat
RT @T_HEB: A4 First challenge are misperceptions by Ps. Use Twitter as a resource &amp; it
works well. Also responsible use. #edtechchat #digcit
Has anyone used Twitter for back channel convo during class? Just curious. I've got middle sch
limits. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:04

RT @jrsowash: Who here has a hashtag for their class? #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: @MelanyStowe #edtechchat Its the connective tissue for sharing &amp;
communicating multimedia artefacts that tell our stories…

1/12/2015 20:34:13

A3. I have a bunch of Twitter in the classroom resources here: http://t.co/txwOEBch0P #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @WinthropsCity this is always a worry... bullying and other misuse. We need to
work hard to show them the right way #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A4: Challenges are nothing more than new learning opportunities in the classroom.
Set high expectations &amp; redirect when needed…
RT @mrkempnz: Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom
http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z #edtechchat
@owenjc30 @cbelle2day8 @rondorland I’d love to see that in action! Do you get good responses
from authors? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:15

inekeMcG
nathan_stevens
__deex3
SilvaEric1
teachintechgal
sklahn12
mythsysizer
s_bearden
MsVenturino
MelanyStowe
mssackstein

SPFTech_Treglia
atragg
TweechmeApp
BiologyLCHS
MsVenturino
wfsuper
robpennington9
teachintechgal
klippert
teachintechgal
__deex3
JoPrestia
ANetMichigan
Media_Barber
KatrinaStevens1
MelanyStowe
terrieichholz
mssackstein
T_HEB
KatrinaStevens1
MsVenturino

1/12/2015 20:33:21

1/12/2015 20:33:23
1/12/2015 20:33:30
1/12/2015 20:33:30
1/12/2015 20:33:31
1/12/2015 20:33:40

1/12/2015 20:33:40
1/12/2015 20:33:47
1/12/2015 20:33:48
1/12/2015 20:33:49

1/12/2015 20:33:52
1/12/2015 20:33:52
1/12/2015 20:33:53

1/12/2015 20:33:57
1/12/2015 20:33:58

1/12/2015 20:34:00
1/12/2015 20:34:02

1/12/2015 20:34:07
1/12/2015 20:34:08
1/12/2015 20:34:11
1/12/2015 20:34:12

1/12/2015 20:34:14

1/12/2015 20:34:16
1/12/2015 20:34:17
1/12/2015 20:34:19
1/12/2015 20:34:22

iplante
AshleyCooksey2
s_bannon

@Xanth_K @wkrakower @LEGO_Education let us know if you have any questions #edtechchat
#satchat
RT @mssackstein: @ajpodchaski @WinthropsCity this is always a worry... bullying and other
misuse. We need to work hard to show them the rig…

1/12/2015 20:34:26
1/12/2015 20:34:27

A4: personal accounts used in the bullying of other students #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein Have u tried
http://t.co/2ttAT1WQFg? Get pretty stuff, no design skillz. #edtechchat
RT @ANetMichigan: @mssackstein Tweets to parents = a window into the classroom! #edtechchat
#wishmykidsteachersdidit
RT @wkrakower: A3 Tell your story of what goes on in your classroom, share fun projects with
people across the country. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:27

1/12/2015 20:34:29

KatrinaStevens1

@iPadWells yes sir and movin fast! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: A2: Because I love chats so much we also do a weekly chat across 3 classes
to discuss texts that support learning #edtechc…
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
A4: not all students have a Twitter account and may be unwilling or not allowed to sign up
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the
classroom? #edtechchat
RT @Jacob_WJPS: @mssackstein @__deex3 Perhaps some students are more capable of
expressing themselves through technology, awesome #edtechch…
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/t5AwLGl6aO
#edtechchat

ANetMichigan

RT @BiologyLCHS: A4 Using Twitter and #digcit have to go hand in hand. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:38

Sciology

1/12/2015 20:34:39

KatrinaStevens1

RT @BiologyLCHS: A4 Using Twitter and #digcit have to go hand in hand. #edtechchat
@mssackstein yes! theres always so much new to learn going on and using social media as a
medium was something I never imagined #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat
on Mon, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @web20classroom…

nathan_stevens

@RossCoops31 blurg #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:43

amyarbogash

@BiologyLCHS Agree!! Need to teach digital citizenship! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:45

KCantrell31

@owenjc30 @cbelle2day8 @rondorland love this idea of the book review! #edtechchat
A4: My biggest problem in getting twitter unblocked is working on a #digcit program and showing it
isn't just a bullying tool #edtechchat
RT @owenjc30: @cbelle2day8 @rondorland part of our YA class, Ss read a book, post Tweet
review, tag author, BLAM, it becomes real #edtechch…
@mssackstein A4 understanding deeply that online posts are permanent, editable, and remixable.
Think before post #edtechchat
Hi, Lisa from Pittsburgh &amp; moderator for #gtchat. Also tweet #edtechchat! Glad to be here.
#StuVoice

1/12/2015 20:34:47

@mssackstein They own that! Fabulous! #edtechchat
RT @coachfisher_rp A4: not all students have a Twitter account and may be unwilling or not
allowed to sign up #edtechchat
@KS_EdMktg @WinthropsCity @ajpodchaski @mssackstein I need someone to draw me a
mitochondria holding a cell phone #edtechchat
@Jacob_WJPS @__deex3 I think so. That's why I want the venue to be available as a resource.
seems like untapped otherwise #edtechchat
RT @terrieichholz: A3. I have a bunch of Twitter in the classroom resources here:
http://t.co/txwOEBch0P #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @AliciaJohal permission should b built into responsible use agreement
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:34:52

1/12/2015 20:35:06

MoreThanATech

Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work. #edtechchat
RT @MelanyStowe: A4: The biggest challenge with using Twitter in school is helping adults
overcome the unknown and their perceptions. #edte…

MsVenturino

@pNabbie OH so true! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:14

SFecich

1/12/2015 20:35:16

amyarbogash

@shangdy1 yeah shout out to one of my students #edtechchat
@robpennington9 Agree! We have to teach how to use these tools or they will never learn how to
be digitally responsible. #edtechchat

gcipinko

@RichterMariel I think Admins don't understand the value in it. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:17

nathan_stevens

Using Twitter helped me perfect doing cartwheels #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:17

teachintechgal

@MelanyStowe educate the Ps too:) #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:18
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mssackstein
KatrinaStevens1
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1/12/2015 20:34:30
1/12/2015 20:34:32
1/12/2015 20:34:33
1/12/2015 20:34:36
1/12/2015 20:34:36
1/12/2015 20:34:37

1/12/2015 20:34:43
1/12/2015 20:34:43

1/12/2015 20:34:47
1/12/2015 20:34:48
1/12/2015 20:34:50
1/12/2015 20:34:51

1/12/2015 20:34:53
1/12/2015 20:34:55
1/12/2015 20:34:58
1/12/2015 20:35:00
1/12/2015 20:35:04

1/12/2015 20:35:07

1/12/2015 20:35:16

1/12/2015 20:35:18

robpennington9
SilvaEric1
RossCoops31

RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:35:19
RT @ANetMichigan: @mssackstein Tweets to parents = a window into the classroom! #edtechchat
#wishmykidsteachersdidit
1/12/2015 20:35:19
1/12/2015 20:35:19

BiologyLCHS

@nathan_stevens That’s what I said! #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: @mssackstein A3 a quick poll, a discussion board, out of the classroom
learning, interview an author, ask a question #e…
twitter is one of my favorite social media to use to get my ideas and to be more outspoken thanks
to Ms. Sackstein @mssackstein #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31 Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat
@colby_colbyt This is true for HS also. Some parents cringe when I say I am on Twitter.
#edtechchat

teachintechgal

RT @amyarbogash: @teachintechgal It does take training...and patience! :) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:29

iplante

With younger Ss account creation a challenge...but think that might change over time #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:35:33

MsVenturino

@teachintechgal We use it outside of class, and want to keep parents informed #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:35

Gregbagby

@RossCoops31 That’s so true with many technologies. #edtechchat
A4 That they may drift far off task and use it far more for entertainment than for the classroom
activity. #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: A4: My biggest problem in getting twitter unblocked is working on a #digcit
program and showing it isn't just a bullying t…

1/12/2015 20:35:37

mssackstein
__deex3
JoPrestia

m_drez
TeachIndiana
iplante
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:35:20
1/12/2015 20:35:22
1/12/2015 20:35:26
1/12/2015 20:35:27

1/12/2015 20:35:38
1/12/2015 20:35:38
1/12/2015 20:35:42

wkrakower

@nathan_stevens also a great way to teach writing tight and creating good headlines #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:35:44
RT @iplante: With younger Ss account creation a challenge...but think that might change over time
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:35:46

gcipinko

RT @techie_teach: A4: Ss must have a strong understanding of digital citizenship! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:48

teachintechgal

@atragg start a class account and assign a moderator until they get use to it #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:52

nathan_stevens

@RossCoops31 wow, I thought I was the only one that used Calvin and Hobbs terms #edtechchat
A4: my biggest fear with Twitter is all the other (non-educational, inappropriate) exposure students
may get. #edtechchat
A4 - #1 issue = blocked content. Not preparing students for their reality, if they cannot interact with
SM in school #edtechchat
A4. I had a challenge with admins. My request to make a classroom twitter account was denied,
which was discouraging. #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: @RossCoops31 wow, I thought I was the only one that used Calvin and
Hobbs terms #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: A4. Many admin worry about bullying. I think it is a perfect place to teach
digital cit. #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: @iplante @LEGO_Education @edmodo Some amazing ways to collaborate all
thanks to Twitter #edtechchat
RT @amyarbogash: @robpennington9 Agree! We have to teach how to use these tools or they will
never learn how to be digitally responsible. #…
RT @wfsuper: A4: Challenges are nothing more than new learning opportunities in the classroom.
Set high expectations &amp; redirect when needed…
RT @mssackstein: Q4: What challenges do you feel could arise with using Twitter in the
classroom? #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat
There is tremendous value for having a "quiet classroom." @TodaysMeet &amp; Twitter allow for
voices to be heard even if not spoken #edtechchat
RT @Media_Barber: Has anyone used Twitter for back channel convo during class? Just curious.
I've got middle sch limits. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:35:54

Xanth_K
MurphysMusings5
CallahansClass
RossCoops31
teachintechgal
klippert
s_bannon
teachintechgal
SFecich
Sciology
T_HEB
teachintechgal
nathan_stevens

1/12/2015 20:35:54
1/12/2015 20:35:55
1/12/2015 20:35:58
1/12/2015 20:36:02
1/12/2015 20:36:02
1/12/2015 20:36:03
1/12/2015 20:36:05
1/12/2015 20:36:05
1/12/2015 20:36:05
1/12/2015 20:36:07
1/12/2015 20:36:11
1/12/2015 20:36:14

techie_teach

@mssackstein being concise is a 22nd century skill #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:36:15
RT @MurphysMusings5: A4 - #1 issue = blocked content. Not preparing students for their reality, if
they cannot interact with SM in school #…
1/12/2015 20:36:15

teachintechgal

@Media_Barber all the time! #edtechchat

RossCoops31

teachintechgal

My 4th graders were more into Instagram. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:36:22
RT @amyarbogash: @robpennington9 Agree! We have to teach how to use these tools or they will
never learn how to be digitally responsible. #…
1/12/2015 20:36:26
RT @amyarbogash: @robpennington9 Agree! We have to teach how to use these tools or they will
never learn how to be digitally responsible. #…
1/12/2015 20:36:27

cbelle2day8

A4: student privacy is my biggest concern...I'd like to learn more about that #edtechchat

NetReferee

1/12/2015 20:36:20

1/12/2015 20:36:28

mssackstein

A4 Takes time to connect &amp; develop following. Started tweeting with this account in Jan and
it's been slow. Some might give up. #edtechchat
@__deex3 You're awesome, Dahae. One of my earliest adopters - last year with newspaper
#edtechchat
RT @__deex3: twitter is one of my favorite social media to use to get my ideas and to be more
outspoken thanks to Ms. Sackstein @mssackste…

TweechmeApp

Twitter rubric for assessing instructional assignments: https://t.co/G5l5yl5bPD #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:36:37

teachintechgal

@amyarbogash @robpennington9 absolutely! #edtechchat
@JoPrestia @coachfisher_rp what if Ss have access to class acct? Ofc I am in primary though
#edtechchat
RT @TweechmeApp: Twitter rubric for assessing instructional assignments:
https://t.co/G5l5yl5bPD #edtechchat
.@iplante I foresee SM opening up to younger students as we create curricula to support it.
#edtechchat
Perfect! RT @robpennington9: A4. Many admin worry about bullying. I think it is a perfect place to
teach digital cit. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:36:37

@nathan_stevens hi Nathan lol #edtechchat
A4 Our Ts have so much they have to deal with &amp; as great as Twitter is, not sure they can
leverage it vs other activities #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:36:51

@gcipinko I am working on my admin degree! I will make sure Ts use twitter! #edtechchat
A4:Teaching Ss about digital citizenship will help derail many fears of using twitter in the
classroom.I believe its doable!
#edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: A3 My Twitter page: http://t.co/eOyb7lHdnC #edtechchat has many sites to
Teach with Twitter http://t.co/NNVd82UigC
RT @SFecich: @mssackstein A4 understanding deeply that online posts are permanent, editable,
and remixable. Think before post #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:36:54

@RossCoops31 nicely stated #edtechchat
I think even with younger students it's okay to use it because at a era where technology is taking
over, they adapt to it fast #edtechchat
#edtechchat Critical today is breaking us all out of our cultural silos. Celebrating Difference &amp;
Diversity is goal of #NotPerfectHatClub
@CallahansClass Admin can be the greatest supporter or blocker of using these tools.
#edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat
RT @iplante: With younger Ss account creation a challenge...but think that might change over time
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:36:59

1/12/2015 20:37:05

MonicaLTaggart

A4: I think it always comes down to Ss safety. #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat

s_bearden

@cbelle2day8 How do you mean? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:06

atragg

@teachintechgal Great idea, thanks! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:06

jrsowash

@wadesclass how do you use twitter in class? Twitter is the topic for #edtechchat tonight!
A4: Getting Ss to buy into Twitter as a learning/productive tool rather than just a social/fun tool.
#edtechchat
Hey is to show everyone that Twitter holds knowledge that's relevant and educational...not all
about celebs #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:10

1/12/2015 20:37:17

margaretsimkin

@Media_Barber I have used @TodaysMeet but not Twitter #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat

teachintechgal

@MsVenturino excellent! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:18

amyarbogash

@CallahansClass :( #edtechchat
@SFecich yes trying to teach them about making sure is factual. This is hard with journalism and
the fast pace of breaking news #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:25

LMSs (Schoology, Edmodo, etc.) teach students dig. cit. in a safe environment. #edtechchat
RT @faithchojar: @mssackstein yes! theres always so much new to learn going on and using
social media as a medium was something I never ima…
RT @TweechmeApp: Twitter rubric for assessing instructional assignments:
https://t.co/G5l5yl5bPD #edtechchat
A4. S's with dyslexia, slow readers, or w/out BYOD could be disadvantaged if real-time reading is
involved. #edtechchat
@iplante @s_bearden @DrStaubSTEM I am more into pepper and spices. Habanero chilies
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:37:34
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1/12/2015 20:37:05

1/12/2015 20:37:11
1/12/2015 20:37:11

1/12/2015 20:37:17

1/12/2015 20:37:27

1/12/2015 20:37:34
1/12/2015 20:37:35
1/12/2015 20:37:36
1/12/2015 20:37:39

cherandpete
JodiMos
CallahansClass
emullowney1
iPadWells
rondorland
MsVenturino

#edtechchat Awesome act to teach QUESTIONING &amp; INFERENCING using incredible video
footage http://t.co/RlBTRQxAmq http://t.co/Kd59hOkw2E
A4 Ss are using SM before end of ES whether we like it or not -- we need to model proper use!
#edtechchat
Anyone have experience where parents (or anyone, really) tweeted negative things at your class?
Curious to how you handled it. #edtechchat
@JoPrestia Absolutely, just like any tech, only valuable if you use it meaningful way, probably have
to remind Ss of this #edtechchat
A3: Checkout #KidsedchatNZ to see how New Zealand classrooms meet to discuss their learning
http://t.co/PuMAyBnTRe #edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Awesome act to teach QUESTIONING &amp; INFERENCING
using incredible video footage http://t.co/RlBTRQxAmq http://t.…

1/12/2015 20:37:42
1/12/2015 20:37:43
1/12/2015 20:37:49
1/12/2015 20:37:52
1/12/2015 20:37:54
1/12/2015 20:38:00
1/12/2015 20:38:06

SilvaEric1

@ajpodchaski That’s great. I would love to see any resources you create #edtechchat
@coachfisher_rp My children cannot use the kitchen alone yet, but I still model appropriate use of
the tools #edtechchat
A4: Depending on Ss' ages, self esteem issues could arise when some Ss receive
favorites/retweets and others don't. #edtechchat
@faithchojar definitely has pros and cons, but I can def understand the discomfort.I love learning
though &amp; it never stops here #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat

teachintechgal

@KS_EdMktg great point! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:38:10

KCantrell31

@RossCoops31 I also don't see twitter used much by Ss #edtechchat
Without Twitter I would not be working on a book with @cybraryman1 &amp; @plnaugle
#edtechchat
RT @emullowney1 @JoPrestia Absolutely, just like any tech, only valuable if you use it meaningful
way… #edtechchat
RT @iPadWells: A3: Checkout #KidsedchatNZ to see how New Zealand classrooms meet to
discuss their learning http://t.co/PuMAyBnTRe #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:38:13

@robpennington9 absolutely #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Love telling Ss about things learn on @twitter that they love using in
classroom...thanks @Glennr1809 for @GetKahoot #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:38:25

@iplante being a semi-celebrity, I take offense to that #edtechchat
RT @emullowney1: @JoPrestia Absolutely, just like any tech, only valuable if you use it
meaningful way, probably have to remind Ss of this …
#edtechchat Forget about the Ss, I can't convince others in my building the potential. Only a few on
here.
RT @iPadWells: A3: Checkout #KidsedchatNZ to see how New Zealand classrooms meet to
discuss their learning http://t.co/PuMAyBnTRe #edtechch…

1/12/2015 20:38:26

@KCantrell31 Yeah, not as hip with the young crowd! #edtechchat
@CallahansClass If you're not moving forward, you're falling behind. I'd love to talk to your admins
#edtechchat
Agreed! RT @JodiMos: A4 Ss are using SM before end of ES whether we like it or not -- we need
to model proper use! #edtechchat
.@mssackstein @ajpodchaski @WinthropsCity Do you have students create a separate account
for Twitter for school use? #edtechchat
So true, Bill. RT @wkrakower: Without Twitter I would not be working on a book with
@cybraryman1 &amp; @plnaugle #edtechchat
A4: Many students don't appreciate the value of using Twitter mostly because they don't know.
They have to take responsibility #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:38:39

1/12/2015 20:38:55

CLewis4kids

@CallahansClass that's a lesson in and of itself! #edtechchat
RT @TweechmeApp: Twitter rubric for assessing instructional assignments:
https://t.co/G5l5yl5bPD #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Great rubric for assessing Twitter assignments: https://t.co/LYNjFFZrSt
#edtechchat

Gregbagby

@nathan_stevens Has anyone said how twitter helped with GAFE yet? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:03

techie_teach

owenjc30

@CallahansClass Yes. We had to temporarily delete the Twitter account. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:04
Article about @Valerie_A_Willi students using Twitter in the classroom: http://t.co/dPMuRTsJgS via
@Florida_Today #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:09
@MsVenturino @cbelle2day8 @rondorland follow @gksparker she is my resident guru on it!
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:09

mssackstein

@nathan_stevens yes, we've been lucky not to have too many spammers #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:15

teachintechgal

@apptasticteach yes I have the same issue :( but I'm working on it #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:16

iPadWells

Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4

1/12/2015 20:39:16

MurphysMusings5
shangdy1
mssackstein

wkrakower
JoPrestia
rondorland
CallahansClass
klippert
nathan_stevens
teachintechgal
apptasticteach
teachintechgal
RossCoops31
wfsuper
ANetMichigan
JudyArzt
plnaugle
MarkellaG5
iplante
CaraDiMeo

s_bearden

1/12/2015 20:38:06
1/12/2015 20:38:07
1/12/2015 20:38:07
1/12/2015 20:38:08

1/12/2015 20:38:13
1/12/2015 20:38:19
1/12/2015 20:38:23

1/12/2015 20:38:26

1/12/2015 20:38:31
1/12/2015 20:38:32
1/12/2015 20:38:36

1/12/2015 20:38:39
1/12/2015 20:38:39
1/12/2015 20:38:41
1/12/2015 20:38:48
1/12/2015 20:38:54

1/12/2015 20:39:00
1/12/2015 20:39:02

MsVenturino
amyarbogash
ANetMichigan
mssackstein
teachintechgal
Gregbagby
teachintechgal
JudyArzt
T_HEB
Sciology
Media_Barber
s_bannon
mssackstein
mattBgomez
MsVenturino
MurphysMusings5
gcipinko

RT @owenjc30: @MsVenturino @cbelle2day8 @rondorland follow @gksparker she is my resident
guru on it! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:20
@apptasticteach That's unfortunate. I feel like I learn so much every day from my PLN. So
extremely important! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:22
@apptasticteach I know the feeling! #edtechchat
RT @faithchojar: @mssackstein But I love sharing our reaction papers under aplit. Great way to
connect all of our personal experiences w bo…
RT @wfsuper: @CallahansClass If you're not moving forward, you're falling behind. I'd love to talk
to your admins #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Article about @Valerie_A_Willi students using Twitter in the classroom:
http://t.co/dPMuRTsJgS via @Florida_Today #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:22

@wfsuper @CallahansClass YES!!!!! #edtechchat
RT @mrkempnz: Here is what my students think about using Twitter in the Classroom
http://t.co/HDpbdJm90Z #edtechchat
It is integrating nicely into so many classroom activities &amp; great #digcit modeling #elemchat
#edtechchat @JenniferCoxEMS @TodaysMeet
@RossCoops31 Instagram can be use to connect with parents also. I connect to former Ss
through Instagram to keep up with them. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:33

@JodiMos we need to Teach proper use of SM early. Not just modeling. #edtechchat
A4: Each year of students there may be a more trendy and used social media platform among
peers. #edtechchat
@faithchojar I love the work you guys are doing on your blogs this year. Such a good job and
people should read it #edtechchat
@SFecich @terrieichholz many early childhood teachers use Twitter in the class. Check out
#kinderchat and #1stchat #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:39

@RossCoops31 my 7th graders feel the same. I use this with my students more #edtechchat
@KCantrell31 @RossCoops31 A Teenager's View on Social Media https://t.co/77mqYEJzA9
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:46

1/12/2015 20:39:25
1/12/2015 20:39:25
1/12/2015 20:39:28

1/12/2015 20:39:33
1/12/2015 20:39:34
1/12/2015 20:39:38

1/12/2015 20:39:44
1/12/2015 20:39:44
1/12/2015 20:39:44

1/12/2015 20:39:47

JHouser1

@m_drez That's true with all technology. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:50
@CallahansClass I saw a parent post a negative about a teacher on FB. I reminded her how many
could see it she deleted it #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:39:50

BiologyLCHS

@CallahansClass I have had Ss tweet negative...they think I don't know. I ignore it. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:54

teachintechgal

RT @iPadWells: Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4
@CallahansClass Yuck. The same way you handle other trolls, I guess. Tips on dealing w/trolls
here: http://t.co/Oi1jjTz1Rk #edtechchat
RT @Media_Barber: @JodiMos we need to Teach proper use of SM early. Not just modeling.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:39:56

1/12/2015 20:40:01

faithchojar

@techie_teach @CallahansClass Eeek. Did you recreate the account later? #edtechchat
@mssackstein Twitter: if you look just hard enough, you'll see that learning is actually happening
all over the place. #edtechchat

RossCoops31

@Sciology For some reason they enjoy it more. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:04

atragg

@nathan_stevens Hey Nathan! #edtechchat
@techie_teach that's what I would agree to if it happened. Unfortunately looks like we might not
even get the chance #edtechchat
@shangdy1 Great point! Student's could use this tool for the wrong reasons. It is something
teachers should monitor #edtechchat #educ204toi
@wfsuper @CallahansClass We need more admins like you that understand the importance of
these types of tools! :) #edtechchat
@Gregbagby slaps you with the gaggle fish. I think you were trolling for a fish #edtechchat
http://t.co/8kpgmTNDJX
@T_HEB @TodaysMeet I think this goes into our toolkit for creating a safe environment where all
students can express themselves #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:06

1/12/2015 20:40:15

SFecich

@iPadWells great graphic! My training on Twitter- http://t.co/iN9znQgPvb #edtechchat
A4 all information gained by the Internet is not correct. Teach students to trust but verify
#edtechchat
RT @mattBgomez: @SFecich @terrieichholz many early childhood teachers use Twitter in the
class. Check out #kinderchat and #1stchat #edtechc…
@SilvaEric1 I think the best way is to model professional use &amp; encourage use of it outside of
class for educational purposes. #edtechchat

mssackstein

Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:20

nathan_stevens

1/12/2015 20:40:22

coachfisher_rp

@atragg Hi Amy #edtechchat
@MurphysMusings5 good point...those Ss can tweet with a partner so they can experience social
media in action #edtechchat

RossCoops31

@MsVenturino For school, I feel like it’s more limited in some ways. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:29

KS_EdMktg
SilvaEric1
s_bearden

CallahansClass
LoweMp1
amyarbogash
nathan_stevens
cbelle2day8
teachintechgal
MattViernow
martysnowpaw

1/12/2015 20:39:56
1/12/2015 20:40:00

1/12/2015 20:40:01

1/12/2015 20:40:08
1/12/2015 20:40:08
1/12/2015 20:40:08
1/12/2015 20:40:11
1/12/2015 20:40:14

1/12/2015 20:40:16
1/12/2015 20:40:17
1/12/2015 20:40:20

1/12/2015 20:40:29

JenniferCoxEMS
ideaguy42

@apptasticteach keep modeling and encouraging. Ask how can I make this real and meaningful for
Ts. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:40:32
What would it take to scale your best stuff? #edtechchat
@JudyArzt @ajpodchaski @WinthropsCity students make the decision for themselves
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Article about @Valerie_A_Willi students using Twitter in the classroom:
http://t.co/dPMuRTsJgS via @Florida_Today #edtechchat
I learn more things from @twitter that impact my Ss, my classroom, my staff, my school..and
myself! And for the better :)) #edtechchat
@MarkellaG5 They should take responsibility. It is important to know how to use it right before
starting it #edtechchat
@teachintechgal One of my friends is a slow reader and my fast typing makes her NUTS. To the
point she's mad at me. :( #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:32

@teachintechgal Thanks and Thanks! :-) #edtechchat
#digcit RT @Media_Barber: @JodiMos we need to Teach proper use of SM early. Not just
modeling. #edtechchat
RT @faithchojar: @mssackstein Twitter: if you look just hard enough, you'll see that learning is
actually happening all over the place. #ed…

1/12/2015 20:40:42

@AnnMCarnevale That is a good idea! #edtechchat
RT @iplante: I learn more things from @twitter that impact my Ss, my classroom, my staff, my
school..and myself! And for the better :)) #e…
RT @s_bearden: Article about @Valerie_A_Willi students using Twitter in the classroom:
http://t.co/dPMuRTsJgS via @Florida_Today #edtechchat
@s_bearden @CallahansClass We "undeleted" it before 30 days, so the account remained intact.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:46

@KS_EdMktg awe :) #edtechchat
@iplante of course, totally agree that it should be started with modeling appropriate SM use,
discussing what's inapprop and why #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:56

@nathan_stevens How are the unicorns? #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 I like posting pictures of Ss doing lab (leave out faces), excellent work, or goofy
memes for #sillysciencefriday #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:01

1/12/2015 20:41:05

mssackstein

@iPadWells absolutely! #edtechchat
RT @MattViernow: A4 all information gained by the Internet is not correct. Teach students to trust
but verify #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @nathan_stevens It was mentioned once. This has been huge for me. Love posts
and resources from @alicekeeler #edtechchat
@faithchojar that's what I love about it #edtechchat I also love to catch my mistakes all of the time
too, lol

martysnowpaw

RT @nathan_stevens: @iplante being a semi-celebrity, I take offense to that #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:21

mssackstein

Q5: How can we problem solve those possible issues? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:23

amyarbogash

@MattViernow Good one! Very important!! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:26

teachintechgal

@apptasticteach yes... I'm hoping to change the culture #edtechchat
@MattViernow what? are you telling me there really isn't a house hippo? https://t.co/f9nVctgwQF
#edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: @KCantrell31 @RossCoops31 A Teenager's View on Social Media
https://t.co/77mqYEJzA9 #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 I think it is the visual aspect verses reading content. It is a great place to start.
#edtechchat.
@teachintechgal @iPadWells Woo hoo! Look at all those Canterbury peeps on Twitter :)
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:26

mssackstein
martysnowpaw
iplante
__deex3
KS_EdMktg
iPadWells
SilvaEric1
mssackstein
atragg
Gregbagby
iplante
techie_teach
teachintechgal
CallahansClass
atragg
MsVenturino
teachintechgal
coachfisher_rp
m_drez

rondorland
RossCoops31
Sciology
s_bearden
iPadWells
mssackstein
s_bearden

A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
RT @MurphysMusings5: @KCantrell31 @RossCoops31 A Teenager's View on Social Media
https://t.co/77mqYEJzA9 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:40:33
1/12/2015 20:40:37
1/12/2015 20:40:40
1/12/2015 20:40:41
1/12/2015 20:40:42

1/12/2015 20:40:43
1/12/2015 20:40:44

1/12/2015 20:40:52
1/12/2015 20:40:53
1/12/2015 20:40:55

1/12/2015 20:40:59

1/12/2015 20:41:02

1/12/2015 20:41:06
1/12/2015 20:41:08
1/12/2015 20:41:11

1/12/2015 20:41:27
1/12/2015 20:41:28
1/12/2015 20:41:29
1/12/2015 20:41:33
1/12/2015 20:41:36
1/12/2015 20:41:36
1/12/2015 20:41:38

nathan_stevens

RT @mssackstein: Q5: How can we problem solve those possible issues? #edtechchat
RT @CallahansClass: @iplante of course, totally agree that it should be started with modeling
appropriate SM use, discussing what's inappro…
RT @jackandraka: . @AshleyCooksey2 #edtechchat I love this article for scientists on how to
tweet research http://t.co/MeY7KkpLbI
RT @T_HEB: It is integrating nicely into so many classroom activities &amp; great #digcit
modeling #elemchat #edtechchat @JenniferCoxEMS @Today…
@atragg they are really growing. Getting ready to welcome a new unicorn into the world
#edtechchat

CallahansClass

@wfsuper I would love for them to see all of the wonderful benefits! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:59

SilvaEric1
dixza
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:41:43
1/12/2015 20:41:51
1/12/2015 20:41:58
1/12/2015 20:41:59

SFecich
T_HEB
MsVenturino
teachintechgal
mssackstein

@shangdy1 good point, how can you foster an attitude of it's ok to not have all your tweets
favorited or retweeted? #edtechchat
Yes! Also how to share voice in a digital setting. We provide the experience for Ss to learn from
#edtechchat @cbelle2day8 @TodaysMeet
A5: Need to educate admin about the positives, teach digital citizenship &amp; footprint, monitor
student use #edtechchat
@s_bearden @iPadWells I'm tryin!!!! My goal for next year is to start a weekly @canterburyftmy
Twitter chat! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:41:59
1/12/2015 20:42:05
1/12/2015 20:42:06
1/12/2015 20:42:09

RT @iPadWells: Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4
RT @s_bearden: @teachintechgal @iPadWells Woo hoo! Look at all those Canterbury peeps on
Twitter :) #edtechchat
@mssackstein @JudyArzt Since you can create more than one account, people who want to keep
privacy should create a new account #edtechchat
RT @SilvaEric1: #digcit RT @Media_Barber: @JodiMos we need to Teach proper use of SM
early. Not just modeling. #edtechchat
RT @iplante: I learn more things from @twitter that impact my Ss, my classroom, my staff, my
school..and myself! And for the better :)) #e…

1/12/2015 20:42:09

A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral expectations from the beginning. #edtechchat
.@terrieichholz here is an example of my K class tweeting with weather experts
http://t.co/uAOQjk4Ae0 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:42:22

1/12/2015 20:42:29

ajpodchaski

A5: If a district says "no" to Twitter, then show them how great it is! #edtechchat
Twitter for Professional Learning, Any Takers? - Work in Progress - Education Week Teacher
http://t.co/u5PfoWZIvp #edtechchat
A5: What are the best #digcit tools to convince admin teams that twitter can be positive?
#edtechchat

iplante

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5

teachintechgal
__deex3
coachfisher_rp
JenniferCoxEMS
s_bearden
mattBgomez
techie_teach
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:42:12
1/12/2015 20:42:12
1/12/2015 20:42:18
1/12/2015 20:42:21

1/12/2015 20:42:26

1/12/2015 20:42:32
1/12/2015 20:42:33
1/12/2015 20:42:34

amyarbogash

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
A4: How to use twitter effectively with struggling readers when quick reading and comprehension
are valued in twitterverse? #edtechchat
A5 We need strong digital citizenship embedded into curriculum; show students how &amp; when
to use social media tools like Twitter. #edtechchat

BeingExample

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5

1/12/2015 20:42:37

Gregbagby

A5) Digital Citizenship should be a part of every class from K-16. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:42:38

atragg

1/12/2015 20:42:38

RossCoops31

@nathan_stevens Awesome! :) #edtechchat Maybe you can name it after @RossCoops31
When Twitter is blocked, what alternatives do you use to accomplish similar networking for
students? #edtechchat
So Important! RT @s_bearden: A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral expectations from
the beginning. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral expectations from the beginning.
#edtechchat
A5: Need to explicitly teach digcit. Have school rules updated for relevance. Then actual teachers
need to pay attention. #edtechchat
RT @atragg: @nathan_stevens Awesome! :) #edtechchat Maybe you can name it after
@RossCoops31

nathan_stevens

@atragg @RossCoops31 I can do that #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:42:57

mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:42:57

mcnairan3

Gonna grab me a chat or two for a little escape http://t.co/THJm8I5aIN #edtechchat
Any #edtech gurus know of a chrome or other app that lets S take MC tests online &amp; allow
&gt;1 chance if 1st ans is wrong? #edtechchat #edchat
RT @mattBgomez: .@terrieichholz here is an example of my K class tweeting with weather
experts http://t.co/uAOQjk4Ae0 #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Twitter for Professional Learning, Any Takers? - Work in Progress - Education
Week Teacher http://t.co/u5PfoWZIvp #edtechc…
A5: Model appropriate usage, start digital citizenship early, and share the power of Twitter with
anyone that will listen! #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@cybraryman1 I love this graphic:) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:10

JillBromen

RT @MiamiDevice: KYLE PACE! @kylepace
@MiamiDevice Featured Speaker
November 12 &amp; 13, 2015 http://t.co/yR9aXpXuYt #edtech #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:11

mwniehoff
s_bannon

JudyArzt
wkrakower
SilvaEric1
EricAfterSchool

CoachMikell
terrieichholz
iplante

mssackstein
__deex3

Twitter in education http://t.co/ThKXIdHfS8 #edtechchat
A5: I think challenges can be overcome if teachers and students work together. Learning is all
about taking one step at a time #edtechchat
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1/12/2015 20:42:46
1/12/2015 20:42:52
1/12/2015 20:42:53

1/12/2015 20:43:03
1/12/2015 20:43:05
1/12/2015 20:43:08
1/12/2015 20:43:09

1/12/2015 20:43:11
1/12/2015 20:43:14

Sciology
SFecich
iplante
mssackstein
KS_EdMktg
SilvaEric1
faithchojar
mjjohnson1216
MarkellaG5
mwniehoff

A5 Model how to find different avenues to meet your needs or purpose. #edtechchat
@MattViernow right just because it is online does not make it true we must verify sources and
content #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:14
1/12/2015 20:43:14

RT @mssackstein: Q5: How can we problem solve those possible issues? #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:20
Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE, NBCT
http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:21
A5. Use hashtags and topics as research information, less emphasis on real time response. Gives
#ELL time to get context. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:22
RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
@mssackstein everyone's going to make mistakes.. So why not post them on a global scale so
everyone can learn from em! Ha #edtechchat
Reading your posts causes me to lean back, reflect and realize we truly live in an amazing time of
dramatic change!Thank you all #edtechchat
A5we can solve these problems by conveying the importance of social media conduct and guide
them through the first couple weeks #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:25
1/12/2015 20:43:25
1/12/2015 20:43:28
1/12/2015 20:43:29
1/12/2015 20:43:33

teachintechgal

RT @iPadWells: Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4
RT @techie_teach: A5: If a district says "no" to Twitter, then show them how great it is!
#edtechchat
A5 Conversation among faculty, clear curricula, &amp; continuum of experiences that lead to S
success. #edtechchat #digcit
RT @wkrakower: So Important! RT @s_bearden: A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral
expectations from the beginning. #edtechchat

Stephanie_Gordy

RT @iPadWells: Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4

1/12/2015 20:43:36

RossCoops31
T_HEB

1/12/2015 20:43:33
1/12/2015 20:43:34
1/12/2015 20:43:36

DrSpikeCook

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
1/12/2015 20:43:40
How Technology Connects Parents and Teachers http://t.co/LvBfB9jtqz #edchat #edtech #cpchat
#njed #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:41

ajpodchaski

For those who need to know - oregon just scored and leads 7-0 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:42

atragg

@nathan_stevens @RossCoops31 His new avatar is SO fab, you really should #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:42

MsVenturino

RT @Gregbagby: A5) Digital Citizenship should be a part of every class from K-16. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:46
There are ways to teach digital citizenship, even with filters in place: https://t.co/YSWQoPBklm
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:43:47
RT @amyarbogash: @wfsuper @CallahansClass We need more admins like you that understand
the importance of these types of tools! :) #edtechch…
1/12/2015 20:43:48

s_bearden

MurphysMusings5
CallahansClass
teachintechgal
missmac100
itknowingness
__deex3
teachintechgal
JenniferCoxEMS
ANetMichigan
mssackstein
teachintechgal
CLewis4kids
iplante
wfsuper
JudyArzt

@JudyArzt Google apps #edtechchat
RT @amsgoodwin: Lots of Ideas for using @educreations http://t.co/LsAOEUfKoM #edchat
#edtech #edtechchat
RT @amsgoodwin: Lots of Ideas for using @educreations http://t.co/LsAOEUfKoM #edchat
#edtech #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE,
NBCT http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:43:51

RT @Gregbagby: A5) Digital Citizenship should be a part of every class from K-16. #edtechchat
RT @mcnairan3: A5: Model appropriate usage, start digital citizenship early, and share the power
of Twitter with anyone that will listen! #…
A5: offer value! (So folks know you're a friendly nonprofit looking to connect , share and learn, not
selling anything) #edtechchat
RT @MarkellaG5: A4: Many students don't appreciate the value of using Twitter mostly because
they don't know. They have to take responsibil…

1/12/2015 20:43:54

@Gregbagby ditto! #edtechchat
RT @markbarnes19: Who says Twitter isn't for elementary students? http://t.co/cECXyPTRdt
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:02

1/12/2015 20:43:52
1/12/2015 20:43:53
1/12/2015 20:43:54

1/12/2015 20:43:55
1/12/2015 20:43:56
1/12/2015 20:43:59

1/12/2015 20:44:03

A5: open dialogue that doesn't hide our heads in the sand is key across the board #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:44:06
A5: You have to take a leap of faith &amp; get started. It's OK to go slow with a pilot project to see
if it works. Just do it! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:44:06
1/12/2015 20:44:07

Gregbagby

RT @mssackstein: Twitter in education http://t.co/ThKXIdHfS8 #edtechchat
A5) I also prefer Responsible use Agreements vs. Acceptable use Policies. RUA/AUPs
#edtechchat

rondorland

@mcnairan3 must start with #digcit at the beginning of every year! Show footprints. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:08

mssackstein

@MarkellaG5 that's an awesome point, Markella. Thanks for jumping in #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:14

colby_colbyt

RT @mssackstein: Twitter in education http://t.co/ThKXIdHfS8 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:15

1/12/2015 20:44:07

ajpodchaski
ANetMichigan
mcnairan3

RT @mattBgomez: .@terrieichholz here is an example of my K class tweeting with weather
experts http://t.co/uAOQjk4Ae0 #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE,
NBCT http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat
RT @rondorland: @mcnairan3 must start with #digcit at the beginning of every year! Show
footprints. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:17
1/12/2015 20:44:21
1/12/2015 20:44:23

CallahansClass

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
RT @wfsuper: A5: You have to take a leap of faith &amp; get started. It's OK to go slow with a
pilot project to see if it works. Just do it! #…

RossCoops31

Twitter is a must for educators to be critical consumers of their district’s PD. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:29

gcipinko

@MsVenturino Well said. #edtechchat
RT @atragg: @nathan_stevens @RossCoops31 His new avatar is SO fab, you really should
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski woohoo :0) Normally I'm a Florida Gator fan, but I can say Go Ducks toinght!
#edtechchat
RT @__deex3: I think even with younger students it's okay to use it because at a era where
technology is taking over, they adapt to it fast…
RT @DrSpikeCook: How Technology Connects Parents and Teachers http://t.co/LvBfB9jtqz
#edchat #edtech #cpchat #njed #edtechchat
We also must continue to advocate for the learning environments that are best for our students
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:35

1/12/2015 20:44:42

robpennington9

Agree with @Xanth_K Are there privacy settings? #edtechchat
A6. Clear digital citizenship lessons for T's and S's. And rubrics to keep everyone on track about
appropriate behavior. #edtechchat
A5 Like @JoPrestia said, model use for students, set clear expectations for use, get student input
for problem solving #edtechchat
RT @vhaley12: A4:Teaching Ss about digital citizenship will help derail many fears of using twitter
in the classroom.I believe its doable!
…
A5. For many the “what if’s” stop the conversation before it starts. Need to start slow. A pilot and
grow. #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@iPadWells awesome graphic! Will add to my training page! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:56

s_bearden

RT @mssackstein: Twitter in education http://t.co/ThKXIdHfS8 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:44:59

SFecich

RT @mssackstein: Q5: How can we problem solve those possible issues? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:45:01

mssackstein

Revisiting digital diplomacy: Teaching digital citizenship http://t.co/kH6gYa2778 #edtechchat
RT @jackandraka: . @AshleyCooksey2 #edtechchat I love this article for scientists on how to
tweet research http://t.co/MeY7KkpLbI
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
RT @emullowney1 A5 Like @JoPrestia said, model use for students, set clear expectations for
use, get student input for problem.. #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: We also must continue to advocate for the learning environments that are
best for our students #edtechchat
RT @DrSpikeCook: How Technology Connects Parents and Teachers http://t.co/LvBfB9jtqz
#edchat #edtech #cpchat #njed #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE,
NBCT http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat
@teachintechgal @JudyArzt Yep, was wondering if Google docs could be used in similar way?
#edtechchat
A5 Maybe start w/ younger Ss to "train" them in digital citizenship/ responsible use to infuse them
w/ the good side of Twitter #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:45:03

@RossCoops31 why did they want them down? Were they just generic feeds? #edtechchat
RT @KellyClifford9: RT "@s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom
http://t.co/wgB4a0w6OG #edtechchat” #INeLearn
RT @s_bearden: A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral expectations from the beginning.
#edtechchat
@mssackstein @s_bearden A5: clear expectations, posted objectives, providing examples
#edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A5: You have to take a leap of faith &amp; get started. It's OK to go slow with a
pilot project to see if it works. Just do it! #…
RT @mcnairan3: A5: Model appropriate usage, start digital citizenship early, and share the power
of Twitter with anyone that will listen! #…
RT @mssackstein: Revisiting digital diplomacy: Teaching digital citizenship http://t.co/kH6gYa2778
#edtechchat
@atragg @robpennington9 I think there is a lot of worry, but we need to model good behavior and
help kids understand #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:45:19

teachintechgal

RossCoops31
techie_teach
mssackstein
ANetMichigan
MurphysMusings5
leibelki
KS_EdMktg
emullowney1

mssackstein

sabakinoryu1
CallahansClass
JoPrestia
ANetMichigan
teachintechgal
TweechmeApp
whosanktheboat
SPFTech_Treglia
ajpodchaski
BrookeHallTIS
cbelle2day8
nerissateaches
teachintechgal
Sciology
s_bearden
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:44:27
1/12/2015 20:44:27

1/12/2015 20:44:35
1/12/2015 20:44:36
1/12/2015 20:44:39
1/12/2015 20:44:40
1/12/2015 20:44:41

1/12/2015 20:44:45
1/12/2015 20:44:46

1/12/2015 20:44:46
1/12/2015 20:44:55

1/12/2015 20:45:05
1/12/2015 20:45:08
1/12/2015 20:45:08
1/12/2015 20:45:14
1/12/2015 20:45:14
1/12/2015 20:45:17
1/12/2015 20:45:17
1/12/2015 20:45:18

1/12/2015 20:45:20
1/12/2015 20:45:22
1/12/2015 20:45:24
1/12/2015 20:45:24
1/12/2015 20:45:27
1/12/2015 20:45:30
1/12/2015 20:45:33

martysnowpaw

#edtechchat A5 Challenges were the same in the 60's getting admin to let you use TV &amp;
movies. Today's #Digcit is today's way of teach DigLit

1/12/2015 20:45:33

teachintechgal

@wfsuper I JUST a told a T that today! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:45:36

BiologyLCHS

A5 Rules, expectations,consequences, and digital citizenship. And modeling. #edtechchat
A5: need risk taker T's w/ admin that will champion them no matter what, as long as the T's are
doing the right thing. #edtechchat
RT @iplante: A5: open dialogue that doesn't hide our heads in the sand is key across the board
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Revisiting digital diplomacy: Teaching digital citizenship http://t.co/kH6gYa2778
#edtechchat
RT @WinthropsCity: @ajpodchaski @mssackstein Tweet as historical characters, class pages
with ss responsible for keeping it updated
#edtech…
RT @wfsuper: A3: Classrooms should have its own Twitter page to share all the fun &amp;
excitement. Twitter is the 21st century home refrigerat…
RT @MurphysMusings5: We also must continue to advocate for the learning environments that are
best for our students #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:45:38

LawgDawg13
AkevyStarEdu
ANetMichigan

addisj
AlyshaJCamins
Sciology
teachintechgal
iPadWells
MurphysMusings5

1/12/2015 20:45:50
1/12/2015 20:45:52
1/12/2015 20:45:52

1/12/2015 20:45:52
1/12/2015 20:45:54
1/12/2015 20:46:02

@Gregbagby yup! Just rewrote ours and renamed to responsible use! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:46:03
A4: Look out for randoms spotting your Hashtag and adding inappropriate comments. Though this
can be good for #DigCit learning. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:46:07
Some of my favorite videos for teaching dig cit #edtechchat https://t.co/Wlizd7e4eH
RT @MurphysMusings5: There are ways to teach digital citizenship, even with filters in place:
https://t.co/YSWQoPBklm #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:46:11

@__deex3 I wish I could #edtechchat
RT @MarkellaG5: A4: Many students don't appreciate the value of using Twitter mostly because
they don't know. They have to take responsibil…

1/12/2015 20:46:14

1/12/2015 20:46:18

atragg

A5: Like all change we have to show the value. #edtechchat
A5: Modeling, Monitoring, and Mentoring...and continued practice...if it goes bad once, don't give
up...correct and try again #edtechchat
RT @Gregbagby: A5) I also prefer Responsible use Agreements vs. Acceptable use Policies.
RUA/AUPs #edtechchat
A5: I think I'd need to ask permission to have a school Twitter acct- but if kids told me what to type,
I think it would be ok #edtechchat

vhaley12

I agree @mssackstein we must model good behavior as well for our students.
#edtechchat

RossCoops31
mssackstein
WJPS_Alice
gcipinko
coachfisher_rp
SilvaEric1

JodiMos
art_cathyhunt
WJPS_Alice
ANetMichigan
RossCoops31
inekeMcG
teachintechgal
WJPS_Alice
robpennington9
AkevyStarEdu
s_bearden
teachintechgal
shangdy1
terrieichholz
sziggy9
mssackstein
Robichaud_edu

1/12/2015 20:46:11

1/12/2015 20:46:17

1/12/2015 20:46:18
1/12/2015 20:46:19
1/12/2015 20:46:19
1/12/2015 20:46:19

A5 Make SM a natural part of our instruction. It will spread to others. #edtechchat
So kind! RT @atragg: .@RichterMariel Yes, my art lessons from @art_cathyhunt in Australia are a
big hit! #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: I think even with younger students it's okay to use it because at a era where
technology is taking over, they adapt to it fast…
RT @LawgDawg13: A5: need risk taker T's w/ admin that will champion them no matter what, as
long as the T's are doing the right thing. #ed…

1/12/2015 20:46:23

@ajpodchaski Yup, I guess teachers were followed by students and vice versa #edtechchat
@LawgDawg13 often it is not as risky as it looks from the outside once you get started!
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:46:30

@whosanktheboat @JudyArzt sure can! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE,
NBCT http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat
@mssackstein @atragg Agreed, we should be preparing Ss for the real world. Locking and
blocking doesn’t model or teach. #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Don’t want to imagine a teaching world without Twitter | Starr Sackstein, MJE,
NBCT http://t.co/eFicV2TvQI #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:46:33

@coachfisher_rp Use mistakes as teaching opportunities! #edtechchat
RT @whosanktheboat: @teachintechgal @JudyArzt Yep, was wondering if Google docs could be
used in similar way? #edtechchat
@SFecich Creating a positive and respectful classroom environment will lessen the feeling of
competition and comparing of others #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: @mssackstein @atragg Agreed, we should be preparing Ss for the real
world. Locking and blocking doesn’t model or teach.…
A5: Ts and admin need training on management of it and what to watch for (and positive uses of
it!) #edtechchat
@faithchojar I'm all about learning from my mistakes. I make them all the time and that's super cool
#edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Awesome act to teach QUESTIONING &amp; INFERENCING
using incredible video footage http://t.co/RlBTRQxAmq http://t.…

1/12/2015 20:46:39

1/12/2015 20:46:25
1/12/2015 20:46:29
1/12/2015 20:46:29

1/12/2015 20:46:33

1/12/2015 20:46:35
1/12/2015 20:46:36
1/12/2015 20:46:37

1/12/2015 20:46:42
1/12/2015 20:46:43
1/12/2015 20:46:47
1/12/2015 20:46:48
1/12/2015 20:46:48
1/12/2015 20:46:49

Sciology
teachintechgal
nathan_stevens
coachfisher_rp

RT @coachfisher_rp: A5: Modeling, Monitoring, and Mentoring...and continued practice...if it goes
bad once, don't give up...correct and try…
1/12/2015 20:46:51
RT @LawgDawg13: A5: need risk taker T's w/ admin that will champion them no matter what, as
long as the T's are doing the right thing. #ed…
1/12/2015 20:46:53
All of this unicorn talk has made me forget all of Twitter thought. May be time to go milk the
unicorns #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:46:57
“@s_bearden: @coachfisher_rp Use mistakes as teaching opportunities! #edtechchat” exactly!
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein @JudyArzt Since you can create more than one account, people
who want to keep privacy should create a new account…
@RossCoops31 but if it was a school only account and did only school related stuff, that should be
ok #edtechchat
RT @BiologyLCHS: A5 Rules, expectations,consequences, and digital citizenship. And modeling.
#edtechchat
.@art_cathyhunt @RichterMariel Only because your ideas are so fabulous, Cathy! I love the new
iBook #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:46:58

@iPadWells great point! #edtechchat
@robpennington9 correct. Even if its just one teacher and classroom. Eventually people will see
the success and hop on #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: A3 Tell your story of what goes on in your classroom, share fun projects with
people across the country. #edtechchat
A5: Use of private accounts can help student "wade" into the twitter water and teach the
importance of internet permanence. #edtechchat
.@MarkellaG5 Or Ss use Twitter for chatting w/ friends, sharing jokes, following celebrities, and not
for school use #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: Some of my favorite videos for teaching dig cit #edtechchat
https://t.co/Wlizd7e4eH
A5 For the skittish, show how useful the resource is. Bulletin board - map followers, print links
provided, conversations had. #edtechchat
@iplante @wkrakower #edtechchat I made a class account for all of my 2nd graders to use. No
problem with multiple simultaneous sign in.
RT @robpennington9: @mssackstein @atragg Agreed, we should be preparing Ss for the real
world. Locking and blocking doesn’t model or teach.…

1/12/2015 20:47:10

@robpennington9 @mssackstein Exactly, Rob! #edtechchat
That means a lot RT @atragg: .@art_cathyhunt @RichterMariel Only because your ideas are so
fabulous, Cathy! I love the new iBook #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:47:47

1/12/2015 20:47:49

vhaley12

@mssackstein @faithchojar Best way to learn! #edtechchat
We must model of our own expectations in everything that we do as educators. Remember action
speaks louder than words.
#edtechchat

mssackstein

@robpennington9 @atragg I totally agree. We need to trust kids #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:47:50

teachintechgal

@Xanth_K great first step! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:47:54

mssackstein
ajpodchaski
LoweMp1
atragg
teachintechgal
MarkellaG5
klippert
s_bannon
JudyArzt
RossCoops31
T_HEB
debwhite
mssackstein
atragg
art_cathyhunt
amyarbogash

mssackstein
BeckyKeene
techie_teach
LCHSGators
AkevyStarEdu
s_bearden
WJPS_Jason
gcipinko
ANetMichigan

coachfisher_rp
JHouser1
martysnowpaw

T_HEB

RT @vhaley12: I agree @mssackstein we must model good behavior as well for our students.
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE
#edtechchat
My daughter wants the Chromebook for work on school work.. that trumps #edtechchat .. I hope to
see y'all next week at #FETC @FETC
RT @RemindHQ: Get a Free Remind T-Shirt for 2015: http://t.co/exHbpExADv #edtech #edchat
#edtechchat #tlap #edu @web20classroom http://t.co…
RT @mssackstein: Twitter for Professional Learning, Any Takers? - Work in Progress - Education
Week Teacher http://t.co/u5PfoWZIvp #edtechc…
@cbelle2day8 Tweets are public unless you set your Twitter account to private. Digital citizenship
training is key! #edtechchat
RT @faithchojar: @mssackstein everyone's going to make mistakes.. So why not post them on a
global scale so everyone can learn from em! Ha …

1/12/2015 20:46:59
1/12/2015 20:47:04
1/12/2015 20:47:09
1/12/2015 20:47:10

1/12/2015 20:47:11
1/12/2015 20:47:14
1/12/2015 20:47:18
1/12/2015 20:47:19
1/12/2015 20:47:23
1/12/2015 20:47:26
1/12/2015 20:47:29
1/12/2015 20:47:33

1/12/2015 20:47:47

1/12/2015 20:47:49

1/12/2015 20:47:56
1/12/2015 20:48:01
1/12/2015 20:48:02
1/12/2015 20:48:04
1/12/2015 20:48:09
1/12/2015 20:48:11
1/12/2015 20:48:14

@iplante It works only when both sides are willing to listen. #edtechchat
A5: Let's stop "training" teachers how to use twitter and let them experience and explore it. Turns
them off! #edtechchat
RT @vhaley12: We must model of our own expectations in everything that we do as educators.
Remember action speaks louder than words.
#edte…
RT @s_bearden: @cbelle2day8 Tweets are public unless you set your Twitter account to private.
Digital citizenship training is key! #edtechc…

1/12/2015 20:48:16

RT @mssackstein: @robpennington9 @atragg I totally agree. We need to trust kids #edtechchat
RT @vhaley12: We must model of our own expectations in everything that we do as educators.
Remember action speaks louder than words.
#edte…

1/12/2015 20:48:28

1/12/2015 20:48:23

1/12/2015 20:48:27
1/12/2015 20:48:28

1/12/2015 20:48:28

cherandpete

RT @s_bearden: @cbelle2day8 Tweets are public unless you set your Twitter account to private.
Digital citizenship training is key! #edtechc…
@ajpodchaski #edtechchat Share our story w yr admin http://t.co/Vgjm0Kmk2a w Twitter we
reached 60+ countries in 4 weeks and made huge diff!

art_cathyhunt

@atragg @RichterMariel And makes me want to write more! Sharing is caring! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:48:33

nathan_stevens

A6 Twitter avatars are great to express yourself #edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: Get a Free Remind T-Shirt for 2015: http://t.co/exHbpExADv #edtech #edchat
#edtechchat #tlap #edu @web20classroom http://t.co…

1/12/2015 20:48:37

@techie_teach @fetc I'll be there!!!! #edtechchat
A5: I think that if admin and others see how powerful this can be - that solves problems
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:48:40

A4: Amazed that some schools still blocking Twitter, even for Teachers! #edtechchat
@JudyArzt yea they don't realize the full potential of Twitter and teachers are there to show them
the correct way #edtechchat
RT @ANetMichigan: A5: Let's stop "training" teachers how to use twitter and let them experience
and explore it. Turns them off! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:48:46

@m_drez Being consistent is also key. #edtechchat
A5 We have to shift thinking "this is necessity to instruction."We don't take pencils from Ss when
use wrong, we tch em better. #edtechchat
A5 open, honest conversation, modeling good dig cit, blend the traditional &amp; digital to keep it
relevant #edtechchat #tradigital

1/12/2015 20:48:59

Q6 coming up in 1 minute…#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @cbelle2day8 Tweets are public unless you set your Twitter account to private.
Digital citizenship training is key! #edtechc…
@s_bearden @cbelle2day8 but screenshots can still be taken by followers if you are private!
#edtechchat
@debwhite @iplante @wkrakower Do you then have students put their initials when they tweet?
#edtechchat
@JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 how do we change the view that twitter is not just to post what you had
for breakfast? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:06

1/12/2015 20:49:12

mcnairan3

@techie_teach Look forward to seeing you at @FETC! #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: A5: I think that if admin and others see how powerful this can be - that solves
problems #edtechchat

nathan_stevens

A6 I styled with one avatar for a while and then changed it up #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:13

mssackstein

RT @nathan_stevens: A6 Twitter avatars are great to express yourself #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:15

JoPrestia

1/12/2015 20:49:18

mjjohnson1216

@iPadWells don't be it happens in a lot of schools… #edtechchat
It's all a about dedication on whether students are willing to learn more or mot with using Twitter.
Some SS can def not follow #edtechchat
RT @TweechmeApp: Twitter rubric for assessing instructional assignments:
https://t.co/G5l5yl5bPD #edtechchat
RT @JodiMos: A5 We have to shift thinking "this is necessity to instruction."We don't take pencils
from Ss when use wrong, we tch em better…

mssackstein

@nathan_stevens yes and selfies say a lot about a person too #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:29

MereCummings

RT @mssackstein: Q6 coming up in 1 minute…#edtechchat
@mssackstein Agree! Look to others that use it successfully and branch out from there!
#edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: @ajpodchaski #edtechchat Share our story w yr admin http://t.co/Vgjm0Kmk2a
w Twitter we reached 60+ countries in 4 weeks a…
RT @mcnairan3 RT @mssackstein: A5: I think that if admin and others see how powerful this can
be - that solves problems #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Twitter in the classroom: It’s a matter of HOW it can work, not IF it can work.
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:31

RT @nathan_stevens: A6 Twitter avatars are great to express yourself #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @cbelle2day8 Good point. Better to teach...if it is on the internet it isn't private!
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:37

SilvaEric1

wkrakower
teachintechgal
mssackstein
iPadWells
MarkellaG5
teachintechgal
gcipinko
JodiMos
owenjc30
mssackstein
teachintechgal
MsVenturino
colby_colbyt
SFecich
s_bearden

__deex3
jyhawkfan45

amyarbogash
mssackstein
JoPrestia
jyhawkfan45
Sciology
s_bearden
m_drez
MurphysMusings5
MrsBSpanish
Gregbagby

RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
RT @iPadWells: A4: Amazed that some schools still blocking Twitter, even for Teachers!
#edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: Get a Free Remind T-Shirt for 2015: http://t.co/exHbpExADv #edtech #edchat
#edtechchat #tlap #edu @web20classroom http://t.co…
As an admin, I like to share who I am following and what I have learned with others in hopes they
would look for themselves. #edtechchat
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teachintechgal

@SFecich @JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 I love breakfast #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:49:53

nathan_stevens

@mssackstein like this one #edtechchat http://t.co/SZflATVyou
.@iPadWells I asked to get Twitter unblocked, so happy I can check in during prep if I wish!
#edtechchat
Obama Proposes ‘Student #Digital Privacy Act’ https://t.co/uhlGjyvVAN #edtech @EdSurge
#edchat #edtechchat #innovate #edtech #educate

1/12/2015 20:49:54

1/12/2015 20:50:08

RemindHQ

RT @RossCoops31: 140 characters, great opportunity for quick exit tickets. #edtechchat
Check out these simple steps to get your very own Remind t-shirt: http://t.co/Xeh1mop2My
@web20classroom #edtechchat http://t.co/h9WR0E9vOf

teachintechgal

@s_bearden @techie_teach @fetc can't wait! C u there! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:50:17

mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:50:18

mssackstein

@JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 most of my kids don't even do that... #edtechchat
@s_bearden @cbelle2day8 For example, Snapchat was supposedly supposed to be super
“private” I see screenshots all the time! #edtechchat
Q6: What other apps are out there that could replace Twitter if you have younger students?
#edtechchat

amyarbogash

@Gregbagby Great way to model for your staff, students, families and community! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:50:24

leibelki

@debwhite I really like the idea of a class account. Thanks for sharing. #edtechchat #wachat
RT @Gregbagby: As an admin, I like to share who I am following and what I have learned with
others in hopes they would look for themselves.…

1/12/2015 20:50:32

RT @mssackstein: @nathan_stevens yes and selfies say a lot about a person too #edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: Check out these simple steps to get your very own Remind t-shirt:
http://t.co/Xeh1mop2My @web20classroom #edtechchat http://t…
RT @mssackstein: Q6: What other apps are out there that could replace Twitter if you have
younger students? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:50:34

@Gregbagby good for you! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 60 Ways To Use Twitter In The Classroom By Category http://t.co/gjuiQBQ1nE
#edtechchat
@AshleyCooksey2 Let's teach Ts like we say we should teach students (and let's teach students
that way too while we are at it) #edtechchat
Don't Let Your Birkenstocks Get Moldy http://t.co/ROR7IVjNx6 #edchat #edtech #mnlead #plsas
#edtechchat #mnedchat #gafesummit
@teachintechgal @JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 twitter is my wheaties! Breakfast of Champions!
#edtechchat
@iPadWells How useful is it when it is unblocked for Tr but blocked for Ss? During school I would
use it with Ss. #edtechchat
@RemindHQ @web20classroom Hey @thomascmurray how come it is not you in the Selfie?
#edtechchat
Just want to thank my students for participating tonight... showing the value of Twitter - You guys
are #rockstars #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: Only plug of the night: Watch the #walkmyworld hashtag next week will be
starting study of text, identity, and place. #edtec…
RT @SFecich: @teachintechgal @JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 twitter is my wheaties! Breakfast of
Champions! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:50:42

A6: @81dash and @TodaysMeet are good backchannel alternatives! #edtechchat
A6: My Ss are very into @instagram and @Snapchat but I only use instagram in the classroom.
Not a fan of snapchat in education. #edtechchat
RT @SFecich: @teachintechgal @JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 twitter is my wheaties! Breakfast of
Champions! #edtechchat
A6: http://t.co/WzepBLnAcl is a great "safe" replacement for twitter when you can't use anything
else #edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: How to Text Your Way to Project-Based Learning: http://t.co/5RUhy1uR3T #pbl
#pblchat #tlap #edtechchat #mlearning #engchat
RT @RemindHQ: How to Text Your Way to Project-Based Learning: http://t.co/5RUhy1uR3T #pbl
#pblchat #tlap #edtechchat #mlearning #engchat

1/12/2015 20:51:18

A6- obviously a bieber twitter so #beibtwer would replace twiter. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A6: @81dash and @TodaysMeet are good backchannel alternatives!
#edtechchat
@atragg @iPadWells agreed. Twitter is blocked for everyones (teachers too) even after multiple
requests. Unfortunate. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:51:31

@TweechmeApp @ANetMichigan Collaboration is s major skill for their future #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A6: @81dash and @TodaysMeet are good backchannel alternatives!
#edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Just want to thank my students for participating tonight... showing the value of
Twitter - You guys are #rockstars #edtech…
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atragg
ICatRPS
AkevyStarEdu

MsVenturino

teachintechgal
martysnowpaw
wkrakower
s_bearden
teachintechgal
jyhawkfan45
ANetMichigan
KSzajner
SFecich
BiologyLCHS
wkrakower
mssackstein
readingsecrets
KS_EdMktg
s_bearden
MsVenturino
teachintechgal
ajpodchaski
mwniehoff
itknowingness
rondorland
AshleyCooksey2
CallahansClass
spaul6414
teachintechgal
s_bearden
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wkrakower

A5: Send Twitter in Edu articles to any school admin blocking Twitter. 8% of all tweets are by
educators!! #edtechchat
Submit a proposal for #TCT2015 on 6/26/15 ~ http://t.co/AiERVQL3xi #ISTE2015 #satchat
#edtechchat #edchat #4thchat

__deex3

A6: voxer can be used @mssackstein #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:51:50

atragg

@CallahansClass @iPadWells Ugh. So sorry #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:51:58

s_bearden

Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork: http://t.co/mZ0OM3riPL
RT @amyarbogash: @mssackstein Agree! Look to others that use it successfully and branch out
from there! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:52:01

iPadWells

mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:51:43
1/12/2015 20:51:45

1/12/2015 20:52:04

CogneroLearning

A6: @edmodo &amp; @TodaysMeet could be used with early elementary in lieu of Twitter
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:52:05
RT @s_bearden: A5: Digital Citizenship training, clear behavioral expectations from the beginning.
#edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:52:06
The 8 Things Technology Wants To Kill Next #edtech #edtechchat #startups
http://t.co/qq6VjseFrL
1/12/2015 20:52:07

wkrakower

@__deex3 @mssackstein Voxer is a great tool to use in schools! #edtechchat

JHouser1

RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork: http://t.co/mZ0OM3riPL 1/12/2015 20:52:13
@mssackstein @nathan_stevens #edtechchat So much here for teaching about body image
&amp; definitions of beauty. Every Selfie is beautiful
1/12/2015 20:52:14
@wkrakower @web20classroom @thomascmurray We can sure feature some more. :) Tom, send
us over your selfie in your Remind shirt! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:52:15

pNabbie
LydiaChicles

martysnowpaw
MsClaraGalan
SilvaEric1

1/12/2015 20:52:12

MT @iPadWells: 8% of all tweets are by educators!! #edtechchat
Here's a "Twitter List" of Class Twitter accounts; some more active/recent than others
http://t.co/tGSQSo9md3 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:52:23

1/12/2015 20:52:27

tritonkory

@mssackstein A6 today's meet, titanpad, edmodo, fake Twitter, smitter, slapchat #edtechchat
We can also get the kids to talk about what they are learning and how it works. Show the learning
#edtechchat
A6: For younger students I think Padlet is a great tool to begin the collaboration process. It's
friendly and easy on the eye.
#edtechchat
A6 edmodo I think. I started using it with ss, but then got off track with the holidays. I think that's
the app. #edtechchat
RT @MrsStevensonSS: A2 I use it to stay in contact w my Ss &amp; gain ideas from PLN! Ss
commented today that they wished ALL teachers were acc…

AshleyCooksey2

A6: we use #gafe in grades 3-6 #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:52:35

martysnowpaw

RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork: http://t.co/mZ0OM3riPL 1/12/2015 20:52:36
RT @ajpodchaski: A6: http://t.co/WzepBLnAcl is a great "safe" replacement for twitter when you
can't use anything else #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:52:37

JudyArzt
nathan_stevens
mssackstein

vhaley12
colby_colbyt

iplante
s_bearden

1/12/2015 20:52:23

1/12/2015 20:52:28

1/12/2015 20:52:29
1/12/2015 20:52:29
1/12/2015 20:52:34

@MsVenturino @cbelle2day8 Snapchat photos do not disappear! #edtechchat
A6 Are there any approved for under 13? Love all of the back channeling but haven't found one
COPPA approved for elementary. #edtechchat
Just turned 5 on Twitter. Learn &amp; love #edtechchat &amp; PLN. My district promotes Edmodo
w/Ss, but feel more #DPS Ts could benefit from Twitter
RT @mssackstein: Just want to thank my students for participating tonight... showing the value of
Twitter - You guys are #rockstars #edtech…
RT @martysnowpaw: @mssackstein @nathan_stevens #edtechchat So much here for teaching
about body image &amp; definitions of beauty. Every Selfie…
@MattViernow @s_bearden @cbelle2day8 No one told me this when I was using the internet
when I was in MS. #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @SFecich @JudyArzt @MarkellaG5 if there's breakfast I can get on board!
#edtechchat
@__deex3 @mssackstein I was just going to say that! I think a group chat in voxer or something is
pretty safe. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:52:37

@mssackstein I think @classtools has a fake book type setup that can be used #edtechchat
.@__deex3 @mssackstein Good call. All my teachers use Voxer for dismissal, I can itorduce them
to Edus on it. #edtechchat
RT @iPadWells: A5: Send Twitter in Edu articles to any school admin blocking Twitter. 8% of all
tweets are by educators!! #edtechchat
A6: Simple blog sites like kidblog can help introduce young students to online tools and sharing
content with others online. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:52:57

1/12/2015 20:52:59

wkrakower

A6 I am HS but maybe @polleverywhere could be a good start #edtechchat
@MsClaraGalan @thomascmurray Those shirts are great.. still have mine from #ISTE2014
#edtechchat

nathan_stevens

@martysnowpaw @mssackstein how about this one #edtechchat http://t.co/MzKuD9Smn2

1/12/2015 20:53:05

JodiMos
bisasi
iplante
mssackstein
MsVenturino
teachintechgal
WJPS_Jason
SFecich
Gregbagby
teachintechgal
s_bannon
BiologyLCHS
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1/12/2015 20:53:01

JudyArzt

@__deex3 @mssackstein Who is using Voxer with students? #edtechchat Is it successful?
@martysnowpaw @nathan_stevens I totally agree. Says a lot about the way we feel about
ourselves #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:53:07

A6: perhaps Google Moderator, a class blog, or Schoology #edtechchat
#edtechchat IDEA! Prove the +s of Twitter to your admin! Visit http://t.co/RlBTRQxAmq and tweet
all week to #SharesEase your Ss learning!

1/12/2015 20:53:08

A6. Start small having them write tweets- then use today’s meet for discussions. #edtechchat
A6 As an elementary teacher I use @TodaysMeet Great for modeling skills, archiving Ss thinking,
and sharing voice. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:53:14

A6: I love using @voxer with my PLN! @iplante @robpennington9 #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Just want to thank my students for participating tonight... showing the value of
Twitter - You guys are #rockstars #edtech…

1/12/2015 20:53:15

A6: @edmodo can be amazing for collaboration! @KidblogDotOrg too! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @MsVenturino @cbelle2day8 Good point. Better to teach...if it is on the internet
it isn't private! #edtechchat
@raspberryberet3 @TweechmeApp I love Twitter to share my students' creativity with the world
while promoting their self esteem #edtechchat
Yammer is a good way to create an ongoing dialogue between students as it is private and slower
moving #edtechchat #MIEExpert15
RT @mssackstein: We can also get the kids to talk about what they are learning and how it works.
Show the learning #edtechchat
RT @wkrakower: Submit a proposal for #TCT2015 on 6/26/15 ~ http://t.co/AiERVQL3xi
#ISTE2015 #satchat #edtechchat #edchat #4thchat
@wkrakower Ms. Sackstein also introduced Voxer to students and she gives us feedbacks through
it, which is really helpful #edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: @martysnowpaw @mssackstein how about this one #edtechchat
http://t.co/MzKuD9Smn2
A6 Kidblog is great for young students. So is Voki. The purposes are a bit different. #edtechchat
#wachat
@wkrakower @__deex3 Yes it is. WE use it for feedback and communication. Voice is very
powerful #edtechchat
Hi @biologylchs, Teachers can use Twitter to showcase best work of each day. The modern pat on
the back! #edtechchat
Using Twitter in the classroom – my firsthand experience via @mrkempnz http://t.co/DHu7HRnqDI
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:53:17

A6 Voxer and edmodo are not quite as good but viable substitutes #edtechchat
Playing with new apps: Voxer – am I late to this party? | Starr Sackstein, MJE, NBCT
http://t.co/XD79n43gFr #edtechchat
RT @RemindHQ: Check out these simple steps to get your very own Remind t-shirt:
http://t.co/Xeh1mop2My @web20classroom #edtechchat http://t…
Thank you @mssackstein and her Ss for continuously showing how we can grow with and without
tech #edtechchat
RT @JudyArzt: Here's a "Twitter List" of Class Twitter accounts; some more active/recent than
others http://t.co/tGSQSo9md3 #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Critical today is breaking us all out of our cultural silos.
Celebrating Difference &amp; Diversity is goal of #N…
@mssackstein #6 #edtechchat I use @Schoology to show what is appropriate for SM, and how to
participate in convos and discussions
Beep, Beep: That’s the sound of the feedback | Starr Sackstein, MJE, NBCT
http://t.co/Oso1RGCZhq #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Thank you @mssackstein and her Ss for continuously showing how we can grow
with and without tech #edtechchat
RT @pNabbie: A6: @edmodo &amp; @TodaysMeet could be used with early elementary in lieu
of Twitter
#edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:53:45

1/12/2015 20:54:03

MsClaraGalan

A6: Today'sMeet is a great tool. Also use Google Docs for collaboration. #edtechchat
RT @MHWbobcats: @raspberryberet3 @TweechmeApp I love Twitter to share my students'
creativity with the world while promoting their self est…
RT @pansy_mcguire: I taught 8th grade Ss Britannica School and EasyBib today and it was fun!
#edtech #edtechchat #arkedchat
RT @inekeMcG: Yammer is a good way to create an ongoing dialogue between students as it is
private and slower moving #edtechchat #MIEExpert…
A6: @edmodo is a great kid friendly version of Twitter. And it will help teach netiquette at a young
age #edtechchat #educ204toi
@wkrakower @thomascmurray Looks like you should send over a selfie as well, Billy! :)
#selfieforashirt #edtechchat

amyarbogash

@atragg Heard a lot recently about Voxer but never used it... #edtechchat
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mssackstein
cbelle2day8
cherandpete
robpennington9
T_HEB
atragg
Sciology
ANetMichigan
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teachintechgal
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teachintechgal
LoweMp1
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1/12/2015 20:54:12
1/12/2015 20:54:13

martysnowpaw

RT @T_HEB: A6 As an elementary teacher I use @TodaysMeet Great for modeling skills,
archiving Ss thinking, and sharing voice. #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: A6. Start small having them write tweets- then use today’s meet for
discussions. #edtechchat
RT @pansy_mcguire: I taught 8th grade Ss Britannica School and EasyBib today and it was fun!
#edtech #edtechchat #arkedchat
@BiologyLCHS @polleverywhere Just find a place to start and move on from there. Excited to see
what you do. #edtechchat.
@JudyArzt @mssackstein Ms. Sackstein uses it it to give us feedback and communicate. It is
super helpful #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @mssackstein #edtechchat Now that is my idea of a #NotPerfectHat. I am in
Cary for the week. Want to buy you coffee.

nathan_stevens

A6 I have heard good things about talking to a person face to face #edtechchat

mssackstein

@JodiMos @voxer yes. My students love it now too #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:54:41
A6: @padlet is a great tool to get students to collaborate. It's also fun to see the bulletin board like
format of comments. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:54:43

teachintechgal
teachintechgal
AshleyCooksey2
Sciology
__deex3

shangdy1
SFecich

1/12/2015 20:54:15
1/12/2015 20:54:23
1/12/2015 20:54:26
1/12/2015 20:54:27
1/12/2015 20:54:32
1/12/2015 20:54:37
1/12/2015 20:54:39

Thanks to the #educ204toi students that participated in tonight's #edtechchat you guys #rocked it!
RT @LoweMp1: A6: @edmodo is a great kid friendly version of Twitter. And it will help teach
netiquette at a young age #edtechchat #educ204t…

1/12/2015 20:54:43

1/12/2015 20:54:47

klippert

.@amyarbogash Omg, like a walkie talkie on your phone! I love it #edtechchat
RT @martysnowpaw: @vhaley12 #edtechchat Planning Not Perfect Hat Club collaborations in
Australia, Philippines, New Zealand, UK, Singapore …

emullowney1

A6 Kidblog , Today's Meet #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:54:49

MsVenturino

@amyarbogash @atragg Me too, I’m not quite sure how I would use Voxer thought #edtechchat
Changing Is Learning - The Blog:
http://t.co/hXm3HqUhra #caedchat #cuerockstar #edchat #tlafp #tlap #pblchat #ISTE2015
#edtechchat #edtech

1/12/2015 20:54:49

1/12/2015 20:54:50

LawgDawg13

RT @nathan_stevens: A6 Twitter avatars are great to express yourself #edtechchat
RT @apptasticteach: @mssackstein #6 #edtechchat I use @Schoology to show what is
appropriate for SM, and how to participate in convos and d…
RT @Sciology: @BiologyLCHS @polleverywhere Just find a place to start and move on from
there. Excited to see what you do. #edtechchat.
A6: Sad that I've been in the coaching game and out of the edtech game so "long" that I don't know
what voxer is! #edtechchat
Thank you for allowing me to be enlightened tonight. It fires me up for the rest of the week!
#edtechchat

JodiMos

@mssackstein @voxer I can imagine they would! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:55:02

NJASCDNorth

Establish a #Makerspace at your school. Learn with us https://t.co/CnW8zc1ifA #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:55:05
RT @martysnowpaw: #edtechchat Through #Touchcast Twitter carries video programming around
the globe. 1:1 ipads means the classroom becomes …
1/12/2015 20:55:05
I guess I’ve not thought about it but we use Voxer and TodaysMeet daily. I should use them to
connect. #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:55:12

teachintechgal
atragg

mwniehoff
martysnowpaw
mssackstein
teachintechgal
ANetMichigan

klippert
Gregbagby
nathan_stevens
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1/12/2015 20:54:52
1/12/2015 20:54:52
1/12/2015 20:54:55
1/12/2015 20:54:56

1/12/2015 20:55:19

amyarbogash

@martysnowpaw @mssackstein let me figure out a time. How about Wednesday #edtechchat
@iplante Thanks so much for having us Sharon :) This was great fun. Learned so much from
everyone #edtechchat
A6. What about slips of papers? Use graph paper to limit to 140 ch or whatever. Ss could have fun
tweeting w paper. #edtechchat
@atragg Would love to learn more about this and how it could be used with staff and students!
#edtechchat

JudyArzt

@mssackstein So great you get your students into Twitter chats! #studentvoice #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:55:28

SPFTech_Treglia

@nathan_stevens Radical chat like that can get you in trouble! #edtechchat.

1/12/2015 20:55:34

wkrakower

1/12/2015 20:55:34

stephenveliz

@MsClaraGalan @thomascmurray I think I can do that. :) #selfieforashirt #edtechchat
#edtechchat It's a teacher's responsibility to teach students how to effectively use tools available to
them. Twitter is one of those tools!
@iPadWells good idea. I guess my point was I could do that at home. At school I want to use it to
connect with Ss. #edtechchat
RT @Xanth_K: A6: Today'sMeet is a great tool. Also use Google Docs for collaboration.
#edtechchat
RT @iPadWells A5: Send Twitter in Edu articles to any school admin blocking Twitter. 8% of all
tweets are by educators!! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Want to improve your Twitter skills before #FETC? Download @TweechmeApp!
http://t.co/x9GKPQWWLw #FETC2015 #edtechchat

SarahDiaDiaz

Thank you #edtechchat! Lots of new ideas and things to marinate on!

1/12/2015 20:55:45

mssackstein
Media_Barber

cherandpete
BiologyLCHS
Sciology
CallahansClass

1/12/2015 20:55:21
1/12/2015 20:55:23
1/12/2015 20:55:25

1/12/2015 20:55:36
1/12/2015 20:55:40
1/12/2015 20:55:41
1/12/2015 20:55:42
1/12/2015 20:55:44

SilvaEric1

“@s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/Tk4ufeTbr8
#edtechchat” #smpd4tl
Thanks @mssackstein for leading a great discussion @ajpodchaski I’m sure we went wayyyy over.
#edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat It's a teacher's responsibility to teach students how to effectively
use tools available to them. Twitter is o…
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat It's a teacher's responsibility to teach students how to effectively
use tools available to them. Twitter is o…

__deex3

@wkrakower I agree. Getting feedbacks lets me know what I need to improve on. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:55:53

Gregbagby

.@amyarbogash @atragg We use it daily for student dismissal. #edtechchat
RT @WJPS_Jason: @__deex3 @mssackstein I was just going to say that! I think a group chat in
voxer or something is pretty safe. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:56:06

A6: Edmodo is a great closed environment for younger students. #edtechchat
RT @Media_Barber: A6. What about slips of papers? Use graph paper to limit to 140 ch or
whatever. Ss could have fun tweeting w paper. #edte…

1/12/2015 20:56:11

HCPSTinyTech
robpennington9
TweechmeApp

mssackstein
gcipinko
s_bearden
AshleyCooksey2
mssackstein
T_HEB
nathan_stevens

1/12/2015 20:55:46
1/12/2015 20:55:46
1/12/2015 20:55:47
1/12/2015 20:55:48

1/12/2015 20:56:09

1/12/2015 20:56:13

Heading off to pack some more boxes. Thanks for the chat tonight. Great info! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:56:14
RT @nathan_stevens: @mssackstein A6 today's meet, titanpad, edmodo, fake Twitter, smitter,
slapchat #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:56:15
A great idea! Used in my elem class. Perfect as an in between to discuss word choice, spelling, etc
@Media_Barber #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:56:16
@SPFTech_Treglia have you seen my tweets, radical everywhere #edtechchat
A6: @edmodo, @KidblogDotOrg, @todaysmeet are all great apps to give Ss an opportunity to
share their thoughts w/ others. #edtechchat
@nathan_stevens #edtechchat The whole discussion of avatars is so rich for talking about who
we really are through appearance.

1/12/2015 20:56:20

1/12/2015 20:56:27

rondorland

@Xanth_K me too! Both are great for collaboration #edtechchat
Ty mods or #edtechchat and #CdnEdChat for great chats. Ty to all present and soon to be pln
members!

emullowney1

A6 I forgot schoology and we use that at my school :P #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:56:37

mcnairan3

RT @gcipinko: A6: Edmodo is a great closed environment for younger students. #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:56:39

mcnairan3
martysnowpaw
SFecich

1/12/2015 20:56:21
1/12/2015 20:56:26

1/12/2015 20:56:35

trigutman

Thanks all
#edtechchat
RT @nathan_stevens: @martysnowpaw @mssackstein let me figure out a time. How about
Wednesday #edtechchat
@MsVenturino @amyarbogash I've been using it to plan @EdCampSWCT with @iplante and
@robpennington9 Much easier than typing #edtechchat
RT @MurphysMusings5: There are ways to teach digital citizenship, even with filters in place:
https://t.co/YSWQoPBklm #edtechchat

Gregbagby

RT @emullowney1: A6 I forgot schoology and we use that at my school :P #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:56:45

ajpodchaski

@robpennington9 @mssackstein we'll see in a few minutes :) #edtechchat
“@mssackstein: We do online ad campaigns for pub finance - teaching kids about selling using
Twitter #edtechchat” #smpd4tl #finance #sschat
RT @s_bearden: Going to #FETC? Stay an extra day for #edcamporange!
http://t.co/cSPAbURpR7 #edtech #edtechchat #fledchat
RT @LoweMp1: A6: @edmodo is a great kid friendly version of Twitter. It will help teach netiquette
at a young age #edtechchat #educ204toi

1/12/2015 20:56:45

@Sciology my classes love @GetKahoot.... Learned about it from you. Thx! #edtechchat
RT @Media_Barber: A6. What about slips of papers? Use graph paper to limit to 140 ch or
whatever. Ss could have fun tweeting w paper. #edte…

1/12/2015 20:56:58

@martysnowpaw I am a 96 year old Martian #edtechchat
.@mssackstein @__deex3 Want to use a Voxer group w/ grad students, but good # not tech
savvy; what are your thoughts on this? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:56:59

@JudyArzt thanks Judy. My kids are super dedicated. I'm so very lucky #edtechchat
Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss Podcasting in the
Classroom! #edtechchat
RT @HCPSTinyTech: “@s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom
http://t.co/Tk4ufeTbr8 #edtechchat” #smpd4tl
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
Thank you all for letting me jump into tonight's chat. You've reminded me that pushing against the
current is sometimes best. #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @JudyArzt @mssackstein Ms. Sackstein uses it it to give us feedback and
communicate. It is super helpful #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:57:00

pNabbie
martysnowpaw
atragg

HCPSTinyTech
stephenveliz
SFecich
BiologyLCHS
mariegraham
nathan_stevens
JudyArzt
mssackstein
s_bearden
shangdy1
MrsGriffith3
CallahansClass
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:56:40
1/12/2015 20:56:42
1/12/2015 20:56:44
1/12/2015 20:56:45

1/12/2015 20:56:52
1/12/2015 20:56:52
1/12/2015 20:56:55

1/12/2015 20:56:59

1/12/2015 20:56:59

1/12/2015 20:57:05
1/12/2015 20:57:08
1/12/2015 20:57:14
1/12/2015 20:57:14
1/12/2015 20:57:17

Xanth_K

RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat
@Media_Barber I used blue post its to simulate the blue tweets. Students used classroom
hashtags we established. #edtechchat

JodiMos

Great chat! Hope to meet lots of you f2f next week at #FETC #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:57:23

ANetMichigan

I've found so many new tweeps to follow in tonight's #edtechchat!
RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat
Thanks #edtechchat community. Great conversation to inspire. Have a good night and a good
week.

1/12/2015 20:57:24

1/12/2015 20:57:34

s_bearden

Thanks for a great chat! Such fun! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat
@atragg @MsVenturino @amyarbogash @EdCampSWCT @iplante @robpennington9 Will you
get me a ticket to CT for @edcampSECT #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Revisiting digital diplomacy: Teaching digital citizenship http://t.co/kH6gYa2778
#edtechchat
RT @HCPSTinyTech: “@mssackstein: We do online ad campaigns for pub finance - teaching kids
about selling using Twitter #edtechchat” #smpd4t…
RT @T_HEB: Thanks #edtechchat community. Great conversation to inspire. Have a good night
and a good week.

martysnowpaw

@nathan_stevens @mssackstein #Edtechchat Wednesday is good, How about first thing in AM?

1/12/2015 20:57:50

JoPrestia

@martysnowpaw @nathan_stevens I don't like those coloured eggs… #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:57:54

__deex3

@HCPSTinyTech @mssackstein That is awesome! #edtechchat
RT @HCPSTinyTech: “@s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom
http://t.co/Tk4ufeTbr8 #edtechchat” #smpd4tl
RT @vhaley12: A4:Teaching Ss about digital citizenship will help derail many fears of using twitter
in the classroom.I believe its doable!
…
@JudyArzt @__deex3 it's really easy to use and they wouldn't have to give out their phone
numbers. It's great #edtechchat
RT @iPadWells: Hi @biologylchs, Teachers can use Twitter to showcase best work of each day.
The modern pat on the back! #edtechchat
@mssackstein thanks for a great chat; my first!! I learned a lot..thought I would not like Twitter, but
this is very cool! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat
Does anyone think that utilizing Twitter in a limited time (say after PARCC testing) as a pilot is a
viable idea? #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS @GetKahoot I enjoy helping my fellow educators out anyway I can. Thank you for
the recognition. #edtechchat
RT @HCPSTinyTech: “@mssackstein: We do online ad campaigns for pub finance - teaching kids
about selling using Twitter #edtechchat” #smpd4t…
@Gregbagby @amyarbogash Dismissal? Tell me more. We are still using old school (pardon the
pun) walkie-talkies #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:57:54

SilvaEric1

TeacherCast
T_HEB
mcnairan3
JHouser1
Gregbagby
STremblay613
dmdunavant

dmdunavant

STremblay613
mssackstein
SilvaEric1
cbelle2day8
TweechmeApp
SPFTech_Treglia
peterdbaron
Sciology
FinanceWeekly1
atragg
apptasticteach
WJPS_Jason
oberlinnupe
owenjc30
JudyArzt
mssackstein

1/12/2015 20:57:17
1/12/2015 20:57:19

1/12/2015 20:57:25
1/12/2015 20:57:26

1/12/2015 20:57:35
1/12/2015 20:57:42
1/12/2015 20:57:43
1/12/2015 20:57:43
1/12/2015 20:57:45

1/12/2015 20:57:55

1/12/2015 20:57:55
1/12/2015 20:57:55
1/12/2015 20:58:02
1/12/2015 20:58:04
1/12/2015 20:58:04
1/12/2015 20:58:04
1/12/2015 20:58:06
1/12/2015 20:58:08
1/12/2015 20:58:08
1/12/2015 20:58:11

#edtechchat Thanks all for a great conversation. new ideas are running.
1/12/2015 20:58:12
I think Twitter is pretty safe. the ability to block/mute users and using #'s to chat separates this from
other social media #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:58:13
RT @iPadWells: A #teacher's 3 Twitter accounts: http://t.co/PZsC6dD9RH
#edtechchat http://t.co/hiBfYVn7B5
1/12/2015 20:58:18
A6 easy blogger jr, Today's Meet, @padlet are a few that come to mind to help ease young Ss into
having a shared voice #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:58:19
.@__deex3 @mssackstein Really think Voxer would be super helpful 4 feedback, but Ss in your
class are used to tech tools #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:58:19
1/12/2015 20:58:22

JoPrestia

@robpennington9 @ajpodchaski thanks for participating #edtechchat
@atragg @MsVenturino @amyarbogash @EdCampSWCT @iplante use it with team to
communicate agenda and have a great discussion #edtechchat
RT @mssackstein: Revisiting digital diplomacy: Teaching digital citizenship http://t.co/kH6gYa2778
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: 25 top ways teachers use Twitter in the classroom http://t.co/WPcSOs937F
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Be sure to join #edtechchat next week as we welcome @teachercast to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom! #edtechchat

s_bearden

@SPFTech_Treglia Why not? #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:58:34

robpennington9
EdTechRetweet
EdTechRetweet

1/12/2015 20:58:24
1/12/2015 20:58:29
1/12/2015 20:58:29
1/12/2015 20:58:32

SPFTech_Treglia

Have a great week y'all...thanks for the great chat. #edtechchat

JHouser1

Thanks from the newbie! lots of fun, learned lots! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:58:46
@mssackstein @JudyArzt Keep everyone's privacy and communicating is helpful. We sometimes
have a discussion through Voxer #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:58:52
RT @mssackstein: Twitter for Professional Learning, Any Takers? - Work in Progress - Education
Week Teacher http://t.co/u5PfoWZIvp #edtechc…
1/12/2015 20:58:52

__deex3
STremblay613
HCPSTinyTech
iPadWells
Sciology
mssackstein
STremblay613
s_bearden
ajpodchaski
s_bearden
emullowney1

1/12/2015 20:58:44

“@RossCoops31: 140 characters, great opportunity for quick exit tickets. #edtechchat” #smpd4tl
Thanks to @mssackstein for running an excellent #edtechchat about Twitter in Education. #ideas
#Resources #edchat

1/12/2015 20:58:57

Great chat tonight @mssackstein ! Glad I stopped in. #edtechchat
@cbelle2day8 music to my ears. I'm glad you came and kept an open mind. I've heard many
students say the same thing #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:58:57

RT @iPadWells: Hey #edtechchat : Introduce Twitter to Teachers: http://t.co/VcpRvCuEP4
RT @owenjc30: A6 easy blogger jr, Today's Meet, @padlet are a few that come to mind to help
ease young Ss into having a shared voice #edtec…

1/12/2015 20:59:01

1/12/2015 20:58:57

1/12/2015 20:59:00

1/12/2015 20:59:01

@JHouser1 glad you could join us! #edtechchat
1/12/2015 20:59:04
Wrap Up -Thanks for joining this week’s #edtechchat! Don’t forget to follow your new connections
from tonight!
1/12/2015 20:59:05
Thank you to everyone participating in #edtechchat tonight. Hope all have a great week :D
@teachintechgal Will you be at FETC? Wed 1/21 is official #FETC2015 TweetUp followed by
unofficial TweetUp. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Wrap Up -Thanks for joining this week’s #edtechchat! Don’t forget to follow your
new connections from tonight!
RT @WJPS_Jason: I think Twitter is pretty safe. the ability to block/mute users and using #'s to
chat separates this from other social medi…

1/12/2015 20:59:11

1/12/2015 20:59:19

SFecich

#edtechchat went way too fast, but I learned a lot. Thanks everyone!
@JudyArzt @mssackstein @__deex3 I would be interested in the tool too any suggestions? How
do you use it? #edtechchat

mssackstein

@__deex3 @HCPSTinyTech You will be doing it soon, Dahae :) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:59:25

teachintechgal

@cybraryman1 I sure will! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:59:28

s_bearden

1/12/2015 20:59:31

__deex3

+1 that!!! RT @ajpodchaski: @JHouser1 glad you could join us! #edtechchat
@atragg @amyarbogash All teachers have an iOS device and one person goes to the buses and
calls out what’s there. #edtechchat
Twitter will take you to the moon and back in one hour...Whew! I enjoyed the connection
@s_bearden
#edtechchat
@s_bearden Wondering if there's enough time (if I could get A &amp; T buy-in) to show the value.
#edtechchat
@JudyArzt @mssackstein We weren't all used to it at first. Ms. Sackstein really put effort to teach
us how to use it #edtechchat

ANetMichigan

@mssackstein So grateful to add you to our PLN...an amazing job facilitating tonight! #edtechchat 1/12/2015 20:59:43

JoPrestia

Heading over to #tlap now - bye everyone! thanks for the chat :) #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:59:46

colby_colbyt

Thanks everyone for all the info. and great chat! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:59:58

ajpodchaski

@s_bearden @JHouser1 no fair stacking the audience susan! #edtechchat

1/12/2015 20:59:59

mssackstein

@iPadWells glad you were able to participate #edtechchat
@mssackstein @__deex3 Yes, bec we don't need to give phone numbers, think Voxer useful. Do
you recommend as group or inidivid? #edtechchat
RT @__deex3: @mssackstein @JudyArzt Keep everyone's privacy and communicating is helpful.
We sometimes have a discussion through Voxer #edt…
Don’t forget the archive from each week can be found on the #edtechchat wiki at:
http://t.co/jFsKpMrSM9
“@KellyClifford9: A3: Try using a class hashtag to share student projects &amp; links with one
another! #edtechchat” #smpd4tl
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